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an invalid for
At first Kidneyyears.
Trouble caused such a weakness in my
back that I was
a a
to
unable
do my work 8 61 b standing
up. I rapidly run down until disease peculiar to my sex fastened upon me, anil

over

_
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LIFE BECAME A TORTURE,

FIRE INSURANCE.

such as only those afflicted as I was can
know. Compelled to sit or lie down
all the time—to stand upon my feet for
twenty minutes at a time was a torture unspeakable. The Terrible

BOW 4 PINKHAM,

I

35 Exchange Street.
-ALSO-

Employer’s Liability Insurance,
Insurance,
Elevator Inspection and Insurance,
{Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance,
Accident

Insurance,

a

j&H

g^k

SANE. My IfKlUBj

almost

IN-

nervous

sys-

I COULD NEVER GET WELL.

other Positions of Trust who
Bequlred to Give Scourity.

are

—AGENTS FOK—

Liverpool & London & Globe.

Insurance Company of North America.
Northern Assurance of England.

Niagara Eire of New York.
Queen Insurance Co. of England,
New Hampshire Fire.
Phoenix of London.
Insurance Go. of State of Pennsylvania.
Norwich Union of England.
Kellince of Philadelphia.
Fidelity & Casualty Co. of N. Y.
National Life of Vermont.
Boston Marine.

bottle of DANA’S
I thought the first
ed me a
little. I have
Bit & Caused nine
bottles of SARSAPARILLA and lour
bottles of DANA’S LIVER & KIDNEY
PILLS, and find myself able to
do all the hard work in a family of four.
I AM NEARLY WELL.
Can stand upon my feet and
work all day withont suffering. God alone knows how grateful I
am. I wish all suffering as I was knew
of your Great Remedy.
Yours trulv,
MRS. HELEN E. SELDEN.
Sana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast. Maine.
Last March I got

Hand-Made

sneodtl

Garments Cleansed

Clear HavanalFiller.

-OK-

DTED
-AND-

PRESSED READY FOR WEAR,
No. 13 Preble Street.

10 Cent ClGAR.
never

artificially

Foster’s ForesfCity Dye House
_eodtf

nov29

CAUCUS.
Cape Elizabeth.
Republicans ofCape Elizabeth are requested to meet at the Town Hall on Saturday, the 9th day of April at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon to choose delegates to the Republican State Convention to be holden at Bangor on
April 27,1892; and also to choose delegates to
Per order Town

CONRAD
5 Cent CIGAR
Is

a

Delieious Smoke.

Formerly Irwin Cigar Co.

This Means Yon!

Hidden’s Magnetic Compound.

It
All the druggists sell it.
costs $1.00 per bottle.
or constitutional
For local
weakness, nervous diseases,
rheumatism,
paralysis,
neuralgia, diseases of the
female
weaknesses,
blood,
and all stomach troubles, it
a
is
It
clean, pure,
is KING.
honest medicine.

Hidden’s Magnetic Compound
Is doing splendid work everywhere. If you try it once, you
will never be without it.
TRY IT.

BUY IT.

’TWILL DO YOU GOOD.
Mawbuirjport, Mass.
IstplycM

marlA

CLEANLINESS
characterizes the manufacture of the famous

Sleeper’s Eye
Cigars,
They

are

made in

our own factory by
union labor. Try em

10c. everywhere.

TRADE HARK
SLEEPER & CO.,

8. S.
apr7

REGISTERED.

Factory,

Boston.

eodlw

165 MILK

ST., BOSTON.
S.Tu&Tlstply

my9
THE

WEATHER.

Washington, April 4.—Senator Morgan spoke at great length in the Senate
today in support of his silver bill. Senator Teller also favored the measure and

Senator Sherman spoke against it.
atuan was taken.

A_U

the doors

after 8 o’clock,
open and the

were

thrown

galleries quickly filled.
President Kendall called the company to
order and delivered a brief speech. He
As
then introduced Secretary Tracy.
the Secretary advanced to the front of
the platform, the whole company rose
and
Cheer

Upon

Cheer

Kang

Out.

Secretary Tracy highly commended Senator Aldrich and said his defeat would
He praised the
be a national loss.
present national administration and
specified what each executive dethat
he
done
had
partment
considered praiseworthy. Ho also referendorsement
unanimous
red to the
given

s

Fair Today, with Clouds and Rain

to Fol-

the

John P. Dolliver of Iowa and Senator
Aldrich. During the speech of the latter
ex-Speaker Reed arrived from Newport
He began by
and received an ovation.
saying that he had been misinformed as
to Rhode Island and it was larger than
He did not see how they
New York.
packed themselves away, after this enthusiasm, and left room for Mr. CleveHe
land and the western congressmen.
One of the plaincontinued as follows:
est duties of a Christian statesman is to
If you do that,
see others do their duty.
the prophecy that Senator Aldrich has
just made to you will come true. You
don’t realize how important your elecYou have an
tion is to all the people.
opportunity seldom afforded you to
Set the Key Note of the Campaign.
You must show what you are ready to
The Republido to carry the country.
can task does not get easier as the years
oe nimuess.

only go forward,

jluu

must

uut

the rest of
the world forward. It is the perpetual
education of ourselves and those around
us that comes up anew at every election.
Constant exertion is the only thing that
At the last election, we had a
saves us.
series of misfortunes outside ourselves
which would have overwhelmed any party that had not in itself the seeds of
but

bring

Today, every one
of us believes that before us is the possibility of a great vieiory and another onward march. This scene is an assurance
that the Republican party has its old

They, Says Mr. Keed, Are the Free Traders

Wednesday; slightly warmer, except
stationary temperature on the coast; variable winds.

of the World.

Providence, R. I., April 4.—PawtuckRepublicans held a mass meeting tonight, at which ex-Speaker Reed and
Roswell G. Horr of Michigan were the
Mr. Reed said in
principal speakers.
point: “The people of Pawtucket today
are twice as well off as they were 30 years
ago. No one doubts that, yet Mr. Grov
et

Cleveland—
Cheer upon cheer greeted the name
When it subsided Mr.
of Cleveland.
Reed said:
“I am glad to hear you cheer him]
“Mr.
he’ll need it.” He continued:
Cleveland savs we have been wasting a
thousand million dollars each year and
throwing it out of the window, yet in the
face of that fact the people are growing
better off. If this is not so, then the
flat
whole theory of free trade falls
Where is the finest
to the ground.
Where you can
market in the world?
get the most money to spend. Where is
that? In America, where the people
under Republican prolived
have
for
tection
years.
twenty-five
Everybody in the world, except the Dembelieves
ocratic party and Great Britain,
er

Local Weather Report.
Pobtland, Me, April 4,1892.
8 A.

M.

8

P.

M.

Barometer29.963 29.940
.50.0
Thermometer.
34.
Dew Point.*..

Humidity... • .. 55.
Wind.S
Velocity .•••*•••••••••••••••4

50.0
38.
64.

S
o

Weather.Cloudy Cloudy
Mean daily ther.. ,52.0!Max. vel. wind.6 W
Maximum ther.. .ei.O Xotal precip.0
Minimum ther
34.01
...

Weather Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, April 4, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order: Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 85°, SE, cloudy; New York,

the Meredith passenger station, just be
fore the arrival of the morning trains
out. The victim was Drussila A. Wiggii
of Lakeport, and the murderer was hes
husband, George E. Wiggin, who lias
worked at both Meredith and Lakeport
wife
but
did not live with his
Both had been at Laconia the past week,
for
divorce was tc
where her application
Mrs. Wiggii
come up in a few days.
to
over Sunday
stay
Meredith
went to
and her husband went from Lakeport tc
Meredith on the morning paper train anc
waited at the depot for her to arrive. He
was armed with a large_ dagger, revolves
and knife and when his wife appeared,
accompanied by lser daughter about 1C
at once attacked anc
years of age, he
horribly butchered her. The deed was
done with a dagger and Mrs. Wiggin laid
on the ground covered with dirt anti
blood when the accommodation train arrive^. Wiggin sat beside the body. He
gave up the knife and surrendered to ar
officer a few minutes later.
Wiggin is
about 45 years of age. ^ His wife was
some years younger.
They, had five
children and had not lived together foi
was
not
intoxicated
two yeai-s. Wiggin
at the time of the murder and is not a
hard drinking man, but he has an ugly

Augusta, Me., April 4.— Secretary
McKeen, of the Board of Agriculture,
has made up a stipend for the agricultural societies of the state as follows:
Maine State Pomological Society.$ 500.0C
Aroostook county.
North Aroostook.

Androscoggin county.

Cumberland county.
North Cumberland.
Franklin county.
North Franklin.
Kennebec county.
North Kennebec.
South Kennebec.

44.40

200.14
440.00
480.40
155.05

180.38
84.02

205.51
43.83
92.40
04.01
120.13

North Knox.

Lincoln county.;.
Oxford county.
Oxford, West.
North Oxford, Andover.
Oxford, Androscoggin Valley..
Penobscot and Aroostook.
North Penobscot.
West Penobscot.
East Piscataquis.
Central Piscataquis.
West Piscataquis.

Somerset Central.
Somerset, West.
Waldo county.
Waldo and Penobscot.
North Waldo.

380.77
208.04
83.24
244.07
100.0C

176.33
410.71
8.15

70.41
13.68
416.04
163.74
160.78
71.07

118.21
250.01

88.77

Washington county...

104.22
272.47

Washington.

139.08
337.53
106.03

York, Ossipee Valley.
York, Hamshackle Hark.......

200.06

West

Washington.
Washington Central.
North

York county.
York, Buxton and Hollis.

209.31

81.42

—

Shapleigh and Actou--

170.36

chanical.

159.37

York,

York, Sanford Agricultural and Me-

Total.$7,657.37
<EAST MAINE METHODISTS.
Programme of the Approaching Conference at Kockland,

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland
District East Maine conference will convene in this city Wednesday, April 20th,
Bishop Goodsell of Texas presiding. The
leading events on the programme, subject to slight changes, are as follows:

Rockland, April 4.—The

WEDNESDAY.
2

p. m.—Conference sermon, Rev. J. T. Cros

of Ellsworth.
3.30 p. m.—Anniversary

by

of the Freedman’s
Aid ana Southern Educational Society.
of
the Church Exten
7.30 p. m.—Anniversary
slon Society; address by Dr. W. A. Spencer ol

Philadelphia.

THURSDAY.

the Maine Bible
2 p. m.—Anniversary of
vigor and vitality.
As Mr. Reed finished, great applause Society.
of
the
Woman’s
3.30
m.—Anniversary
p.
drowned
arose and the cheers completely
Home Missionary Society; address by Mrs. W,
the band which played unheeded till the E.
of Boston.
Dwight
7.30 p. m.—Anniversary of the Missionary
ex-Speaker rose and bowed again and
Society; address by liev. J. U. Peck of New
again.
York.

low,

Washington. April 4.—[8 p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of tne
Fair Tuesweather for New England:
and rain
cloudiness
increasing
day;

Laconia, X. H., April 4.—Beiknaj
this morning by:
county was shocked
cold blooded murder which occurred a'

Supreme Court to ex-Speaker
Secretary Tracy’s mention of ex-Speaker Reed’s name was applauded.
Other speeches were made by Hon. Sagadahoc county.
East Somerset.
by

Reed’s rulings.

DEMOCRATS AND THE ENGLISH.

in

protection.”
_

BRIEFLY TOLD-

Three new cases of typhus fever have
been discovered in New York.
It is reported that Canadian sealers are
meeting a new difficulty. The actions of
American revenue vessels in Behring Sea
have so alarmed the Indians that they refuse to do their part of the hunting.
There were four incendiary fires in

74°, S, cloudy; Philadelphia, 72°, SW,
clopdless; Washington, 70°, S, cloudcloudy;
less; Albany, 64°, E, partly
Buffalo, 57°, S, cloudy; Detroit, 68°, S,
clondy; Chicago, 55°, S, partly cloudy;
St. Paul, 44°, NE, cloudy; Duluth,
Montreal, Monday. At one of them, in
missing; St. Vincent, 32°, W, snow; the Bonnesecours market, 18 firemen
BisSo.
snow;
Huron,
Dak., 26°, NW.,
were overcome by smoke and 80 more
marck, 32°, NW, snow; Jacksonville, temporarily disabled. Two of the firecloudless.
SE,
70°,
men will die.
Shattered the Boy's Arm.

In tlie Senate.

nr_r\

everlasting progress.

ALL DEALERS.

JOSEPH P. BOYCE GO., Mfrs.

Have you had the Grippe?
Are you weak and run down?
Is your Blood out of order?
Have you trouble with your
Head? Are your Nerves weak?
Then the medicine you need is

"_

r,

go by because the progress of the human

Committee.

Capo Elizabeth, April 2,1892.

candidate for Governor, ex-Gov. Royal
C. STaft, Alfred H. Littlefield and ex-

race must

the First District Convention to be holden in

Portland, May 4,1892.

flavored.

TUB

THE

MODEM MEDICINE CO.,

Her Hu.band In
A Woman Killed by
Hanapshire Railroad Station.

Providence, E. I., April 4.—The cliof the Republican campaign came
tonight in the dinner given to Secretary
of the Navy Benjamin F. Tracy, by the
Young Men’s Republican Club of Providence. Infantry hall was filled with'the
largest company of diners in the club’s
history, covers being laid for 1140.
Hiram Kendall, President of the club,
who presided, Secretary Tracy and Senator Nelson AY. Aldrich were greeted with
cheers and applause as they came in. disposition.
On the platform were Hon. John P. DolMONEY FOR THE FARMERS.
liver, of Iowa, Judge George M. Carpenter of the United States District Court,
Annual Stipend to the State's Agricultural
Gov. Herbert AY.
Ladd, Lieut.-Gov.
Societies.
Henry A. Stearns, D. Russell Brown,
max

a

SARSAPARILLA.
bottle help

H. N. PINKRAM.

febll

he as

tem weakened until the SLIGHTEST
NOISE would nearly
DRIVE ME WILD.
A Nervous Headache was my
constant visitant.
I tried the various
Compounds «op y a “tp and Prescriptions so much I
#“& fi
advertised,
but obtained no relief. My Physician at
last told me

Insurance,

Plate Glass Insurance,
—AND—
Surety Bonds Issued for Persons in Banks

STERLING DOW.

BRAGGING DOWN SENSATION

would

Providence to Talk to the Young

Men.

Read This!

Ladies,

Silenced Some Cleve-

Sliouters—Then He Went Down

land

DEATH AND DISEASE

0.

Marine

Congressman Made Two SpeachYesterday—At Pawtucket He Told

The Main©

Music and drama.
Deaths and marriages.
Nan-0w esoape of a fishing vessel.
The courts
First Parish annual meeting.
Young Men’s Christian Association.
Presentation to Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Frost.
The Owl Club of Boston.

or

HORRIBLY butchered.

! HARD

OJf JOBS mum.

1!

*

in

The effects of the strike of coal miners
Durham, England, threaten to be

deplorable

than was anticipated.
Fabmingtox, April 4.—The 12-yearThe stock of fuel in the large factories is
old son of William Merrow went out almost gone and it is
probable that in a
gunning yesterday with his father. In few weeks a number of heavy failures
will be announced. There never has been
some manner the gun was discharged
and his right arm was shattered. It was so grave a crisis in the history of trade
I and indmubwr jja tha. north «cxf jB-ncrlaxLcL,
amputated at the should"*more

FRIDAY.

p. m.—Semi-Centennial addresses by Revs.
S. H. Beale of Camden, A. Kendall of Winterport and B. M. Mitchell of Calais.
4 p. m.—Lay electoral conference to elect two
delegates to general conference held in Omaha,
May 1st; addressed by the Bishop.
7.30 p. m.—Epworth League anniversary: addressed by Dr. N. T. Whitaker of Lynn, Mass.
SATURDAY.
2 p. m.—Memorial service on deceased preach
ers and wives, followed by a business session;
evening, temperance anniversary.
SUNDAY.
0 a. m.—Love feast.
10.30 a. m.—Sermon by Bishop Goodsell, followed by ordinations to Deacon’s orders.
2.30 p. m.—Sermon by a member of the faculty of Boston University, followed by ordinations to Elders’ orders; evening, anniversary oi
the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, addressed by Bishop Goodsell.
2

_

j? ree

Importance

Rockland, April 4.—James Anderson
sentenced from Portland in 1880 to 15
years for rape, was discharged from
Thomaston state prison Friday, his time
having been discounted for good behavior. He was accompanied by George I.
Hatch, wrho was sentenced from Portland
Wilin 1888, to five years for larceny.
liam Cole, who was sentenced from Piscataquis county in 1S76 to a life imprisonment for rape, was discharged Saturday. He went out on a conditional par-

don, granted by the Governor and Council at their last session.
Some Memorial Day Speakers.

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, April 4.—J. H. Parshley,
pastor of the First Baptist church, has

been engaged to deliver the memorial adOther orators from
dress in this city.
this vicinity are General J. P. Cilley of
this city, at Oakland; Major J. H. H.
Hewett

of

Thomaston,

at

Waterville;

Colonel L. I). Carver of this city, at AValdoboro; Hon. S. L. Miller of Waldoboro,
at Rockport; Herbert M. Lord of this

city,

at

Appleton.

Moose Voues to Bar Out Celestials
of All Classes.
MR. SPRINGER’S APPEARANCE IN

BEHALF OF HIS BILL.

The Champion of Free Wool From a Bed
of Roses Listens to His Speech—He Is
Still too Weak to Address the Honse
The Chinese Bill Bitterly Assailed and
Warmly Defended.
—

Washington, April 4.—In the House
today, Mr. Geary of California moved to
suspend the rules and pass the bill to
absolutely prohibit the coming of Chinese
persons to the United States.
Mr. Hooker of Missouri said the
pending bill practically excluded all Chinese
except the minister and his suite. Ip
proposes to abrogate every treaty ever
entered into with the Chinese Empire.

The
afford

United
to

could

States

take

this

action

not

against

the

most
powerful of natiens in
point of numbers on the globe. It was
bad faith, and we ought to keep good
faith with every nation, great or small.

Mr. Hitt of Illinois said that never before had there been presented to the
House
an
anti-Chinese
bill
which
so

nt.tfirlv

d 1 CfOfTOrrlOr\

and

v?Alo+nrl

The special meeting of the Doering
city government was called to order by
His Honor Mayor Merrill.
Absent, Alderman Jacobs.
Declinations to act as fire wardens
received from Messrs Wilson and
Clark.
A communication was received from
the G. A. Post, asking for a donation to
defray Memorial Day expenses.
On motion of Alderman Hutchins it
was voted that the Mayor and board of
aldermen be authorized to hire money

tional faith. With cold perfidy, this bill
declared that all treaties in contravention with this act should be repealed, set
aside and abrogated, but the parts of
treaties to our advantage were not to be
We proposed to revoke
abrogated.
everything of advantage to China, and
claim that China, as an honorable nation
should carry out all it had covenanted

with

us.

Mr.

Geary said the Chinese government, both through its officers at home
and in this country, had done
everything
in its power to violate the spirit of the
Whenever
a
treaty.
foreign power came
here, it said to the American Congress
that it had no right to legislate for the
protection of its own people. He was
ready to abrogate any treaty or law if, by
so doing, he could protect a
single laborer

in his own land.

The motion

passed—179

was

to 42.

temporarily to defray the present city
indebtedness, in anticipation of revenue
from city taxes.
Voted that an engraved bond be purchased for the use of the city.

He Doesn’t Think the Assessors Need
that Clerk.

agreed to, and the bill

Mr. Springer's Speech.
The House voted that Mr. Springer be
given permission to speak, without limit,
on the free wool bill.
Mr. Springer,
weak and pale, entered from the lobby
door at the right of the chair. With a
firm step, he ascended to the Speaker’s
desk. Mr. Bland, who was in the chair,
cordially greeted Mr. Springer and both
sides of the House applauded.
Mr.
Springer descended from the rostrum
and took his seat behind a magnificent
array of floral tributes sent by his
friends.
Owing to Mr. Springer’s weakness, his
It was
speech was read by Mr. Bryan.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE MEETING
OF THE CITY COUNCIL.

Mr.

How

His

and

Kehoe

Conferenca

Committee of

Entertained

tlie

tower

Board—An Inspeotor of Flonr AppointNotwithstanding

ed

Business
the Fire

the

Protest

of

Men-Assistant Engineers of

Department Elected.

The regular monthly meeting of the
and a
City Council was held last evening
was transacted.
business
of
amount
large
for use of the city and municipal court.
the meeting was the Mayor's
Alderman Nevens presented an order A feature of
Voted that Alderman Nevens act as a
committee to purchase the necessary seal

for a new street 45 feet wide from Ocean
street

running southeast

the shores of Back

to

southerly
Bay, according to the
or

of Mr. E. C. Jordan.
The matter
referred to a committee on laying
out streets which the Mayor appointed
last evening, the Mayor. Messrs. Xevens,
Leighton, Jacobson, True, it being the
same committee in charge of the roads.
It was voted that the city appropriate
$300 to sprinkle Forest avenue from the
city limit to the Maine Central tracks,
provided the usual subscription is offered

plans
was

lv\r

no

A question of a tax dating back 15
years was referred to the city solicitor.
A communication was received from

Company notifying
the city that the work of laying the new
rails will begin next Monday, and asking
that the city authorities notify the Telephone Company to remove any poles that
might conflict with the progress of laying the rails.
It was voted that a special committee
be appointed to consider the question of
a new almshouse:
The Mayor appointed
Messrs. Sevens, Hutchins and Leighton.
On motion of Mr. Xevens, it was voted
at all gravel and sand in the city gravel pit be sold at the rate of 25 cents a
yard when used in the city, and 35 cent s
a yard when used outside the city limits.
It was further voted that all purchasers
be obliged to get an order from the city
treasurer for which they are to pay before removing the grovel or sand.

veto of an order

It was voted that the road commissionbe authorized to purchase a new road

machine.

STILL AT IT.
This Time

the
in

a

Dynamite TVas Exploded
Belgian Town.
.-r

the last pre-

BOARD OF MAYOR AND AEDERMEN.

Present—the Mayor and aldermen. The
reading of the records was dispensed
The city treasurer’s bond in the sum of
as princi$100,000, with George Walker
pal and W. L. Putnam, Frederick Koble,
W. G. Davis, J. S. Palmer and Nathan
Cleaves as sureties, was approved.
The bond of Charles S. Deake as city
auditor, in the sum of $3000, with Spencer Rogers and Nathan Cleaves aB sure-

ties,

was

the Horse Railroad

er

passed at

an
meeting. The appointment of
of a someinspector of flour was the cause
what lengthy discussion.

vious

approved.
Vetoed

l>y the Mayor.

The following communication was read
by the Mayor:
Mayor’s Office, April 4.
The following joint order was presented in the Board of Mayor and Aldermen
at their last meeting by the alderman
from Ward 7:
Ordered, That the Board of Aldermen
be and are hereby authorized to employ a
clerk to be denominated “Clerk of Assessors’ Department,” the compensation to
be reported in the salary bill to be approved by the City Council.
The order was read, passed and sent
down and concurred in by the lower
board, and only awaits the approval of
the Mayor to take effect.
In the board where the order originated, it was passed at once, after being
read, without objection, inquiry or discussion. So far as I can learn, members had no previous knowledge that
such an order was to be introduced.
No motion was made to lay on the table,
to refer to a committee or to postpone.
There appears to me no exceptional conditions over preceding years to warrant
the appointment of a clerk of the assessors department and which perhaps
prove permanent rather than tem-

might

porary.
section 4 of the

city charter provides
Brussels, April 4.—Two dynamite
that “every law, act, ordinance *>r order
in
front
of
the
cartridges exploded today
requiring the consent of both bl anches
House of the foreman of a mine at Sevr- of the
city council excepting rules and
It is believed that orders of a parliamentary
character,
aings, near Liege.
shall be presented to the mayor for apwarmly applauded.
were placed there by some one who
they
In the subsequent debate under the
If not approved by him he shall
the foreman. The proval.
a
five minutes rule, the House became had grudge against
return it with his objections at the next
was considerably damaged but
house
stated session of the city council to that
very noisy, nobody apparently listening
to the speeches. Finally it was voted to nobody was injured.
branch in which it originated, which
shall enter the objection at large on its
adjourn.
OBITUARY.
journal and proceed to reconsider the
ONE EVERY FIVE MINUTES.

same.” etc.

Demands for increased ap-

propriations are now being made by
different departments and it behooves
Frank
Belfast, April 4.—Robert
public servants, entrusted with the conPierce, president of the Belfast Illumina- trol of expenditures to carefully inform
Belfast
Street
the
and
themselves beforehand whether every
ting Company
Railway Company, a wealthy man identi- item is absolutely necessary or justified in many enterprises, died today, fiable.
aged 49.
For the reason already given, I return
the order authorizing the Board of AsMrs. Delia Farnsworth.
sessors to employ a clerk to be denomiMrs. Delia Farnsworth of Jonesboro,
nated “Clerk of Assessor’s Department,”
of
was
at
the
who recently died
84,
age
to your honorable board where it origithe youngest daughter of Samuel Watts,
nated, with my objections and without
a Revolutionary soldier, who helped to
my approval.
the
British
schooner
Margueretcapture
(Darius H. Ingraham, Mayor.
the
niece
also
was
off
Machias.
She
ta,
No action was taken respecting the
of the famous Hannah Weston, who meltmayor’s communication.
ed her pewter spoons and moulded bulFor Streets and Sidewalks.
lets, which she carried 10 miles through
the woods to the American soldiers at
On motion of Alderman Gallagher, an
Machias.
order was passed authorizing the comWm. J. Lewis.
mittee on streets, sidewalks and bridgos
Mr, Wm. J. Lewis, who died Friday in
to advertise for proposals and to conHolyoke, Mass., was for many years a
member of the Portland Fire Depart- tract in behalf of the city for 6000 tons
ment. At the time of the great fire of of granite grouting material for use in
1800, Mr. Lewis was engineer of Casco 5,
the cost to be charged to the approand at that fire he received a sunstroke 1892,
and
for streets, sidewalks
he
never
entireof
which
priation
from the effects
He remained for some bridges.
ly recovered.
Also, on motion of Alderman Gallatime longer, however, a member of the
fire department, serving as a spare en- gher, an order was passed authorizing
committee to contract for 3000
gineer. He left Portland about 11 years the same
blocks.
where
paving
granite
and
went
to
Holyoke,
Mass.,
ago
Also, on motion of Alderman Gallahe was employed by the Boston & Maine
railroad. Mr. Lewis was 04 years old. gher, an order was passed authorizing
the same committee to contract for 500,He leaves one daughter.
000 bricks, the cost of same not to exNotes.
Obituary
ceed $5000.
John R. Heath of Boston, died suddenPolice Telegraph System.
ly at his residence in that city Saturday
The following order, read by the May52
Farmington,
years.
aged
morning,
Me., was his native place and when hut a or, received a passage:
boy he went to Boston from Mt. Vernon
Ordered, That the committee on eleowhere ho became a successful builder trical appliances he authorized to conRobert F. Fierce.

How tlie

Remington Typewriters Are Disposed of.

New York, April 4.—Some idea of the
present wonderful growth of the typewriter business may be gained from the
fact that the sales of Eemington typewriters for January and February, 1892,
exoeeded these of the corresponding
months of 1891 byr $160,000. The great
and constantly gaining popularity of tlie
Eemington is clearly shown by the fact

that the business has more than doubled
within three years. The Eemington factory at llion, N. Y., employs seven hundred men to fill the demand created by
the sales agents, Wyclcoff, Seamans &
Benedict, who dispose of machines at the
astonishing rate of one every five minutes.
FOREST QUEEN AHEAD.
Portland

Dolnc Herself Frond In
Bockland Waters.

Boat

[Special to tlie Press.]

Bockeaxd, April 4.—Shortly after two
o’clock this afternoon, steamers Forest
Queen of Portland and Emeline of
Cleveland simultaneously drew out from
their docks at Tilson’s wharf and started

the bay for their destination, Vinalhaven. The boats are controlled by
rival companies, and when it became
known that they were not only on thenregular trips, but that it was to be a trial
of speed, an excited crowd was on hand
The Forest
to witness their departure.
Queen took the lead from the start and
at 2.30 p. m., when she rounded Owl’s
Head and was lost to sight, she was apparently half a mile ahead.
CALAIS IS ALL REPUBLICAN.
With Some Crumbs of Comfort for the
Prohibitory Party.

Calais, April 5.—The city election today was quiet and an average vote was
cast. Some little dissatisfaction over the
distribution of patronage in the Milltown
wards caused a largely increased prohiThe Republicans elected
bition vote.
their entire ticket in every ward. George
H. Murchie, Republican, for mayor, had
703; A. H. Woodcock, Democrat, 223;
John R. Higgins, prohibitionist, 51. The
latter is the largest vote ever cast here
by the prohibitory party. The Republican majority last year was 400.

Camp Mustered.
Will Teach Old Orchard Youth.
Livebmobe Falls, April 3.—John R.
Biddefokd, April 4.—Gilbert B. LitEaton Camp, No. 29, S. of V., was mustered at East AA'ilton, Saturday night, tlefield of Biddeford, a graduate of Bowwith 21 charter members, E. S. Farnum, doin, ’00, has been elected principal of
Orchard high school,
the Old
captain.
a-'-Vv h£L_J^jxJIi****
John R. Eaton

Young City

were

across

[Special to the Press.]

to the

Considered.

_

mcu « u w>

THE MAYOR VETOED IT.

PEERING CITY FATHERS.
Matters of

New

General telegraph news.

Life

PRICE THREE CEN'I^
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and contractor.

tract with the Gamewell Fire Alarm Telegraph Company, or with some other

STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.

[CONTINUED

ON

EIGHTH

PAGE]

the

Androscoggin
Judge Drew
county insolvency court, has granted the
the Lake Auof
creditors
of
the
petition
burn Mineral Spring Company for the
sale of the property.
of

Munroe, Packard & Linscott of Auburn, will build an addition to their
shoe factory which will
pacity nearly one half.

increase

its

car

There is quite a flurry in the electric
street railway business in Bangor and
vicinity. Hon. Orville D. Baker, J. Manchester Haynes and others got a charter
last year for a roacl from Oldtown down
Hon.
the river to Veazie, eight miles.
Wm. Engel and others got a charter for
The Public
an electric road in Oldtown.
Works Company of Bangor got a charter
to extend their road from Bangor to
All the parties say
Veazie, three miles.
they will build.

Mary Leonard, an eight-year old girl,
who has been a charge at the Biddeford
almshouse, died Saturday of lockjaw.
Her foot was scratched by a nail about a
week ago. The wound healed readily,
but lockjaw set in some days later.

I

POWDER
Absolutely

Pure.

A cream of tartar haldng powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.— Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Koran Baking Fowdbr Co., 3.06 w all fit. >’ X

WESTBROOK AFFAIRS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RHEUMATISM
neuralgia,
and sciatica

always be
successfully treated

can

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
cure

is

sure to

follow

use of this

medicine.

Has

Others

Cured

will

Considered by

ly, Foster, Sweet,
$40,00
The following Sophomores will take
The new city council of Westbrook part in the Moonlight contest commencefrom
held its first meeting last evening. ment week. The declamation
Mayor Webb was present and all the which /decisions were made occurring
Friday, April 1. “Donnelly, Doolittle,
members except Messrs. Stewart and
Dutcher, Osborne,* Turner.
City Fathers.

Alderman Skates of Ward 3 appeared and qualified.
For a Temporary I.oan.
The order, for the borrowing of $10,000
for 00 days at a rate of interest not exceeding oi per cent received its second
This was explained by the
reading.

cure you.

as

difference.
Alderman Forster did not quite understand what this $20,000 loan was for, and
it was explained by the chair as necessary to meet

accruing

loans.

The order wras amended to make the
bonds payable in Boston and unanimously given its second reading.
The Finances.
MRS. LUCY

FARNHAM,

A.

An order

Presque Isis, Me.,

ance

was

committee

presented

from the fin-

making the following

ap-

propriations, and was considered in committee of the whole, Alderman Skates in

SAYS:

the chair.

Groder’s Syrup
IS MY REMEDY,

CONTAINS NO ALCOHOL.
Pleasant to Take, Instant Relief and Sure Cure.
I ask the attention of ladies in

special

a

tVdri
THANKFUL
$££
sufferer
X had
ify
been

that

from
Trouble for
troubled with sour

severe

a

Dyspepsia, Neuralgia and Kidney
long time. I was greatly
heart ,T‘^% burn’
headache,
stomach,
I V constipation, and
nervousness, and
was weak across my back.
Through my father
I was induced to try this Syrup. This I did
a

faith, but to my great surprise

without any

& RO D E R’S
Uonft
day free from pain and completely cured.
am

feel that it is my duty to place my
before the thousands of ladies that

Abatements and commissions on taxes, $ 2,500
2,000
Almshouse and farm.
1,400
Discount on taxes.
3,000
Drains and sewers.
600
Fire Department.
400
Health Department.
2,000
Incidental expenses.
2,000
Police Department.
6,000
Roads and bridges.
2,400
Salaries of city officers.
11,000
schools.
Common
3,000
High school.
3,000
Street lights.
3.000
Support of poor.
contract.
2,i>00
Water
500
Woodlawn Cemetery.
1,600
Sidewalks.
1,000
City debt.
It was voted that the assessors be directed to assess the sum of $65,000 for
the current expenses of the ensuing year.

The

are

sold

I

MAINE TOWNS.

suffer-

under the old,

dyspepsias-"'
pay.”

But did you ever know any
no
money back? Noothercomits
statements with a printed
backs
pany
up
cure,

one

getting their

guarantee C&VO>l I S3 tbat.
dealer will 2S B KU" sign, to give
we
you satisfaction or refund yonr money, us
do. None genuine without bearing our trade
mark—the Bearer. Call for Groder's Botanio

Dyspepsia Syrup, prepared by

The Croder Dyspepsia Cure Co.,
WATEEVDLLE, HE., XJ. S. A.
TST&W

“We always
fry our? ip
Cottolepe."

Item*

Like most other people,
our folks formerly used lard
forall such purposes. When
it disagreed with any of the
family (which it often did,)
“

was

We

finally

tried

too rich.”

COTTOLENE
and not one of us has had
an attack of “richness
since. We further found
had
when

odor

unpleasant
cooking, and lastly

Mother’s favorite and

cooking authority
out and gave it a big

recommendation

which

clinched the matter.

So

that’s why
always
ours in Cottolene.

fry

we

Sold

by

.-r*r*T:oKsranr

TT&S&wlynrmcT

gep8
Kansas
Farmer,

“I tens attacked with Inflammatory
Rheumatism January 7,1891; was
under

physician’s carefor/ourweeks,

doses ofl
taking eight twelve strong
physician and
stuff daily; grew worse, discharged my
I could hear ofl,
began to experiment with everything
terrible pain; eawyour
but got no relief from the
was
advertisement and got a bottle of Ath-lo-pho-ros;
unable to move; in three
in bed, joints swollen,
medicine I was able
days after beginning with your
has now left
to walk around my room; the swelling
and
in health and strength
my li

bs,

I have

to

gained

is the

attending to my farm work.”-This
P. O. Box C8, Sterclear statement of W. I. Carter,
as to the almost miraculing, Kansas, July 13,1891,
Ath-lo-pho-ros.-—
lous work of the great specific,
The Athlophoros Co.
*1 |„ r Pottle. All Druggists.
on ltheumatism free
New Ilavon, Couu. Treatise
Write for it.
am

janie

the most

good

sell and

to

colored in many different
of thickness and

degrees

sary.

Tu,Th,S.ceS6mnrm

The Right Place to Get the Right Goods at the Right Prices

Underwear for men,
and children.

SPRING OVERCOAT DEPARTMENT.

women

It is time to be

thinking

about Curtains

seriously

and Window Shades. We
were never so well preorders
pared to fill

promptly,

such

a

likely things

to

never

stock of

Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 1.
Putnam Overcoats at $5.98 all
wool and fast colors, others ask
$8 and $10 for the same thing.
Men’s all wool
Lot No. 2.
Spring Overcoats at $8 worth

$10.

department
is

store

of the

worthy

more

of

your careful attention than

specialties

choicest

are a

are

German and
makers, and the

Irish

prices

possible

_

Donnelly,’04. 314

sec.

’04, 31-5

Lee,
Elder,
Elder.

’95,

3

’95, 31-5
in.

There was a boxing contest for the
Taconic Inn Cup, a silver cup to he held
by the one wbo wins it three successive
years, in which Sawyer’95 beat Judd ’9-1,
Fargo ’95 beat Duren ’9:1. In the finals,
Sawyer beat Fargo. The rounds were
three minutes, three rounds to the bout.
The judges of boxing wore, T. G. Adams-

gymnasium instructor, O.,
(Portland, Me.) J. C. Rogerson, ’92, Referee, Chas. Esselstyne, Manhattan Athletic Club, New York.
The various events were preceded bv
selections by the banjo club, broad sword
drill by 10 men from ’95, horrizontal bar
by Jones ’92, Beach ’94, Towne ’94; flying
rings by Jones’92, Jeffrey ’95, Gorman
’95; parallel bars. Jones ’92, Jeffrey ’95,
and tumbling by Towne and Beach. The
winners of these events will represent
the college at the intercollegiate games
at Springfield in May.
13.

Brown ’92

came

along.

‘I say, conductor,’ he Inquired, ‘la
this train running now?’
‘Of course it U,’ said the conductor,
taking his ticket.
“Then he rolapsi>d again, and in about
fifteen minutoe be beckoned to the conductor.
‘Is this train running now? he asked
as before.
‘Course it is. What’s the matter
with yon? said the conductor angrily.
‘Don’t git mad about it,’ urged the
passenger mildly. ‘I don’t mean no insult. This yer train runs so slow that 1
can’t tell when it’s goin and when it
ain’t, and I’ve got to git off at tbs next
station er the weddin that’s set fer 6
o’clock won't take place, that’s all. 1
hain’t nothin ag’in yon ner the road, but
I’m jist a leetle mite anxious about
landin in time fer the occasion, yon understand.’
“The conductor apologized and the passenger was duly deposited at the apFree Press.
pointed

place.”'—Detroit^

Card

Book,

-—AND-

PRINTER,

JOB

PRINTERS’

97 1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

FINE JOB

Portland.

PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

All orders by mail or telephone promptly atnovlleodtf
tended to.

—

Acadian

worth $6.

4.

Men’s

all

wool

Pant Suits

Boys’ Long

$5

at

Boys’ Black Cheviot Suits, all
wool, at $8, worth 10.00.
Boy’s Three Piece Suits from
$5 to 12.00.

Thomaston, Me.

No.

Young

6.

Men’s

Lot No. 5.

Men’s Dress Pants
worth 5.00.
Lot No. 6. Men’s Dress Pants
at $5, worth 6.00,
at

$4,

Combination Suits, extra Pant
Children’s Short Pant Suits at
and Hat at $5, worth 6.00.
$1.25, worth 2.00.
All Wool Short
Children’s
Fine
Suits at
Children’s
Pant Suits $2.50, worth 3.50.
Children’s All Wool Short $6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00
Pant Suits at $3.50, worth 4.50. 12,00 and 15.00.

200 pairs Odd Knee Pants, age 4 to
“
“
“
150
age 4 to
“
“
“at
500
Boys’ Odd Long Pants from

pair, wortii 50c
“
“
75c
and
1.75
1.25, 1.50
$1 to 5.00

cents

14,
14,

“

50

75c, $1.00,

a

GENTS’ FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.
50 Dozen Windsor Ties at 10c
each, 3 for 25c.

GO Dozen seamless
11c a pair, worth 20c.

Dose

at

uozen juaunaerea i; ana

n

WMte Shirts 48c each worth 75c.
60 Dozen Unlaundered C and
25 Dozen Suspenders at 15c
50 Dozen Shirts and Drawers H White Shirts at 37 l-2c each
at 25c each.
each, worth 25c.
worth 50c.
a
at
7c
Hose
50 Dozen Fast Black Hose
40 Dozen Ealbriggan Shirts
50 Dozen Cotton
25c.
12
l-2c a pail*.
for
23c
4
and
at
each.
Drawers
pair, pairs

large line oi men s ana noys iiais ai jlow r-nues.
We have the largest line of Men’s Clothing, the largest line of Youth’s Clothing, the largest line of Boys’ Clothing, the largest line of Children’s Clothing and
the largest line of Gents’ Furnishing Goods to he found in the city and at
LOWER, Prices than any other store of the East.
A

IRA F. CLARK 8c
The Reliable One Price

Spot Gash Clothiers, Hatters and

Congress

Street,

482
apl

CO.,
Furnishers,
Maine.

Portland,

______

JOHNS

Dr E. 3E3. Eeed..

ASBESTOS PAINTS

Congress Street, Portland.
For tho treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh Is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make

Have the

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-3

a cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference

largest
sale

£?

SHADES.

between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making tho above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22dtf
age and one stamp, $1.00.

the World.

W. W. WHIPPLE & GO.,
21 monument Sq.
mar26

dtf

STEPHEN BERRY,

S. S. RICK & SON, BOOK flP

JOB

PRINTER,

No. 37 PLUM STREET.

3E€tI£0 !
ICE!
A Card to the People

These warm days remind us of the fact that
he hot Summer weather is coming, and with it

mines the demand for ice, and the demand is
or the verv best ice to be had.
Now. we have cut our iee from one of the best

ce ponds in the State, the 1'hiney Pond at Long
>eek. This pond is fed by mineral springs ana
We
bakes the best iee on the market today.
ihall supply all of our retail trade with this ice
it a reasonable price. Our cards will be circulated around town this week and if you wish to
;o have the best ice at a reasonable figure save
>ur card and when in want of your ice, place it
h your street window.
We hope by prompt attention to busi-

and courteous treatment to the consumers, to merit a share of your patronRespectfully Yours,
ise.
ness

COMINGS BEOS. ICE CO.,
Telephone

-HAVE REMOVED TO-

OFFICE—Deake’s

Hotel, NO.

Nearly new,
out ; has 52 guest rooms; is finely looated,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests.
Owing to decease of a large owner it will he
sold cheap. Address
J- R- MOORE,

Lot

at

to 15.00.

—

castine, me.
and well furnished through-

Jan22FM&Wtf

$10.
Lot No. 6. Young Men’s fine
Spring Overcoats at $12, 15,
18 and 20.

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.

@AIj£3!
the

Men’s NobOvercoats in light

Young

Men’s Working
Lot No. 3.
Men’s Working
Lot No. 1.
Pants at $2.50 and 3.00
Pants at $1.50, worth 2.00.
Lot No. 4. Men’s Dress Pants
Men’s Working
Lot No. 2.
at $3.50, worth 4.00.
Pants at $2. worth 2.50.

Undertakers,
JPOH

Spring

by Spring
colors at $4.50,

Lot No.

Eigh-

vds. dash, 1st heat,
2d
3d
final

$10, $12 and $15.

MEN'S ODD PANT DEPARTMENT.

to-day

WM. M. MARKS,

ioung Men s
Overcoats at $6, $8 and

Slate Sawyer Suits at $10, others ask Nobby Spring Suitings at $8,
$15 for the same garment.
10, 12, 15, 18 and 20.

Lot No. 2. Men’s Blue
Suits at $8, worth $10.

bargain

yard
goods
only
appreciated.

a.

$12.

bargain.

from

leading

rvo.

Men’s all Wool
Lot No. 5.
Lot No. 3. Men’s Blue Wor50 Men’s all Wool
Suit, these gar- umbo or Assabet at $10, worth Dark Worsted Suits at$12, $15,
$18, $20, $22 and $25.
strictly all wool and

novelties, the

sortment of

JLot

a

the Linens.
The very

complete line
of staple things in damasks, napkins, towels, etc.,
has been supplemented by
a wonderfully broad as-

Lot No. 4.

Men’s line spring

Lot No. 1.
ments

No

Lot No. 3.
Overcoats at

MEN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT.
Suits at $6

show.

Reputation.

Don’t forget our infallible
place is where prices are Lowest.
method of conducting business. Ons Price, Small Prefits and a live business.
Polite attention to lookers or buyers.

the gauzy

that the coming hot
weather will make neces-

to our

Remember that tha busiest

between the heavy ones
which you are about to
ones

Strength

Adds

yet all “Middleweight”—

take off and

system

priced

on:

you the most good to buy.
We have it in white and

are crowded down
fusion in tho minds of tho public and
difthe
what
constitutes
to
as
the press
lowest
to the
Dr. Gardner has moved into the house
ference between an “heir presumptive”
owned by Ellen Randall of Brunswick. and an “heir apparent,” and one gentlenotch.
His relatives from Washburn are at pres- man who has been informed that there
ent visiting him.
is no “heir presumptive” to the throne
a specWe offer
Mr. Bert Webber began bis summer
at the present time, writes to inquire
work of boat fishing last week. He has of me whether Prince George of Wales
in pure linen
ial
is not entitled to that designation. I
been very successful so far.
not. In point of
should
for hand
Crash
olass
certainly
Russia
say
Bowdoin
W. S. Randall,
College,
heir is the party who succeeds
of ’92, is at homo for a few days’ vacar law, the
towels at 12 i-2c.
to an estate or a dignity by the demise
tion.
the previous holder; and a man can
of
teen inches wide.
sellMrs. Lang of South Harpswell is
V.
only have during hiS life an “heir ap
and
of
stock
her
out
goods.
dry
fancy
ing
parent,” or an ‘‘heir persumptive.”
one
more
will
Rev. Mr. Hoyt
preach
The Prince of Woles is now the heir
Sabbath at the Methodist church, after apparent to the throne, and while he
The sale of “Silk Ends”
which he will attend the conference at lives there can be no other heir. Prince
Augusta.
the
and will be
George is tho heir apparent to
goes on
Mr. W. C. Larrabee of Lisbon Falls is
princedom of Wales, and he is not heit
in town, the guest of Mr. Wm. Randall.
the remtill
continued
to the throne at all, except in the loose
Pownal.
and inaccurate sense in which all pernants are all sold.
The schools are to commence through- sons who may by any possibility beout the town on Monday, April 25th.
for
cents a
come entitled are spoken of as “heirs.”
Following is a list of the teachers and the
an heir ap
between
difference
The
to
are
is a
dollar
respective district in which they
teach:
parent and an heir presumptive is that
if
he
succeed
has
to
must
that
heir
the
apparent
North Pownal—Mise Bessie M. Drinkwater.
West Fownal—Miss Evelyn Kaler.
the present holder of the digsurvives
be seen to be
Tyler District-Miss Addle F, Osgood.
nity; while an heir presumptive, alMclntire District—Miss Nellie V. Marston.
Centre Distriet—Miss Mary Goddard.
the heir at the moment, is liable
though
Merrill District—Miss Linda M. Noyes.
to have his right to the succession deSweetsir Distriet—Miss Josephine H. Hodsdon.
feated by tho birth of another heir.
Royal District-Miss Addie M. Hodsdon.
The house at present occupied by Da- There cannot, therefore, be at the same
OWEN, MOORE & CO.
vid Sweetsir, of West Pownal, was des- time an heir apparent and an heir pretroyed by fire on Thursday afternoon. sumptive. Should the Prince of Wales
This house was built and for many years succeed to the throne, Prince George, il
occupied by the late Col. H. J. Warren. then living, will become the heir op Maine State
Society for the Protection of Animals.
It was a very large two-story built of
to the throne. Should Prince
brick and finished throughout in a most parent
the throne before he
annual meeting of the Maine State Sociattractive manner. The loss of this build- George succeed to
ety for the Protection of Animals will be
Fife would
of
the
Duchess
Ul UIO muou imwt-omug
has
children
out;
held at
ir.g aeSLlOyea
features relating to the former prosperity
be the heir presumptive, her right to No 366 Congress Street, Wednesday, April
of our town.
6th, at 4 o’clock p. m.
the succession being always liable to be
The robins and bluebirds are again defeated
FEED C. HOLLINS, Seo’jr.
tlu> birth of a direct heir to
by
air
the
apr5-2t
flitting from tree to tree, filling
her brother.—Henry Labouchere in Lonwith
these beautiful spring mornings
their sweet music. How much we ap- don Troth._
M. C. M. A.
repreciate after the dreary winter the
Ho Wontid to Be Sure.
monthly meeting of the Maine
regular
the
birds.
turn of
Charitable Mechanic Association will he
“1 went down to Indiana not long
held in the Library Room on THURSDAY
ago,” said a Miohigan Central engineer EVENING, April 7, at 7.30 o’clock. A full
Williams College.
to the reporter, “to see my folks, who attendance is desired. Per order.
of
the
winter
api'7d3t ELLIOTT C. MITCHELL, See’y.
The second
meeting
live in a small town on a branch road
Athletic Association was held in the that is about the worst I erer saw. At
gymnasium Saturday April 2. The fol- a way station ft Keosier came aboard,
lowing are the names of the winners of and a few minutes after he had cnrled
the various events.
up in the corner of a seat the conductor

Running high jump, Knight ’95, 5 ft. 92 in.
ft, 5%
Standing broad pun]), Ramsey ’95,
Standing high jump, Gorman, '95 5 ft. 1 in.

CO.,

CHICAGO, and
6 Central Wharf. Boston
gj—I ouicawn-" TC'

Heirs Appvreut and Presumptive.
There seems to bo a good deal of con-

WEST HARP SWELL.

20

all grocers.

N. K. FAIRBANKS

Harpswell.

the line we
think the best of, because
it is the sort that does us
is
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Under-

Middle weight

clothing

PRICES

LOW

have them and they’re not
bad but the dollar line of

the

Mercury.

if you

THE

con-

servative
came

Interest Gathered by Corresof the Press.

pondents

ones

THE

that, unlike lard, Cottolene
no

of

short stroll in front of the
daylight was fading into dark. Suddenly a trim servant maid bounded out
of the house and ran up to the prince, to
whom she handed a parcel containing,
Bs it afterward turned out, a large piece
of sausage and some money, and exclaimed tinder her breath:
“Yon won’t have to come today; we’re
having a large party; the prince himself is coming; so goodby till tomorrow!” and with that she gave his royal
highness a couple of hearty kisses and
disappeared before he had time to get a
word out.
A moment later he perceived a soldier in his cloak, who was casting wistful glances at the lighted windows of
the house, and asked him if his sweet
heart lived there, and on the man’s replying in the affirmative the prince continued;
“Then this parcel must be intended
for you. The person who brought it
sends you word that you are to come tomorrow, for she has no time today on
account of the party.”
“Much obliged; it’s allright, Til come
tomorrow,” said the soldier.
“She gave me something besides,”
the prince went on to say, “but I can’t
deliver you that.”
“Oh, you may keep it and welcome,”
rejoined the soldier. “I've plenty here
for today.”
Everybody at the party noticed that
his highness was more lively and good
humored than usual. He narrated his
adventure over the cigars and wine, but
exacted a promise that neither the servant girl nor the soldier should suffer in
consequence of the disclosure.—Leeds

the

get

want that kind—we

Elks.

of Portland
Lodge of Elks was celebrated at their
cage last evening. Mr. E. C. Mitchell
presided and sketched the growth of the
lodge. A pleasing feature of the evening was the presentation of an Elk’s

anniversary

April 5, 1892.

can

YOU
cheaper

SQUARE DEALING.

OF

THE POWER

PORTLAND,

_MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The weather today
ie likely to be
fair.

Fifty
regular
bargain

Doughnuts,Vegetables, etc.

said it

Anniversary

The first

advertisements,

new

to-day

Our Meat, Fish, Oysters,
Saratoga Chips, Eggs,

we

aggregates

appropriated

The order appropriating the sums
above enumerated, including $75 to assist in the expense of the observance of
Memorial Day, then had its first reading,
and went over under the rules.

testimony

SS BOTAN ICfeSii
are

sum

$52,775,to which some $12,000 is to be added for state and countv tax.

I an*
may induce them to try this Syrup.
yours respectfully,
Mrs. Lucy A. Farnham.

All patent medicines

6,000

Interest.

—FOR IT—

First

6f the

It might
precautionary.
jewel, set in diamonds, to Past Exalted
not be necessary for the city to avail itMr. Schwarzschild
Euler W. O. Alden.
self of the privilege voted.
made the presentation speech to which
The Proposed Permanent Loan.
Mr. Alden
appropriately responded.
As to the proposed permanet loan of The
jewel is valued at $500. Eecitations
$20,000 for fifteen years at 4 per cent, the by Mr. Robert Rexdale and remarks by
president stated that Woodbury & Moul- Messrs. E. C. Swett, V/. C. Emerson and
ton would take the loan at its full face J. F.
Boyle followed.
value in the form of bond proposed
in
Boston.
making the coupons payable
An Astonished but Considerate Prince.
Alderman Skates said that heretofore
One of the leading families in Stuttthe town and city had done its business gart gave a supper party to which the
through tbe Canal Bank in Portland. prince royal had been invited. His
Perhaps it would be more convenient to royal highness arrived a little before all
have the investment payable there. But the preparations for the feast were comas the loan was perhaps to be floated in
pleted. Observing that he had arrived
a little too soon, he decided to take a
material
no
make
it
Massachusetts, might
house while

president

persistent

the

Appropriations

Gates.

with

A

Loans and

The following men will contend in the
second
Freshman prize speaking the
week of the spring term: Doherty, MosePerkins. The prize is

86

EXCHANGE

Opposite
And with entire

STREET,

Masonic Hail,

new

answer calls

TELEPHONE
mar5

stock are ready to
as before.

CONNECTIONS.
dtf

MISS A. L. SAWYER,

Foot of Park
dtf

BLOCK, 637 CONGRESS ST.,

H E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
nU’29eodtl

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
ieboeodtf
Congress Street.

Teacher of Shorthand and
BROWN

apl

No. S43--2.

Wharf,
Street,

Send for circular.

Typewriting

j
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SEW YORK LETTER.
Large Scale Doings and Rappenings in the Empire City.
& Lesson for Senator Hill—Racy Criticisms
of Depew and Ingersoll—The Drajrton-Borrowe-Astor AffairFanny Side of It.

[COPYRIGHT, 1892.]
I observe that Senator David B. Hill,

through the
south, delivered an after-dinner speech
in Savannah, in which he paid a rather
leftrbanded compliment to the professional after-dinner speakers of the
recent

his

during

trip

country. The senator is not a man
noted for his sparkling humor. I
think he enjoys a good thing when he

but I do not believe that he
ever told a funny story to anybody in
his life, or that he has any appreciation of the bright side of existence. To

it,

hears

I was,
him all things are serious.
therefore, surprised to observe that in
his Savannah speech he attempted to
He suggested
be somewhat jocose.

minstrelsy had undergone great change, and had practically lost its vitality, giving place, as
that our negro
a

to the humorous after-dinner
This is neither funny nor
speaker.
true. Negro minstrelsy has died out
it were,

because

simply

artists who

rican,

who

we

the Caucasian

race.

longer have
genuine Af-

no

depict
is, at best,

the

can

caricature on
But the best of
a

certainly
several grades above the best minstrelsy
speakers

afternoon

our

are

I am free
our times have known.
to say that I have heard here in New
York speeches delivered at public dinthat

ners Buch as, 1

couia

Deneve,

not

oe

beard any place else in the world.
While men like Depew, Porter, Inger6oll and Fellows manage to inject a
reasonable amount of hilarity into their

speeches, as is becoming when men are
to be entertained who have dined agreeably, they also are able to transmit a

deal of excellent thought. After
all is said, I must admit that Mr. Dcpew
all-around after-dinner
is the best
speaker I have ever heard. There is
apparently no occasion to which he is
not equal. He generally manages to

great

introduce considerable flippancy into
the first half of his speech, but he never
falls to wind up with the expression of
some ideas which are worth carrying
away. Mr.Depew is very much more than
He is a man of
a superficial talker.
and he knows how to apply
it.
If he sometimes seems to lack
gravity it Is because he knows that

knowledge,

nothing so depressing as a dull
speech of the English type after his

there is

I think
fellow creatures have dined.
I observe a tendency on his part to
temper the edge of his witticisms somewhat, and I think that the whole country will eventually agree that it has no
better speaker than Chauncey M. Depew. I am glad to hear that there is a
prospect that he will be heard at the
opening of the Columbian exposition in
Chicago. CoL Bob Ingersoll is in great
demand as a dinner speaker now, and
and

while he is always eloquent, poetic
in his talk, he is somewhat
inclined to prejudice himself by injecting his agnostic beliefs into everything
that he has to say. I heard him at Dclmonico’s the other night, on the occasion of the banquet of the representatives of the United Musical so-

magnetic

cieties of the country, deliver an address on the subject of “Music,” which,

beauty of imagery, grandeur of
thought and expression, I never heard
for

ermaled.

It

was

sinmlv

a

magnificent

poem, and one deserving of publication
in every corner of the world. It was a
theme upon which the colonel could expand without the slightest restraint. He
is an enthusiastic lover of music, especially Wagner’s music. He used to be
found every night at the German opera,
and there is probably no man in this
city who will go farther now to hear a
Beidl or Damrosch concert. The colonel
cares very little for the dramatic side of
Wagner, or for German singing, which
he thinks, as a rule, mars Wagnerian
operas, but to orchestration his whole
Hieing goes out. To see him sitting in
front at the opera, his eyes closed, his
head thrown back, one might think
that he really possessed one of those institutions known as a soul, and that it
was being taken out of him by the
wonderful harmonies evoked by the orchestra.
HUMORS OF THE TRAGEDY.

It

was an

embarrassment of riches in

the way of amusements to have Messrs.
Drayton and Borrowe arrive in town
the same week that the circus came to

Either one of these aggregations
us.
of comicality would have been sufficient
But with
to keep the town on a grin.
both of them with us at the same time,
carldng care had no lodgment in our
midst, so to speak. There has been
nothing furnished to the public in a
long time that has possessed the humorous features of this Drayton-BorroweiiSLOr *&uan.

I'

v w

d«i

im.

xjichj-

ton’s suspicions aroused to an extent
which justified him in hiring detectives.
Then, fearing that the detectives might
not discover anything, he clears out of
the country in order, apparently, that
his presence
might not be embarrassing to any of the parties in the case.
have been a wise
to
This seems

proceeding and matters were greatly facilitated by it. At least that is the supposition. The detectives made a favorable report and put Hr. Drayton in the
Mr. Borway of confirming it. Then
rowe begged almost with tears in his
killed in
eyes to be fatally shot and
have opened
every respect. He is said to

his vest as an inducement, and, at the
same time, to save that garment—but
all to no purpose. Mr. Drayton spared
his victim with a view no doubt to inflicting upon him a still more terrible
punishment—snubbing him, perhaps, at
the next McAllister ball, or telling him
to his face that ho was “weal mean, so
therel” Even the bunco trick that was
pulled off with Father Astor os the victim is not exactly serious. Mr. Astor
was taken into the confidence of Mr.
and Mrs. Drayton and Mr. Borrowe as
to the terrible state of affairs and
“touched” for a large amount of
money. A
large annuity is alleged
to

ton

have

and

been
even

fixed
a

upon

larger

Mr.

Dray-

sum

upon

Mrs. Drayton, for which she was to
cast Mr. Borrowe overboard. About
the time the new checks were finding
their proper destination we hear of Mr.
Borrowe and Mrs.Drayton being abroad.
Not long afterward, the fiery and furious husband overtook them in a cafe in
Paris and accosted them thus: “Ah,
therel caught you again! When are you
two going to bolt?” As they had just
ordered liver and bacon, he would be a
hard-hearted husband who would expect them to bolt that. Mr. Drayton
was not the cruel monster to do it, and if
the breakfast was disturbed by any other
incident, it is not so recorded. Then
we have the long correspondence prior
to the bloody duel the gentlemen were
going to fight in France—France being
selected because a larger liberty is allowed there in such matters. The language of the correspondence indicated

that this was going to be one of
most
the
earnest
and
deadly
duels that
had
ever
ensanguined
soil
of France. Old Rochefort
the
and the other boulevardiers of Paris,
who have fought fifty or sixty duels
apiece, were not to be“in it.” The outlook was bloody and terrible until the
red-nosed Due de Morny was called in
and decided that there could be no duel
for the reason that the villain in the
case was the

only gentleman in the partyl

This would have done for the climax,
but the baulked, embroiled and embittered men insist*! upon sailing back
home on the same vessel. The reporters
went down the bay to find out whether
there had been a

fight

shipboard,
and so intent were they on this
point that they neglected to asMessrs.
certain whether
Drayton
on

had
not
occustateroom during the
passage. Anyhow, it is certain that
they did not slay each other, for their
and

Borrowe

pied the

same

anxious friends say they

never

looked

question is: “What have
they come for?” And perhaps the answer
submitted by a man on the Bowery is
“De blokes broke de
as good as any:
The

better.

and very little, 1

government exists
Tracy had named

imagine,
or

the cruiser after our
beautiful Mohawk valley town, Cauajoharie? How that town would have
swelled with pride, and how promptly

different to

windy day

tainment. It is not to be wondered at
that all the other cities in the country,
filled with pride and in love with their

growth and importance, should
feel a contempt for the metropolis
amounting almost to hostility. I don't

own

blame ’em.
MR. CARNEGIE’S MONTE CRISTO.
Another distinguished New Yorker,
Mr. Andrew Carnegie, while never having been exactly a resident of this little
Pennsylvania town, there entered into
the first contract which furnished the
It is not
basis of his great fortune.
generally known that Mr. Carnegie
made his first money as an oil producer.
It was on a farm on Oil Creek, about
three miles from this town of Franklin,
and an outline of the operation which
has been furnished to me by a gentleman acquainted with the circumstance
reads like Eider Haggard’s romance of
“King Solomon’s Mines.” The exact

locality where Mr. Carnegie made his
first big money was known as the
Story farm. It was a barren spot,, consisting of hillside and bottom land, upon
William Story,
which
the
owner,
was
gradually compounding with
to
raise
starvation
by
trying
alive.
himself
keep
enough to

farm
consisted of 400 acres
and for a long time he tried in vain to sell
it for $10 an acre. Later, when there were
symptoms of oil in that locality, the
shrewd Mr. Carnegie, with his Scotch

His

instinct for mailing money, came along
with a few friends and bought Farmer
Story’s land, paying him $35,000 therefor. This was a great deal more than
Story ever thought his wretched farm
was worth and a great deal less than
Mr. Carnegie expected to have to pay
for it with th§ petroleum development
coining down the creek, and so both
men were well satisfied with the bar-

not been found out. Meanwhile, “sassiety,” which has been in the habit of
looking to the Astors as the source
from which all social blessings flow, is

gain. Mr. Carnegie and his friends organized the Columbia Oil Company and
proceeded to drill wells on the farm,
with the result of5 developing the rich-

man

lambs than over the other three
hundred and ninety-seven that have

suffering greatly from

nervous

prostra-

tion.
A NEW POINT OF THE

PRESIDENCY.
expressed the

time ago,
opinion that the democratic party might
as well make up its mind to look for a
presidential candidate outside of the
At the time I was
state of New York.
somewhat censured by certain democratic newspapers, but, as I observe
things, the thought is deepening that
neither Grover Cleveland nor David B.
The breach
Hill can carry this state.
between the two factions of the party
here is growing wider all the while, and
the hatred of Mr. Cleveland's followers
for the methods of Hill’s faction is
growing more and more intense. I beI,

some

lieve that Hill could come nearer carrying the state than Mr. Cleveland because
he has all the party machinery in his
hands and his followers are able and
earnest workers around the polls. I
observe

Curtis,

that

Mr.

editor

of

George William
Harper's Weekly,

Clevethat
view
of
no
chance
have
would
land
carrying this state if nominated. It is
well known that Mr. Curtis has been
a warm admirer of Mr. Cleveland in the
past, and that among all the candidates
for the presidency he is most inclined
toward Mr. Cleveland. The SUDDOrt of
the Tammany hall and state ticket by
Mr. Cleveland last fall may have had
something to do with changing Mr.
Curtis’ feelings somewhat, but he recognizes the fact that New York is no
longer a Cleveland state. Mr. Cleveland was beaten four years ago in New
York because he had alienated a number of democrats, had made some bad
appointments which offended even his
mugwump followers, and had failed to
commend himself to the liquor interests
which left the republican party to supthe

takes

The charge that Mr.
Hill used his Influence to elect himself and to defeat Mr. Cleveland is one
which I have never believed in. I am
satisfied that Gov. Hill did all in his
power to carry both the state and naBut one has only to
tional ticket.
travel a short time through the West
and south to discover that the democrats who were disappointed in Mr.
Cleveland’s failure four years ago, will
never cease to hold Mr. Hill responsible
for that calamity. The condition being
such in New York, that neither Hill nor
Cleveland can hope to carry the state
next November, the problem for the
democratic party to consider is, whether
it can elect a president without the aid
of New York. By no process of figuring can I make it appear that New York
I am less able
can be dispensed with.

port Mr. Hill.

tu

rnano

u

—-o

the democratic nominee for president
than I was three months ago.
A CITY WITHOUT PKIDE.

I think I have alluded once or twice to
the absolute lack of patriotic sentiment or civic pride of this great city of
New York. The more I see of it the
more I am convinced that New York is
too large to care anything about its
Secretary Tracy, who is

reputation.
something of a New Yorker, although
born up in Tioga county, did the city
the honor some time ago to name the
finest vessel in the navy The New
York. This magnificent cruiser will be
the envy of all the navies in the world

Naturally, it was
supposed that New York city would
feel some pride in the matter. The
when

completed.

Herald started in at once to raise a fund
of six thousand dollars to buy the vessel a set of silver plate. The Commercial Advertiser announced that it would
raise a fund wherewith to purchase for
the vessel a set of colors. Both these
newspapers have been appealing to the

three months. Through
the generous aid of some people, who
organized a concert, the Herald has
finally rounded up its fund, but the

city

for

nearly

money for the colors is still short Nobody in this town cares whether our
name is perpetuated through the navy,

est bonanza ever produced on one farm
in the history of the oil industry. There
is no mere guesswork as to what this
farm poured into the lap of Andrew
Carnegie and his friends. The late
David A- Stewart, the Pittsburgh iron
man, who was treasurer of the Columbia
Oil Company, testified in a lawsuit in
Erie, Pa., in which he refreshed his
memory with the books of the company,
that the Story farm had produced oil to
the value of between $6,000,000 and $8,000,000. Since that time the farm has
yielded enough to run the total up to
$10,000,000 or more. In the ten years up
to the time of this lawsuit the production of the farm had been nearly 2,000,000 barrels, and in this period dividends
had been declared amounting to 401 per
cent, on the capital stock. So it was
from this bonanza farm that Mr. Carnegie received a start which has made him
one of the money kings of the world
and enabled him to contribute a keg of
pure Scotch whisky to the white house

and never miss the money.
HOURS, 12 TO 1.
On the door of the North American
Review office there is still visible the
easy-going legend which the late Mr.
Allen Thorndike Rice kept there when
the Review was his plaything. It reads:
OFFICE
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changes

heretofore

season

hereby
by
Co.,
Either partner is hereby authorized
iu liquidation.
WOODBURY S. DANA,
SAMUEL F. BEARCE.
Portland, April 1. 1892.aprldl w

consent,
to settle

in the tem-

in
perature are themselves sources of danwinds render exerger, and the searching
air
cise in the open
inexpedient A

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

dangerous to a person
in delicate health than a rainy day, and
there is always special danger in a'dry
dusty wind.
Invalids who are unable to go out, but
is more

Trefethen
undersigned.
THE
firm of Geo. Trefethen & Go., and Samuel
have this
Bearce of the firm of Dana &
Geo.

tea

or

uuuiu^

JC11J

a

Dissolution of Co-partnership.
heretofore

harmless substitute

name

by
ities will he paid by E. W. Dyer and debts due
firm may be paid to either of the undersigned. E. W. Dyer will continue the business
at 322 Commercial street, head of Brown’s
ers,

the

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys "Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures

Diarrhoea

and Wind Colic.

wharf.

iwu

with the meat when it is made, may often
be eaten cold when a hot beef tea will be
refused. Allow one calf’s foot to about
three pounds of meat. Chop the meat,
which should be clear lean beef, into
pieces the size of a hickory nut. Let
the calf’s foot be thoroughly washed and
split. Let the meat and calf’s foot simmer with a tablespoonful of butter in the
bottom of the broth-pot till they are well
browned. Then put in just enough cold
water to cover them, and let them come
slowly to the boiling point. Skim the
broth thoroughly and let it boil slowly,
covered closely, for five hours. It should
never boil violently, merely simmer, with
bubbles rising slowly at the side of the
pot. Strain it into a stone jar and lot it
stand over night. In the morning remove any grease that may have risen to
the top. The stock should be a delicate
jelly. Break it up. Add the white of an
egg and an eggshell. Put it in a dean
stock pot and bring it back to the boiling
point. Let it boil again slowly for about
five minutes. Remove the thick, leathery
scum, and strain the clarified jelly into a
clean stone pot, season it and set it aside
for use. There should not be more than
a quart of it when done.

April 1,1802.

THE LAW FIRM OF

SYMONDS, SNOW AND COOK

Offices No. 36 Exis this day announced.
change Street, Portland, Me, (Offices lately
Hon.
William L. Putnam.)
occupied by
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
DAVID AV. SNOW,
CIIAS. SUMNER COOK,

Castoria,

“Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Dr. G. 0. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria Is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. T.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Db. J. V. XntcnxLOB,
Conway, Ark.

physicians in the children's departhave spoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we ore free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,

April 1st,1892.apldtf
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mouth is sore; enlarge the wound, or,

the average of the office

Jj.ours of

your

Not that such
a one does not work with his brain and
at his profession or business many more
hours than five in the twenty-four. He
simply varies the scene and surroundof
his
work
method
and
ings
by going elsewhere. “Meeting people” is now a well-recognized part
of a lawyer’s business, for example. He must “mix.” But to return
for a moment to Gen. Bryce, who holds
a unique position among New York editors. He looks like a finnicky chief of
fashion, with more clothes than ideas.
He is actually one of those New Yorkers enrolled by Butler McAllister in
that apotheosis of social idiocy, “The
One Hundred and Fifty.” But asamatr
ter of fact Editor Bryce is nothing of
the kind. He is a brawny man and an
admirer of brains in others. His wife
is one of the handsomest ornaments of
the Metropolitan opera house boxes.
The other day Gen. Bryce, who is nothing if not polite, escorted a young contributor—young men really do have a
chance at the Review—to the grating in
front of the cashier and directed that
sedate functionary to make out to the
young contributor’s order a check for a
gratifyingly large amount. Now the
had
contributor
not
felt
young
as
to
at
all certain,
this particular
article, whether he was
going to hear from the cashier at all
successful New Yorkers.

or not.
Hi3 surprise and delight at
being escorted to that desirable individual’s presence by no less a personage

editor-in-chief may be well
imagined. Gen. Bryce didn’t want to
wait, however, in front of the railing
until a check for so many figures could
And
be made out and handed over.
yet he didn’t want his young contributor to fail of being bowed out of the office. So he excogitated a brilliant excuse for doing what the average editor
wouldn’t have done at all—because he
wouldn’t have gone to the cashier’s
with
whomsoever.
any contributor
Gen. Bryce said: “You will really excuse me now, won’t you, as I have a
particular engagemeat inside to read
The average editor hasn’t
a MSS.”
time for so much courtesy. The average editor-in-chief does not read MSS.
lie probably has a man with small
judgment to read them for him.
John A. Cocke rill.
than the

The latest story from the wild and
woolly West tells of the arrest of a woman
and six girls while robbing a stage in
Idaho.

If in water, float on the back, with the
and nouth projecting.
For apoplexy raise the head and body;
for fainting lay the person flat.
WATS TO LOOSEN GLASS STOPPERS.
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For Sale in All Stores.
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PICKLES
iPine

quality bulk goods fully equal the bottled.

beautiful, more pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good
more

more

Genuine

Holland Saurkraut,
Shaker Pine Pickles,
Shaker Medium,
Shaker Bloaters,

15c qt.
German Dill Pickels,
20c qt.
English Chow Chow,
Cowdrey’s Sweet Pickels, 20c qt.
15c qt.
Bunker Hill Gherkins,

1

CAN AUGHT
Be

PIANO P
MUGHT CAM.

15c qt.
15c qt.
lOc qt.
12c doz.

Til IKSTOMVS
PI AMO HOUSE

We invite particular attention to “Dill’s Pickles” so popular in
Put up in
the larger cities, particularly among the Germans.
Dill Branches, very smooth salted
brine and seasoned with
Pickles.

supplies

mese

in

penecuun.

ALSO ORGANS
Come and

see

or

send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

WASHBURN'S A PILLSBURY'S FLOUR SB.

cut out the part without delay;
hold the wounded part as long as can be
borne to a hot coal or end of a cigar.
In case of poisoning excite vomiting by
tickling the throat or by warm water and

mustard.

n

Allen C. Smith, Pret.,

S. THURSTON,

better,

Lloyd S. Bryce, the present owner and
editor, really works there four or five
hours a day, and that is getting to be

j

The Centaur Company, TT Murray Street, Mew York City,

Prof. Wilder, of Cornell University,
gives the following short rules for action
in case of accident, which it will be found

erect.

_apldlw
Copartnership.

Announcement of

WHAT TO DO IN CASE OP ACCIDENT.

useful to preserve or remember:
For dust in the eyes, avoid rubbing;
dash water in them; remove cinders, etc.,
with the round point of a lead pencil.
Remove matter from the ear with tepid
water; never put a hard instrument into
the ear.
If an artery is cut, compress above the
wound, if a vein is cut compress below.
If choked, get upon all fours and cough.
For slight bums dip the part in cold
water; if the skin is destroyed cover with
varnish.
Smother fire with carpets, etc.; water
will often spread burning oil and increase
danger. Before passing through smoke
take a full breath, and then stoop low;
but if carbonic acid gas is suspected walk

E. W. DYER,
E. S. BIBBER,

(Signed.)

Castoria relieves

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.

under

existing
co-partuership
ot Dyer & Bibber, coal dealTHE
the firm
mutual consent. All liabilis dissolved

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by

beef juice
Oj cau D

It is

other Narcotic substance.

over

strong beef
l/U Or

GEO. TREFETHEN,
SAMUELF. BEARCE.
Portland. April 1,1802.aprldlw

prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s

toast.
poured
Rich, juicy beef, minced fine and formed into a steak, broiled over bright,
clear coals, is very nutritious and acceptable to invalids who have become tired
of an ordinary steak. A fine mutton
chop, cut rather thick and laid for broiling between two other chops cut very
thin, makes a nourishing and very palatable dish. The broiler should be held
so near the fire that the outside chops become fairly charred by the heat.
They
Reare therefore of no value afterward.
move the centre chop when it is done,
season carefully and serve as soon as
A very

Co.,

formed a Co-Partnership under the name of
Trefethen St Bearce for the purpose of transacting the wholesale Salt and Fish business, and
have taken the store formerly occupied by Dana
& Go., at 188 to 102 Commercial Street, head of
Central Wharf, where we shall keep a full stock
of all kinds of Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish |
also Foreign, Domestic and Dairy Salt.

A dainty way to serve
any simple way.
them for the invalid’s table is heated in
their own liquor, boiled two minutes,

RUUCUCU

the late

day

able to move about from one room to
another, should not occupy at night the
Thus
room occupied during the day.
one room fnay be thoroughly aired while
used.
is
one
the other
Do not be tempted by a show of balmy
weather to allow the fires to go down.
Nothing is more treacherous than the
weather of this season.
Nourishing food is very necessary. As
oysters are in prime condition they may
be served roasted, steamed or raw, or in

possible.

of

F.

are

seasoned and

be-

existing
copartnership
THE
tween the undersigned under the firm name
mutual
is
dissolved
of Dana &

FOB SPRING.

always

is

The spring
for the invalid.

Astor shut off de
pensions—and dey are over here to pull
The somber lines in
See?”
his leg.
this picture are furnished by Ward McAllister standing in the background,
wringing his lily-white hands and lathree
these
menting more over

contract—old

HELPFUH

Copartnership.

Dissolntion of

the home.

would her citizens have come forward
to provide her, not only with a set of
colors, but with a set of gold plate for
her officers’ mess room. The average
New Yorker seems to be absolutely in-

everything save his own
selfish comfort, and in the struggle for
wealth cares for nothing save that
which gives him some temporary enter-

CO-PARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

whether the

Suppose Mr,

not.

8 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dtf
iiec24
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

GEO.

SHAW

0.

GO.

&

Before placing your Life Insurance
Companies outside the State of
to the UNION MUTUAL
LIFE INSUBANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for list of claims paid under the Maine
oct24eodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.
in

Maine, send

decanter firmly in

the hand or between the knees and gently

alternate sides, using
pieoe of wood
and directing the strokes upward.
Plunge the neck of the vessel into hot
water, taking care that the water is not
hot enough to split the glass. If, after
some immersion, the stopper is still fixed
recur to the above process.
Pass a piece of list around the neck of
the vessel, which must be held fast while
the list is drawn rapidly backward and
forward.
Take a steel needle and run it around
the top of the stopper in the angle formed
by it and the bottle. Hold the vessel in
left hand and give it a steady twist with
the right and it will very often be effectual, as the adhesion is frequently caused
by the solidification of matter only at
the point nearest the air.

tap the stopper

on

*

G RATEFU L—COM FORT IN G.

for the purpose a small

If the buns are to be used for the breakfast the sponge must be set the morning

before. Scald thoroughly three cups of
sweet milk and set it aside until lukewarm.
Use half acake of yeast dissolved
in a cup of warm water; add this to the
warm milk, stir in enough sifted flour to
make a tolerably thick batter, stir the
mixture until perfectly smooth, then
30ver with a clean cloth and set in a warm
place to rise.
If mixed before noon, this should be
ready for further treatment by eight or
line o’clock the same evening. Stir it
well with a wooden spoon, then add a
jood cup-ful of melted butter, a cupful
iud a half of sugar, one saltspoonful of
salt, grate in one nutmeg, mix well, and
idd flour enough to roll out. Now put
she dough on your bread-board, knead
well for at least 15 minutes, put back in
i’our pan, cover and put away to rise
luring the night.
In the morning, roll out, cut into
akes at least an inch thick, place close
ogetlier in the baking-pan cover, allow to
ise for half an horn-, cut a cross upon
be top of each, and put at once into a
lot oven.
Biscuits and rolls require a hotter oven
lian bread. Bake until a light brown;

hen, while still hot, brush lightly

the
white of egg beaten stiff
op of each with
are
,vitli sugar. These
very little trouble
md make a delicious an well as approprito
ah Easter breakate accompaniment
'ast.
over

COCOA.

EPPS’S

BREAKFAST.

natural law* which
-By a thorough knowledge of the
operation* of digestion and nutrition
*nj*
of weliby a careful application of the fine properties
breakfast table*
our
has
provided
jelected cocoa. Mr. Epps
us
save
which
may
with a delicately flavored beverage
It is by the judicious use of
many heavy doctor’s bills.
such articles of diet that a constitution maybe gradually
built up until strong enough to resist everv tendency to
iieease. Hundred* of subtile maladies are floating arounu
weak point. We may
us ready to attack wherever there i6 a
keeping onnwlre. wellr.c.pei'n.ny o tilttl .haft by
fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.
—"Civil Service Gazette."
Made simply w ith boiling water or milk. Bo.d only in
half-pound tins, by grocers, labelled thus-.
govern tne

ONIONS

IAMES EPPS & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

Galore !
ONION'S
For every
All Cigar
Healers,

lias
live

Harpswell,

Me.

COMPANY,

PROPRIETORS

For accommodations or particulars apply to
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
mar24-tf
The Premiums upon the Policies ot
UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN-

the

SURANCECOMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at Issue; they

therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

CLASS

X^I^lHXTOJS

THIS

HARPSWELL HOTEL

Cure

Rheumatism. Neuralgia, Sprains or
Bruises, Sore Throat, and Other Lameness.
Second to no other Liniment In the United
States, well known In all Eastern Provinces.
Will be sold by all druggists. David Scott, Sole
Proprietor In the United States. Trade mark
m all circulars and bottles. Wholesale by Cook,
Everett & Pennell, Portland, Me.
feb22dtf

___

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with all the
modern Improvements, including hot and cold
Scenery unsurpassed s good
sea water batli3.
bathing, boating and fishing. Open lor guests
June loth, 1802. Special rates for parties.

Twenty-

For

mar26

South

than

NOTICE ! ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR

and Grocers,
FIRST

more

Scott’s

and

“EAWSOA HOUSE,”

already paid

Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

HIIPPY
UUllI

l

-mj
-L™

Druggists

The UNION MUTUAL pFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now inth.
forty-third year of its existence. It

10c.? 3 for 25c.

at

one

STu&wly

mar2S

t

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

or

As

an

Insurance

Company and

as a

the
JInvie
UNION
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY Is deserving of the support of
Maine Citizens.

Plain at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.
—

W.

AT

A.

—

P. HASTINGS’.

deel7_

JOHNSON,

Formerly Chronomenter and Watchmaker with
Win. Senter & Co.)
DEALER

dtf

The Bible Society oi! Maine
will hold its Annual Meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
rooms, Portland, Thursday April 7, 1892, at 4
o’clock p. m.
K, W. EDSON, Sec’y.
2w
*nar25

^

IN

fetches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles & Eye Glasses.
Fine Watch

Repairing

a

Specialty,

STRICTLY FIRST CLASS.
Monument Square, Portland, Me.
marlti
eod2m

ILL

WORK

)j

f

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $C per year; S3 for six
months; SI.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not iu advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $3 per year; SI for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising

Rates.

Daily Press S1.50 per square, first
week; 76 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
In

rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
or less
square each week. Three insertions
$1.50 per square.

in nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Pure Heading Notices in reading matter type
26 cents per line each insertion.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a

Heading

Notices

column and one inch long.
Want, To Let, Nor Sale and similar advertisements, 23 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
at

regular rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
insertion, and 50 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 07 Exchange Street,
for first

Portland, Me.

TTT~F1
MONDAY,

PRESS.
APRIL

4.

The strange effects of stage passion
upon some people is illustrated in Idaho
where six girls in one family have been
caught “holding up” the overland mail
coach.
said the
“Keep
The
House to the Chinese, yesterday.
minister from China, his servants, attaches, etc., alone are excepted. This
differs from China’s treatment of us in
that she lets in our people but keeps out
out

our

and stay out,”

diplomats.

Congressman O’Neill (Dem.) of Massachusetts, gives up the Rhode Island legislature, but thinks his party may capture the governorship. As the legislature carries with it the United States
Senator—and that Senator Aldrich—Mr.
O’Neill gives up all there is worth much

of trustees.

As

appointed Messrs.
Robie, it is evident

city

MISCELLANEOUS.

Governor has reOak, Shepherd and

the

ried out any such intent if he ever had
it. This was the situation in which the
hospital question was left until the publication of the reference to Mr. Ross’s
letter. It seems that Mr. Ross, who is
pastor of the Methodist church in Augusta, has a brother who is a clerk in
the office of Mr. Campbell, the hospital
treasurer. There had been rumors of an
investigation to be made by Governot
Burleigh into the affairs of the hospital,
and an effort is said to have been made
to get certain employes, including Clerk

STEPHEN H. WARREN.

FROM THE ISLES OF THE SEA.

Liver &

Augusta, Me., March 22,1892.

Trouble

Kidney

COMBINED WITH

PALPITATION OF THE HEART

THE GREATEST CREDENCE CAN BE
GIVEN TO HIS STATEMENT. TO A REPRESENTATIVE OP THE SKODA DISCOVERY

CO., HE RECENTLY SAID:
“For more than two years I have suf—-fared great misS"?3“
fi 1lTl“
Kf ery from what PhyKan I.
h#
hta. L
BiUians called J.tver and Kidney Troubles.
Nearly all
the time I would have severe pains
in my back and side, with a constant
dull pain in the region of my liver. My
bowels were
constipatn

about the matter.
Keep your own counsel.
Don’t talk too much with Reed [a fellow clerk].
If you do right you can he assured that no
harm will come to you. Excuse haste. Am in
a great rush.
Look in when you are over.
Yours ever,
I. G. Ross.

__

ed.

Food

8Ua ia EaB

H

distressed

d
badly,
my
Heart would palpitate greatly at times,
me

a n

ui xiuit x wua wuxx uxuauu

up.

For two months I have been taking
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S
LITTLE TABLETS, and I AM A NEW
MAN.
Appetite good. Bowels in
good condition. Heart

vate drawer instead of

_

palpitation

ail

_

__

eone.rjOLO

B—
trouble with Liver
or Kidneys now. I AM WELL. Yon
certainly have a wonderful remedy in
SKODA’S DISCOVERY as I have taken
many of the Sarsaparillas, and have been
treated by different Physicians without
getting permanent benefit.”
No

The only medicine sold with a
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTLE. TBY A COURSE (6 BOTTLES) AT
OUR RISK, IF NOT BENEFITTED RETURN
BOTELES AND GET YOUR MONEY. PAY
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

SKODA DISCOVERY CO.,

ME.

»

T

U

BELFAST,

are down.

Rolling, prices

Road the follow-

ing special for this week:

CARRIAGES

row,

promises

Republicans.

The Providence Journal, which has
heretofore for several years been persistently Democratic, has declared for
Cleveland, free wool and Aldrich. As
Aldrich is a Republican opposed both to
Cleveland and free wool it is clear that
the effect of such a mixed course on the
part of the first Democratic paper of the
State must be to confuse and divide. The
Republicans seem sure of the legislature,
and ought to elect their governor. It is
a magnificent battle, with the leading
men of both parties on the stump.

Thursday, April 7th, at 11 o’clock, we
shall sell the following carriages to close

ON
without

reserve, at 32 iTuru street.
One 3-4 Piano box, speed wagon, very
light, built by Brewster & Co., New York
City,
One Phaeton, almost new.
One Park Phaeton, carries four persons.
One old style Itockaway.
One Bog Cart.
One Standing Top Phaeton, built by Martin, Pennell & Co.
One Cut Under Cabriolet in good order.
One Cut Under Canopy-top Carryall,
One Open Surrey, second hand.
Two Top Buggies, Corning bodies.
One Curtain Rockaway Carryall,
Two Open Wagons, new', by order of

dresses, speeches

from

visiting delegates,

number of little suggestive
responses by the statesman out of office,
writes a London correspondent. To each
delegation he said what was calculated
to please them most. To the miners of
Bochum he recalled how he always defended their industry. To the farmers
he pointed out how he was more an agriculturist than anything else. To the
artisans he dropped hints that he reand then

a

mained the stem, unbending protectionTo excitable young torchbearers
ist.
from Hamburg he made a jingo harangue, declaring amid cheers that Germany could take her two enemies on the
easf and west and knock them to pot together. Yet for all the misakes of the
young Emperor, and for all the humiliations his ministers have had to stand,
there is said to be in Germany very little
idea of returning to Bismarck or the BisGerman
marck
thought
policy.
and
is
Germany
is
broadening
becoming more liberal every year that
she is out from under the hand of the

seen on

morning of sale
apr5-d3t

CO,_-

Paints and Paint Stock, Varnishes, Brashes, &c., &c.
WEDNESDAY, April 6th,
salesroom No.18 Exchange street,
ONthe
stock of Osmond
Bar

at 10 a. m„ at
we shall

Emery,
Harbor,
consisting of a large stock of standard Paints,
150 gal. Varnish, Carriage Paints, Paint Stock,
Kalsomine, White Lead, Oil and Stains, Artists’
Materials, Tube Paints, Bronze, large stock of
Brushes, &c„ &c. Goods now on exhibition.
Catalogue ready Monday, April 4th, sale the 6th.
dtd
aprl
sell

TTT> A DP

A

a

FRANK

b7 GLARK,

select party sails Apr.

Hi U IlUr Hi 16, for Holy Land, $475;
best ticketing facilities; choicest ocean berths
Send for “Tourist
by ail lines at lowest rates.
Gazette.” H. GAZE & SONS, 940 Broadway,
N. Y., (Est. 1844).
apr2S&W2t*

%

marll

515 Congress Street.
Assessors’ Notice.

inhabitants of the City of Deering, and
all others liable to be taxed therein, are
hereby required to make and bring in to us, the
asssssors of said city, true and perfect lists of
their polls, and all their estates, both real and
personal, which thry may be possessed of on
the first day of April next (excepting such as
may be exempted from taxation by law), and
each person will be expected to make oath that,
to the best of his knowledge, said list contains
all his taxable property, and those who fail to
bring in as above directed, may expect to
abatement by the assessors.
The assessors will be in session at the following places, on the followingdays, to wit: At the
assessors’ office in the old Town House on the
first, second and ninth days of April, 1892, from
nine to twelve a. m. and from two to five p. m.,
to receive lists as above.
K. T. JONES.
) Assessors
of
J. W. C. ROBERTS, !
M. E. MOORE,
) Deering.
Dated at Deering, March.
mar28dtap9

THE

putting from 60
Augusta caucus or election; and Governor Burleigh was charged with an intent
to get this patronage away from his opponents by making changes on the board

"■!

sex, date of
birth and the names of their parents.
6. Household furniture exceeding two hundred dollars in value.
7. Musical instruments exceeding fifteen dollars in value.
8. Number of horses and their value.
9. Number of carriages aud their value.
10. Number of cows and their value.
And any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according to
the laws of the state, and be barred of the right
to make application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he shows that he was unable to offer
such lists within the time hereby appointed.
Blauk schedules will be furnished the assist
ant assessors for delivery where satisfactory
information is not obtained j and persons receiving the same will be expected to return
them, properly filled out. to the assessors’ office
Persons not receiving the blanks will be furnished at the office of the assessors on application.
no case where the assessors have been
ut to the disagreeable necessity of making a
oom will the possession of government bonds
allowed as
or deposits in the savings banks be
a plea in mitigation of such doom.
JOHN W. YORK,
WILLIAM 0. FOX,
ARTHUR L. FARNSWORTH,
Assessors.
apldtf
names,

§{gp-Tn

Deposits

STYLISH FOOTWEAR.
Your difficult and troublesome
feet properly fitted.
SPECIALTIES; Ladies $2.00,
$2.50 and $3.00 Boots. Men’s
$2,00, $2.50 and $3.00 Boots.

Mothers, take your children to
sign of Bold Boot and have
their feet perfectly fitted.

BRANCH,BROWN,
VNION

STATION.

944 Congress Street,

40}

gongress gf.

our

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

]Iy20__dtt

BONDS.
Offer, Subject

We

to

Sale,

cent Bonds

This eompanv owns and operates the water
companies in Waterville and Fairfield, Bath,
Calais and St. Stephens, Gardiner, Brunswick,
Dover and Foxcroft, which places have a population of over 50,000.
The earnings of the companies comprising
the Maine Water Company are as follows:
1886 .1.$ 3,675.18
1887
18,339.58

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,

76,550.96
1891
87,699.26
And the Jannury 1,1892 assessment is. 93,012.94
Outside revenue. 2,000.00
The number of services added each year is
shown by the following figures:
559
1886
1887 .1103
953
1888
985
1889

Total number of services Jan. 1,1892...4839
The nature of this property is such that there
will he a constant annual increase in revenue.
The company is earning.895,000
The expenses and interest on $1,200,000 of bonds. 85,000

Leaving a surplus after paying interest and expenses of.S10.000
These bonds have been soid to Savings Banks
and Trust Funds and recommend tills security
4) those wishing a home investment.
Price par and interest.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
ap5

FAHNESTOCK & CO.
2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.,

municipal

dft

dec29

98

Exchange Street,
limited amount of

a

on

coining in will

re-

The Athol Water Company is organized under
a special act of the Legislature of Massachusetts,
which gives It a perpetual franchise.
Athol is one of the most prosperous and rapidly growing towns In the State of Massachusetts, having a present population of 6,500.
The water,
The works were built in 1876.
taken from the liiehla ds above Athol, is distributed through two large storage reservoirs
by gravity to the town below.
Tire earnings of the Company are largely in
of operating expenses and Interest
excess

due

1st

Woodbury & Moulton on and after that
FKEDEKIC F. TALBOT, Secretary.
mch29tf

By

EASTMAN BROS.

of

other

Shades. Prices range from

$10

to

effects

The natty

$25.
are

shown mostly

in Sack Suits (We have
several new
Shapes in
while
the
Sack Coats,)
Fancy Worsteds and the

3’s,

UFE-GIVINQ COMPOUND.
Thousands have been saved from Disease and Death by this marvelous
remedy. It Is guaranteed to cure Diseases of the BLOOD, STOMACH,
Sold by All Dealers.
KIDNEYS and LIVER.
128 DOSES. 50 CENTS.
The

THE

Cheapest and Best Medicine In the Market.

ALljN

SARSAMRIILA CO., W00DF0BDS, ME. j

All presented by

COMPANY

OPERA

DUFF’S

of 60 Artists.
Celebrated Artists in the Cast.
Grand Orchestra and Chorus.
Elegant Costumes and Special

Scenery.

Evening Tickets, 50, 75 and $1.00. Matinee
36, 50 and 75 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s,
Monday morning, April 4th. Half fare on the
railroads to all holding “Opera” tickets,_

~PORTLAND

THEATRE.
Lessee and Manager.

G. E. LOTHROP,

Monday and Tuesday, April 4-5.
GEO. W. PECK'S MASTERPIECE OF

Bad

U’s

Boy

AS PRESENTED BE

ATKINSON’S COMEDY COMPANY.

NEW PEOPLE !
STRONG ACTS I
PINE SINGING t
GOOD DANCING I
WITTY

DIALOGUES!
PULL OP COMEDY I

Reynold’s Company

BY DAN McCARHY.
Produced with ELABORATE SCENERY and
MECHANICAL EFFECTS.
New Dances.
New Songs!
New Music!

Prices for above attractions, 25, 50 and 75 cents.

CTOCKBRDGE
U

E3XTRAS.
Them

Buy

Together

and

Cts.

75

Save

COURSE TICKETS-—$1.50 and $2.25 for 3.

The popular materials
Worsteds and Cheviots

Jan’y 1,1912.

with

now

is known

FOR SALE BY

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

and then what
as

fancy Whip-

We

have

these

latter goods
coats as well

cut in

Over-

cords.

as

Suits.

all above, 50, 75 and
Course tickets for ? of
the above (your choice), 81.50 and <03.35,
on sale Monday morning for one week.
dlw

Evening tickets

BANKERS,_dtf

Sl.OO, now

—

ALLEN & COMPANY,

Cas

mar26

Middle and Plum Streets.

eodtf

«n

to
sale.

apr2__

gTOC

K B R I

DCgT

MATINEr COURSE
Duffs

—

MX3.f

I have used your
AMANDINE for
more than a year
in my business,
and I wish to say
that I consider it
not one of the best
but the best toilet
preparation in the
market, and 8
shall recommend
it to my many

eodtf

apr2

HOSE!

Accounts of Individuals, Arms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

MAINE.
d6m

MANUFACTURERS of

THE

QUEEN’S MATE,”

“THE

patCutaways.

Interest allowed

on

time

deposits.
R. Small, Marshall R. Coding,
Stephen
Cashier.
President.
febl4

patrons.
MRS. DR. SHERMAN,
Manicure Rooms,
Portland, Me.

dtf

Tube Expanders, Pipe Dies
Hayes
V Centers Tube. Sheet Cutters,
Parallel Wedges, Depth

For Sale By
An orchestra In Itself, producing
the most charming music.
Can ho played by

RINES BROS.

anybody.
BOB

SAXjB

Opera Co. in “THE QUEEN’S MATE”

Ac.

FINE TOOL WORK A SPECIALTY.
General Machine Work Promptly Attended To.
41 & 43 CROSS STREET,
mar8

CRESSEY & JONES,
394
spraieodlyr

Congress St.,
OPPOSITE CITY h at ?,.

PORTLAND.
dim

A. R. & E. A.

deal Estate
n

large

DOTEN,

and Loans.
to

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

COMMERCIAL
Booms 3 and
*0.

eedu

Three

the

WEST

MINSTRELS.

Finest Entertainments

THIS SEASON.
Matinee tickets, 35, 50 and 75 cents,

now

on

COURSE TICKETS for the three, only
On sale Monday morning
$1.00 and $1.60.
at

Stockbridge's.ap2dlw

AN EXHIBITION AND

SALE

-OF

Fancy, Useful and Domestic Articles
in connection with the “Woman's Exchange’’
will be held on the afternoons and evenings of
April 8th and 9th, at the rooms 119 Winter
street.

AT

_apddlw
GILBERT'S.

WALTZING r^SGHOniSCHE
Monday Evening;.

Thursday Evening;.

dtf

THE EADIES’ CIKCEE

able

jaa24

&

PRIMROSE

apr3

$50,000

The -Von Forfeitable and Incontestfeatures of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY places them in the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

GILMORE’S JUBILEE—50 Musicians, with
Myron Whitney and three Other Soloists.

eodtf

mai'24

BY

Patent

ALLEN’S SARSAPARILLA

Author of “Erminie.” Saturday
Matinee, April 16th. Extra.

are

& BANCROFT.

Gauges,

bv the

conservative

more

terns occur in

Incorporated 1824*

HAYES TOOL COMPANY

IT.

16th. Extra-

60 Artists.

janl9

BEFORE

“Trip to Africa.”
SATURDAY evening, April

The Dear Irish Boy,

mixture

ful

City of Glintin, Iowa

3POHTLA3XTD,

PORTLAND,

OF DISEASE

Suppe’s Charming Opera,

Dan McCarthy and Gus

The prevailing styles in
Spring Suits run to tans
and browns with a plenti-

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.

IT DRIVES THE DEMON

FRIDAY evening, April 15th, (Popular
Course, in place of Bostonians.)
Use No. 12 Ticket.

SATURDAY MATINEE,
8 and. 8.
First time of

it.
Sold

4‘The Queen’s Mate.”

A131*11 7,

WEAR

profitable

TSE9

Lecocq’s Beautifui Opera,

In the Picturesque Irish Comedy Drama,

MUNICIPAL BONDS

marll

4

PERFORMANCES,

THURSDAY Evening, April 14th, (Stockbridge Course, in place of the Bostonians) Use No. 12 Tickets.

WHAT TO

vestment.
Further particulars given on request.
Portland, Maine, March 15th, 1892.
marl 5dtf

Due

4

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

The present and prospective value of this
bonds attractive to inproperty renders these
insafe as well as

vestors desiring a

-AT-

CITY XXAXiIj.

date.

charges.

-Off

move

from series C

April
coupons
bonds of the Municipal Security Company
ALL
at the office of
will be

First Mortgage, Gold, 5 Per Cent.
Bonds, at Par and Interest.

—

applied before going put
will prevent tan, applied

Security Company.

paid upon presentation

ATHOL WATER COMPANY,

tan the

AMANDINE with Quince

616
023

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
In exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market
Furnish information respecting bonds.
d3m
jan6

sign <* com Boot.

prettiest girl that runs.”

67,714.24

1891

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

“March winds and
suns

41.317.30

1888
1889
1890

Dated Jan’y. 1,1892,

April

Mortgage 5 per
Due April 1,1931.

First Consolidated

1890

Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
Portland 6’s due 1907.
Saco 4’s due 1901.
Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
Bangor 6’s due 1894.
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2's due 1899.
Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
Toledo. Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City

__eodtf

mar24
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SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

Offer

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & SONS & CO.,

TICS.

of

V

X.

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reeis and Nozzles; best

THE INSANE HOSPITAL AND POLI-

to 90 votes into an

utvuuftt V

1892, giving their

dim

Iron Chancellor.

An Associated Press despatch was published yesterday morning relating to a
letter written by Kev. I. G. Boss of Augusta, and concerning the unhappy mixture of politics and the State Insane Hospital in Augusta. It has been asserted
of late, and not denied, that the Insane
Hospital is a political machine capable

VV»1

bottle,

Best Circulating Library in the State.

Auctioneers.

BANKRUPT STOCK OF

T7'

19c

Bargains in Jewelry, Pocket Books.
Studies for sale or to let.

manufacturer.

above Carriages can be
Although Bismarck seems to be out of The
German politics for good, he does not let
himpass any opportunities for bringing
F. 0. BAILEY &

self and his record into favorable contrast with the doings of his successors.
His birthday celebration at Fredericksrulie, on April 1st, was made the occasion of what would be termed in America
There were spea “Bismarck boom.”
cial trains from Hamburg, eulogistic ad-*

125 Fine Writing Tablets made from
onr Observatory Paper, 20c, 25c and
35c each with a pack of envelopes
with each Tablet. (This week only.)
1 Gross Fine Perfume
regular price 25c.

E.

Seasonable Cook.

■

The Ball is

The full first name, as well as the surof each person, with the initials of
middle name, should always be given.
When there are persons who are aged
and Infirm, and have no means of support the facts should be stated.
A'full list of all children that were born
name

AND

vpou li s part. As soon as he sees
that tlie time has come to strike he will advise
with you and give time for you to leave for a
little, if it should appear to be advisable. You
cannot afford to be out of a job, however, for
two or tliree months. Don’t be unduly nervous
measure

BY AUCTION.

1892.

CUBED!

Augusta caucus, is enough
imperative demand for the
“house cleaning” referred to in Bev. Mr.
Boss’s letter-. The Eepublican party has
30 Boxes White Envelopes, 250 in a
of a fight.
a long and honorable record for its manbox, 25c a box.
of state institutions.
It cannot
New Hampshire is on hand with an- agement
100 Box Writing Paper 8c, regular
afford to allow the greatest institution of
other horrible murder. This time a man
price 10c.
of being a football in
all
to
be
susoected
butchers his wife at a railway station,
100 Box Writing Paper 15c, regular
not because he was crazy or drunk, but Augusta politics.
price 20c.
because he had au “ugly disposition.”
AUCTION SALES.
The New Hampshire law prescribes for
100 Box Writing Paper 19c, regular
F. O. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
this the same remedy that will be used
price 25c.
for the no less murderous sentimentality
of Almy.
25 Plush Photograph Albums. $1.75
regular price $2.50.
The election in Rhode Island, to-morwell for the

The Assistant Assessors will be required to
return Information on the following points:
1.
Name of head of family.
2. Names of sons or other male relatives
over twenty-one years of age,
residing lu
the family.
3. Names of persons absent at sea, or who
are out of town for any cause, belonging
to tlie family, who are legally citizens.
4. Names of all boarders (excepting those
who have wives or families elsewhere residing) who were residents here April 1,

Stephen ii. Warren op Islesbobo,
Me., is well known in his native town,

delays action until after the congressional convention there will be very much less ground for
the charges against him that it is purely a polit-

votes in an

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALIEN, Cashier.

over.

My Dear Brother: Yours of Sunday at hand.
Have seen Governor. He says: “Keep quietly
at work doing your duty faithfully and keep
He thinks that it will probayour eyes open.”
bly be three months before his purpose to have
a house cleaning
can be consummated.
If he

to back up an

of thTcity
THEby Assessors
give notice to ail persons liable w taxation In said
will be

city, that they
th
every secular day from the first to the fiftcei
in City
April, Inclusive, at their roomi
day offrom
e
foreti
nine to twelve o'clock m
Hall,
noon and from two to five o’clock ini the aiteiuoon, for the purpose of receiving lists oi me
polls and estates taxable in said city. notified to
And all such persons are hereby
make and bring to said Assessors, true and perfect lists of all their Polls and Estates, real and
execupersonal, or held bv them as guardian, on
tlie
tor, administrator, trustee or otherwise,
first day of April, 1892, and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of oersous deceased have
been divided during tlie past year, or have
changed hands from any cause, the executor,
administrator, or other person interested, is
hereby warned to give notice of such change,
and in default of sucli notice will be held under
the law to pay the tax assessed although such
estate has been wholly distributed and paid

ter to his brother:

This letter Clerk Boss put into his priburning it. From
that drawer the letter got into the hands
of Governor Burleigh’s political opponents, it is asserted, and has furnished
the basis for so much rumor about Augusta that Ee'v. Mr. Boss yesterday published a letter explaining fully the occurrence in all its bearings.
This was
the letter referred to in the enigmatical
despatch published yesterday, and the
explanation above given is the substance
of Mr. Boss’s letter.
The Insane Hospital is a state institution, in which the people of the whole
state are interested.
The purloining
of the letter does not of itself show necessarily anything more than that some
one who has access to Clerk Boss’s paBut this continupers is light-fingered.
al appearance of the hospital’s affairs in
the Third District politics is injurious
to the reputation of a great state institu"
tion, and doubly injurious to the Eepublican party. The widely copied assertion
that the hospital is good for 60 or more

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK, H® COMPANY OPERA SEASON

of

Ross, to agree to resign in case an attempt should be made to remove a certain subordinate
officer, presumably
Treasurer Campbell.
Clerk Ross did not
like this arrangement, and wrote to his
brother, the clergyman, for advice. The
clergyman evidently went to Governor
Burleigh about it, for he wrote this let-

ical

PORTLAND.
Assessors’ Notice.
CITY OF

that he has not car-

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAX.

advertisements._

jul

98

will hold a Fair in their vestry, WEDNESDAY
EVENING and THURSDAY AFTERNOON
A. C. C.
and EVENING, April 6th and 7th.
A Past and
Supper ou Wednesday evening.
Present Supper on Thursday evening from 6,30
to 7.30. Chicken Pie Dinner, Thursday from
12 to 1.30. Supper 25 cents; Dinner 35 cents.
Ice Cream and Cake for sale each evening.
c!3t
ap5

PAPER.

4, Jose Building,

EXCHANGE

-OF THE-

Chestnut St. M.E. Church

STUB E T

eodly

Notice.

hereby give notice that I refuse to pay any
debts contracted by my wife, Mrs. Gertrude Loveitt, afterthis date. J. W. Loveitt

I

marlO
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MUSIC AND DRAMA.

A ROLLING STONE.
How

a

Timely Discovery Averted

a

Marine

Peck’s

THE CAPRI GIRL.

Bad Boy.

was at Portland theaevening merrier than ever, and
delighted a goodly-sized audience. The

Peck’s Bad Boy

Disaster.

How

Capri Women Are So Healthy.

tre last

The fishing schooner Hattie Maud was
hauled out upon the marine railway a
few days ago for painting and cleaning.
In the cleaning process one of the garboard streaks was renewed and this led
to a curious and very timely discovery.
Between the inner and outer skin of the
vessel, the workmen found a cobble
stone about a pound in weight. The
stone was loose and had evidently been
The stone had
in there a long time.
moved back and forth rolling with the
motion of the vessel and had worn
away the planking in the spot where it
had struck near the keelson. The planking in this spot was worn more than half
way through, and had the stone not been
discovered, it would in time have made
Had this
a hole quite through the side.
been consummated while the vessel was
far from land, the result would probably
have been the loss of the vessel and cargo
with possibly the lives of all on board.
A BIT OF THE CAPE.

company is an exceptionally good one in
The first act with its
every respect.
ludicrous situations is mirth-provoking
in tiie extreme. The horse play and dialogue of the second act might be greatly
as it is somewhat wearisome,
while the last act introducing the specialties is most excellent. Miss Jessie Cohen

improved

as the Bad Boy’s girl is a remarkable
contortionist and high kicker and her
The automaton
dancing is excellent.
act of Miss Cohen and Master Geo. Cohen
is something
entirely new and was
rapturously received. Miss Lizzie Anderson as “Jimmy Duffy,” the Bad Boy’s
chum, has a wonderful stage make-up
and it was hard to realize that a lady
The
was
impersonating the part.
specialty of Jerry Cohen and Miss Nellie
was well executed.
Master Geo. Cohen
as the “Bad Boy” is good throughout.
The policeman and his wife make the
usual roars of laughter. The “Bad Boy”
holds forth again tonight.

M. Frost and

Presentation to the Kev.
Mrs. Frost.

The Young People’s Society of Christian Endeavor in Congress street Methodist Episcopal church assembled last
night at the home of their pastor, the

Private Musicale.

The Women of Capri are the healthiest in the
world. The secret of their wonderful vigor Is
work, plain diet and constant life in the open
air. “Nerves” are unknown.
Women of our own country have injured
their nerves by wrong diet and a shut-up, indoor life. Thousands feel just ready to drop
from nervous weakness. It is what makes so
many nervous, tired, languid, without energy
or ambition.
They have headaches, stomach
trouble, kidney and liver complaints, constipated bowels, headache, palpitation, poor
blood, etc., which are caused by weakened
nerves ancl

nervous

prostration.

The Grip also, has left as an after-effect,
weakened and shattered nerves and more
physical debility and prostration than any other
known epidemic.
These difficulties are always increased and
greatly aggravated in spring, by that Spring
Debility which so weakens and enervates us
all. But all these troubles are curable by the
great tonic and restorative for women, Dr.
A perfect condition of
Greene’s Nervura.
nerve vigor and strength always follows its use,
and thus women can secure as strong nerves
and vigorous health as those of Capri. No
woman should fail to use Dr. Greene’s Nervura
in spring if she
wishes to keep strong and
healthly. Purely vegetable and harmless.

The annual meeting of the First Parish Society was held at the church yesThe old officers were
terday afternoon.
re-elected as follows:
Moderator—Edward Woodman.
Clerk—Ardon W. Coombs.
Treasurer and Collector—Augustus

Cum-

F. Harris,
Parish Committee—Beniamin
Judge Haskell, George A. Thomas.
Assessors—G. E. Barrett, Lewis Pierce.
Eev. J. Carroll Perkins was made full

Vocal

The annual meeting and election of
directors of the Young Men’s Christiap
Association will be held tomorrow evening. The Woman’s Auxiliary will serve
refreshments and the different committees will report the work done during the
year.
INSOLVENCY COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE PEABODY.

S. Gibson,
Portland, discharge granted.
Win. J. Dyer, Cape Elizabeth, discharge
granted.
Mooers & Libba, Deering, second meeting of
Monday—M.

creditors, oath admiuistereu.
M. A. Jewell & Co., Portland, continued.
T. B. Richards & Co., Falmouth, adjudged insolvent.
__

Mr. R. Stuart Lauglilin.
Vooal Duet—“The Brides-maids”.Padilla
Miss and Mrs. Morrison.
Piano Trio—“Danse Ecossaise”.Baker
Misses Harding, Thompson and Mrs. Lowell.

Imperial Quartette

Concert.

For Fifty Banjos and Guitars.
Vocal Duet—“Two Merry Girls”.Clover
Misses Aagot and Sigrid Lunde.
Harp Solo—“March of the Men of Harlech”
.Thomas
Miss Annie Libby.
Alto Solo—(as “Waiting”.Agothe Groudahl
1 b “Ter Sveinherde”... Swedish
Miss Aagot Lunde.
Zither Solo—“Concert Fantasia”.Kropf
Miss Bertlia Smith.
Soprano Solo—“Love’s Sorrow”.Shelly
Miss Sigrid Lunde.
TO„U„

i>rnt..dinnGnn)l

T

Dear Irish

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

ever

The semi-annual examination of applipositions in the customs service
will be held at the Custom House today
at 9 o’clock a. m..
cants for

mm
One

rounded teaspoonful \
/
/ of Cleveland’s
I Baking Powder ^si**^*
I does more and better work
a

heaping^

/\

/

teaspoonful

\ of any other.
\ A large saving on
\. year’s bakings.

Viking

a

/
/

of all.

most

elaborate

at Kotzschmar

the composer, says Miss Stevens is a remarkably brilliant and talented pianist,
and the Berlin papers all speak highly of
her. The Boston Herald says of Mrs.
White’s voice that “it is the embodiment
of the purest, sweetest melody, and is of
wonderful compass. She proved herself
The proceeds of tire concert
an artist.”
will go for a new piano for the club.
Notes.

The dates for the Duff Opera Company
have been changed to April 14tli, 15th
and 10th. There w’as a good sale of seats

To the

Through

the

courtesy

of the Boston &

Maine Railroad club members wishing
to attend the biennial of the Federation
can obtain round trip tickets from Boston to Chicago for $18; berths, $5.50 exTickets good for 30 days.
tra each way.

Misses’ in French Kid, hand
sewed, all grades and styles.

and

Mothers, Bring Your Babies

Remember we only have two crates of
these goods and that they can’t be
duplicated at this price.

EVER POPULAR

Boston

Banquet,
Library,
Hall,

amne

contains the representative lines of leadinj
manufacturers. We would call special attenttoi

Piano,

and have them fitted to Infants’ Shoes
in fancy colors.

B. U.

Variety.
“I was suffering from
by female weakness and
I was

so nervous

and

nervousness, caused
nervous prostration.

weak I could not go up

a

pair of stairs without stopping to
rest, and troubled to sleep at night. I took
Dr. Greene’s Nervura, and have obtained my
common

old elastic step around the house, to the surprise of my friends. After creeping round for
two years, hardly able to do anything, it has
proved a boon to me truly.
MBS. OLIVER WILSON, Northboro, Mass.”

£3f~Dr. Greene, the successful specialist, in
curing all forms of nervous and chronic diseases, 34 Temple pi., Boston. Mass., can be
consulted/ree, personally or by letter. Call or
write to him about your case, or send for sympblank to fill out, and a letter fully explaining the disease, giving advice, &c., will be returned free.

CHILDREN’S COODS.

new

Unique and jaunty the lutesi
Knickerbocker style, comprising every novelty.

most complete line in Maine
Goods made up with the attention to sma] ,
detail so important to well dressed men.

LAMP,

largest and

80 to 240 Candle Power.

DEPARTMENT.
n

Renowned tor

<

UlQIinO

! Tone and Dura-

»««>•

□ igig

NEWBY
Tlte
EVANS,
and
and
MORRIS
WAYNE and the
Celebrated

Organs.

pi,kiob.w

J

Oily

win

■

do not ask

We

yon

to

hut come ana see wnat we nave
say,
WHAT YOU WA3NTT.

My what

BUY

we

ana

men

The Atkinson Company,
Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets.

tom

HORSES.
for sale at the
Weight 1000
$40
$125. Also, 1 pair,
for
2600
Also,
price
$100.
lbs.;
pair
weight
Caravan. Call at Empire Brewery Co.’s office,
11 Hampshire street, cor. Albany street. Take
Hampshire street electric cars, pass the door.
These horses are better than green horses for
farmers to work; will work single or double in
any spot or place. Take electric car on Washington street, Boston, Mass. If you don’t like
these horses your expenses will be paid.

our

Derby.

PIANO and ORGAN
r I a ii Uo

line of light Spring Overcoats
They must be seen to be appreciated. Then li
our Gentlemen's Furnishing Department th
to

celebrated

ill

BRANCHES—-—-Auburn.

Batli,

Bangor,

Gardiner,

Biddeford,

Norway,

Oldtoww,

Rockland

and

Watery tile

HORSES.

Horses and Mares
BLOCKY
Empire Brewery Co. stables.
to
to 1400 lbs. Prices

apr53w»
Moore

One of the big mud

scows

building

at

Kelley & Spear’s yard in Bath for the
firm of Moore & Wright of Portland, was
launched Thursday afternoon. It is a
powerfully built scow, measures 112 feet
It
on deck, 31 feet beam, 12 feet depth.
is a five hundred yard scow. The second
one went overboard Saturday afternoon
at 3.30 o’clock. They have been named
Ethel and Jennie by the workmen in
honor of the first two ladies who went
aboard them. Frank McQuarrie christened the Ethel with a glass of water.
Both scows will be towed to Portland
this week and be fitted for service in
Moore & Wright’s fleet, which numbers
thirty similar to the Ethel and Jennie.
Slight Accident
cars

on

the

Rochester.

of the Portland & Rochester

Open To-day

DRESS

in Our

25 cts.
25 dozen Gents’ Onting Flannel Shirts at
-50 cts,
25 dozen Gents’ Outing Flannel Shirts at
75 cts.
25 dozen Gents’ Printed Percale Shirts at
100 dozen Gents’ Selected Satin and Crepe Four-in-Hand
......
50 cts.
Ties at
Jo cts.
100 dozen Made-up Ties m light satin and surah at
25 cts.
25 dozen Windsor Ties at
50 cts.
25 dozen Windsor Ties at
All New Styles for Easter Wear.
12 1-2 cts. a
100 pieces Printed Edinburg Cord at
A New Cotton Dress Fabric.
5 cts. a
50 pieces Standard Prints at
5 cts. a
100 pieces good quality Ginghams at
1-2
cts. a
6
Prints
at
50
Indigo

pieces

each
each
each
each
each

each
each

yard at $20.00 per

Ladies’ Light Broadcloth Jackets,

•

WlRRUNGS!

yard.

ELEGANT FRINGES FOR EVENING WEAR,

yard
yard
yard

Millett, Evans & Co.,

OPENING OF NEW GARMENTS.
$12.50
$15.00
$5, 7, 10 and 12.50
$7, 10 and 12.50

Opening

We open to-day for inspection and sale, the
finest line of DRESS TRIMMINGS to be found
in the city, comprising all the latest novelties in
Bead Gimps, Bead Ornaments, Jet Fronts, Jet
Fringes, Jet Girdles, Silk Girdles, Silk Gimps,
Silk Fringes, Ribbon Fringes, in black and colors
--Russian Gallome, Bands, Braids, Buttons, &c.
In fact everything in the trimming line from a
Narrow Gimp at IOc per yard, to a Beaded Fringe

GENTS' FURNISHING DEPARTMENT

25 Long Newmarkets at
Charles W. Leighton of Falmouth and Miss Mary 25 Long Newmarkets at
E. Winslow of Deeriug.
Ladies’ Black Jackets,
Silas F. Jordan and Miss
In Casco, March

27,
Mabel C. Marean.
In Skowhegan, March 10. Arthur Cummings
of Belgrade and Miss Alice E. Chase of Canaan.
In Bowdoinham, Frederick E. Mason of Lowell and Miss Alma B. Millay of Bowdoinham.
In Belfast, March 27. Wm. B. Wilde and Miss
Hattie A. Knowlton, both of Searsmont.

Grand

TUESDAY MORNING.
We

St Wright’s Big Mud Scow.

each

apro

617 CONGRESS STREET.

d3t

each

each

FOR LARGE MEN

each

deaths.
In this city, April 4, Mrs, Julia,
James Sulllv an.

wife

of

In Cumberland, April 3, Celia, youngest
daughter of D. B. and Ellen S. Hamilton, aged
3

months 14 days.

[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
from parent’s residence, Cumberland.
In Westbrook. April 3, Mrs. James Boyd.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 4 o’clock
at the Baptist Church.
In Holyoke, Mass., April 1, Wm. J. Lewis,
aged 04 years 3 months.
In Bridgton, March 20, Joseph Bicknoll, aged
54 years.
In North Bridgton, March 27, Dea. Asa Gould
aged 88 years 11 months.
In Lovell, March 26, Wm. G. Martin.
In Bath, April 1, Mrs. Sarah B. Smith, widow
of the late Richard R. Smith, aged 89 years 2
mouths.
In Fairfield, March 24, Edw. R. Bragg, aged

aged 23 years.

Woman’, Literary Union.

Ladies’ Shoes

WILCOX BROS.

A

yesterday at Stockbridge’s.
A large discount will be made to all 67 years.
Ill Cumberland, April 3, Celia, daughter of
who buy three of the extra entertain- D. B. and Ellen S. Hamilton,
aged 3 months and
ments offered by Stockbridge.
14 days.
Mrs. Mary A.
March
In
23,
in
Farmington,
Duff
April 16tli,
Opera Company
aged 75 years.
“Queen’s mate;” May 7tli, Primrose and Chandler,
In Penobscot, James Gray, aged 87 years.
West; May 14th, Gilmore’s band. TickIn Hallowed. Mrs. Martha J. Fuller, aged 44
ets now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
years.
In Waterville, March 26, La Forest Philbrook,
Joe Wheelock plays at the Globe thea24 years.
tre, Boston, this week in “Mr. Potter of aged
In Winslow, March 28, William Hodges, Jr.,
Texas.”

In Men’s French Calf and Congress

Kangaroo.

leading

Styles in

Dunlap & Co.,

—AND THE-

Two

given
Intoxication;
hall Saturday evening, April 9th, under
30 days in
the auspices of the Rossini Club, will not
county jail.
Sarah Andagee. Larceny; 30 days in city be participated in by the society. Mme.
house of correction.
Kathinka Paulsen-White, the Norwegian
Mary Green. Search and seizure; fined $100
and costs and 60 days in county jail. Appealed. soprano, and Miss Neally Stevens,pianist,
will furnish the programme. Schawenka,
Examination.
Civil Service

Bargain

i_

Boy,

produced.

The concert to be

Monday—DanielW. Emmett.
fined 83 and costs.
Intoxication;
Frank Allard.

hatters.

DINNER SETS. 112 pieces of White
Granite only $5.95.

r

nnnmo

Rossini Club Concert.

than

the Greatest

LamPS

gravel train left the track just below the
Thursday, Friday and Saturday “Dear Forest avenue crossing at Woodfords,
Irish Boy” will be seen at Portland thea- shortly after 6 o’clock yesterday morntre and tickets are now ready. The play ing. A train was run out to the obstrucon the 6.40 train
is said to abound in tragio and sensation- tion and the passengers
The
from Gorham were transferred.
al incidents, largely mixed with that track was cleared in a short
time, with
mirth which is as indlspensible a factor no damage to speak of.
to Irish character as the sparkle from
MARRIAGES.
champagne. The interest is sustained
from start to finish. The piece is said to
be beautifully staged, and contains some
In Falmouth, April 2, by Rev. W. H. Haskell,
scenic effects

I

Hats we have front the

Underglaze, English
pieces, $3.50.

puncwell

a

AND THIS

I

Imperial Quartet.

of the handsomest and

MUNICIPAL COURT.

fitting Tile

than

more

depahtmein'T,

-JlSD-

So.o-J6 ..EgIogue».Delibes

Reading—Selected.

style

Harrington.

Mr. Geo. P. Garcelon.
(a “Chanson de Florin”. Goddard

Orchestra—j

\

TEA SETS. Fine
Decorations, 50

tuates the

Miller,

Low”.JJeidlinger
Miss .Jennie King-Morrison.
Reading—“Irish Spinning Song”..Anon
Mrs. Abner W. Lowell.
Guitar Solo—Parisian Waltz (with variations)
.J. de Anguera

—

Annual Meeting of the Young Men’s Christian Association.

What marks the

Usual retail price $42.50.
THINK op

man or

BOOT and SHOE

Youman,

Piano Trio—“Barbler de Seville”.Itossini
Misse9 Harding, Thompson and Parsons.
Vocal Solo—“Garden of Sleep”.DeLara
Miss Nettie May Morrison.
Beading—“How Micky Saved McTavlsh
Mr. Eobert Kexdale.
Guitar Solo—Galop, “Bed Star”.Garcelon
Mr. Geo. P. Garcelon.
Vocal Solo—“Mv Mother bids me Bind my

pastor, to succeed Eev. Dr. Hill, and his
The annual grand concert of the Imsalary fixed at $2500 for the coming year.
Banjo, Guitar and Mandolin Quarperial
all
to
voted
was
sum
of
The
$5167
pay
tette will doubtless crowd City hall toparish expenses for the year.
The Norwegian Sisters Miss
It was voted to sell a dozen pews, the night.
Lunde,
soprano, and Miss Aagot
Sigrid
there
and
owners of which have died,
Lunde, contralto, of the Norwegian Conbei.ng no representative of the family
Miss
cert Company are fine artists.
now living or claiming interest in them.
is a most graceful and pleasAnnie
Libby
It was voted to liquidate the parish
and Miss Bertha Smith a dedebt of $3600 by subscriptions from ing harper,
There will be a
zither playerlightful
members.
of
orchestra
sixty performbanjo
grand
Owl Club of Boston to Visit Portland.
ers, and a mandolin orchestra composed
The Owl Club of South Boston, an of ladies and gentlemen of Portland.
of Elks will attend in
organization composed of young fnen of The Portland lodge
Reserved seats at Stockbridge’s.
a body.
and
social
business
both
in
standing
high
circles of the “Hub,” will visit this city This will be the programme:
(a Maroh “OurColonel,”. .Missud
Thursday, April 7th (that day being Fast
J b Romance, “Eleven o’clock
John
Quartet—<
President
in
Massachusetts).
xoast.” Dedicated to PortDay
L land Lodge of Elks.Barnum
Mullin, Secretary E. H. Sprague, F. BarnImperial Quartet.
Alto Solo—“The Springtime”.Becker
berg, H. Oxnard, F. Byrnes, W. Costello,
Miss Aagot Lunde.
H.
P.
John Toomey,
Giblin,
Hugemach
Harp Solo—“Fantasia”.Oberthur
Miss Annie Libby.
and W. Morrison will be the guests of
Schottische—“Rena”.Barnum
the Emerald Club of this city. The visThe Portland Mandolin and Guitar Club
of Ladies and Gentlemen.
itors will be received by a committee of
Soprano Solo—“Siebel’s Song”...From Faust
Miss Sigrid Lunde.
the Emeralds upon their arrival here,
Zither Solo—“Souvenir de Welsbaden”
and carriages will be taken for a drive
.Umlauf
Miss Bertha Smith.
about the city in the afternoon. In the
evening a banquet will be enjoyed at the
fa “Darkie’s Dream” 08
Banjo
club rooms, and an enjoyable entertainh Gaj0p, “Mill Dam”
.Babb
(
A rare good
ment will be provided.
time will bo had by all.

HAT DEPARTMENT.

15 sets Carlsbad

A very delightful musicale was given
at Dr. George W. Way’s residence, No.
239 Cumberland Btreet, last evening.
This was the programme:

Mrs. W. J. Morse.

mings.

|

In DINNER SETS.
China $30.00.

OUR

!

COINCIDENCE.

THE

NOTICED

HAVE

SDX!

(

First Parish Annual Meeting.

MAY

Crockery Department.

Druggists, $1.

(a “Awake Little Heart”. .Seidel
Vocal Solo— ! 6 “The Wind is Whispering

years.

POSSIBLY YOU

at Our Store!

more

Frost, during his temporary
absence, and then sending for him and
Mrs. Frost, completely surprised them.
Mr, John W. Proctor, in a brief speech,
Hail”.Haydn
of well fitting words, presented Mr. and at
Miss Lucia G. M errill.
Mrs. Frost with a large and beautifully Piano Duet—Ein Wintermahrclien.Lichner
Misses
Thompson and Harding.
framed oil painting of Portland Head Beading—Tiie Statue
Scene from the "Winter’s
Tale”.Shakespeare
Shore.
and
the
Cape
Light
Miss Dora H. Moulton.
reMr. Frost made an appropriate
Vocal Solo—“Love’s Bequest”.A. Beicbardt
Mr. W. P. Goss.
sponse, referring in well chosen words to
the pleasant relations of the last four nano niiet—"jumstreis serenaue —<jo3. ww
Misses Harding and Thompson.
Eev. J. M.

Bargains

In Albion, March 23, Edward G. Shores, aged
41 years.
In Buckfield, March 28, Mrs. Alexander Cushing, aged 71 years,
I'liimruiii i ii ii...ii

In

ii

11—muniiii mill

flowers

DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress

I

Street.

|

/l Of

a-pi o

LIKE

___

THE

“Chief Justice.”

Hayal Ggui
f//

*

We call attention of large men to the above
fact. Don’t waste your time in bothering with the
small shirts, but buy this kind and you will not get
disappointed. Call for the “Chief Justice” and
see that you get it. Sleeves in different lengths.
Satisfaction
We have a full line of sizes.
refunded.
or
guaranteed money

*

Packageleas-

Best grown in China. Finest drank in America.
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages.
The same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa
Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice.
chase & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
eeUffalZJta the trade,__

Price $1.00 eacli for all sizes.

_

I

RINES

BROS.

JACK’S SWEETHEART.
“Aunt, yon must listen to mol”

The

proud bead is thrown back and the bine
eyes are flashing- like sapphires in the
“I will not marry Mr. Chester—1
You know well that if he
had no money you would never admit
him to your house! Oh, aunt, I never
iven dreamed you were so meroenary!”
“I am not—for myself. It is for you,
child—it is of your future that I am
thinking. I must die some time, and you
know the conditions of my husband's
will make it impossible for me to leave
you one penny. Could yon bear poverty
after enjoying all the pleasures which
wealth can give? Ah, child, it is a hard,
bitter opponent to battle with when one
is so young and lovely as you are!”
“I have a profession, aunt. I shall
not starve. And even if I had no way
of earning my bread I would not marry
a man whom I detest for his money.”
“Perhaps you and Jack Dunraven
have resoived to try poverty together,”
suggests Mrs. Thornton.
There is the faintest suspicion of a
sneer on the handsome mouth, bat she
is too well bred to allow it to become
anything more than a suggestion.
“Poverty with the man I love would
be happiness compared with a blighted
life. Aunt, do you believe in mercenary
sun.

despise him!

marriages?”
“Why not? I married the man my
parents chose for me; a man they knew
could give me everything my heart desired, and as whose wife I would be a
queen in society.”
“Were you happy?”
The handsome brows contracted a little.
“Yes, child—what an absurd ques-

tion.”
“Ah, aunt, I don’t believe itl
vom

tirtt

no

1-.-i.nrw

o.q

von

You

cnnld h.-ivf

been. Do you really think that I would
be happy as Mr. Chester's wife? Let
your heart speak.”
But the inscrutable mask is on her
face again; that instant’s agony is over.
She had cast off the young lover who
had her love for the wealthy suitor.
Wen, the world is no wiser.
“Why should you not?” she says.
“You would be mad to reject him, Beth.
He can give you every luxury—more
He is old, true, but
even than I can.
that is nothing. He would exchange
his wealth for your youth and beauty.
You could do no better. Even I, with
all my ambition, would be satisfied with
such a marriage. You have done brilliantly—exceeded my hopes. But you
must forget Jack; he is poor, he could
never make you happy.”
“Is wealth, luxury, pleasure all one
must live for? Is love to "have no place
in one’s life at all?” crieB Beth.
Mrs. Thornton shrugs her beautiful
shoulders.
“When one is young one’s heart is apt
to take the lead in one’s life,” she says.
“You are young, what is to be expected?
Mr. Chester will he here this eveningsee that he receives the answer he
should."
With this she sweeps gracefully away,
thr owing a significant smile at her niece
tsi she closes the door.
“All, Jack,” said Beth Russell, softly,
“I will he true to you till death—through
poverty, through everthing! You doubt
my love now, but Bomo day I will prove
to you how even a society girl can love.
*

*

*

*

*

It iias been bitterly cold all day, and
for the first time perhaps in many weeks
the street corners are deserted. A warm
a warmer fire is every stray
pedestrian’s goal. And now, just at
dusk, as the lights are just peeping
through the gathering gloom, a fine, cutting snow begins to fall.

house and

The usnal crowd at the little stsrtaon
is dispersing; the bustle and excitement
caused by the arrival of the through
passenger train has subsided and the operator is left once more to herself.
She closes her key with a little snap,
goes up to the blazing fire in the huge,
ugly stove and holds out her slender
hands to its -warm radiance.
“The petted darling of a wealthy home
and Innumerable friends in a common
serge gown!” She laughs softly and
rubs one hand up and down the sleeve of
her dress. “I wonder what Mr. Chester
would say were he to see me now! Ah,
poor aunt, I wish you could have lived!
But perhaps it is best as it is, and I am
glad—glad you could not leave me one
dollar. Poor, proud Jack! When he
hears that I—I, the supposed heiress—
am poor, even poorer than he is, will he
come to me—then?”
The door opens and slams, letting in a
cold gust of rain, wind and snow.
“Ah, Lenn, is that you?” she says
brightly, as a young giant of a fellow
comes toward her, shaking the snow
from his clothes like a great dog. “How
could yon remember me on a night like
this? And no overcoat!” she exclaims.
“Why, yon will freeze!”
His handsome face lights up with a
smile that displays a dazzling row ol
teeth.
"Perhaps I stopped in to get warm,”
he said roguishly, “and not to see you at
all. Why, it was only yesterday that 1
saw

you!”

Then the brightness dies out of his
face, and somo of the youthfulness goes
with it.
“Ah, what an eternity that has seemed
to me,” he says, his eyes dark with
earnestness. “Every minute spent away
from you is a blank. I never knew what
it was to count the minutes before you
I never had this restlessness became.
fore, but with you I am calm; you quiet
me; just one glance from your eyes—
th3t is enough.”
She lays one soft little hand on his

powerful

brown one.

“Poor Lenn!” she says softly.

“I

am

lorry.”

He turns away and draws one hand
across his eyes, then smiles at her in
almost his usual light hearted fashion.
“By the way,” he says, “I am afraid
th«> bridge across the river just below
here will not hold 802 tonight if it is as
leaded as usual. Well, I’m oil; I may
be back this way in an hour to help you
keep away the cold.”
He buttons his coat about his throat

THE^

Advising Him.

DRESS GOODS SALE

“But
“How good you arel" she says.
do you think I would allow you to go
without your supper in order that you
may protect me from unseen peril?’
She laughs merrily. “No, Lenn, I am
os safe as it—as if—well, nothing can
happen to me, at all events. So go with
a clear conscience.”
And this time he goes and does not
look back.
She shivers a little as she remembers
what he has said about the bridge.
He—What do you regard as most esWhat a sudden chill of terror bis words
had struck to her heart.
sential—beauty or -wealth?
She—Well—er—I'd marry wealth, if I
“The bridge will not hold 802!” she
were you.—Life.
says to herself. “It is a through passenger and will not stop unless I signal it.
ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
I must find out. It is not duo for half an
W. K. Arkell, publisher of Judge and Frank
hour yet. I shall have time.”
Leslie’s Illustrated, newspaper, writes:
She throws along, dark cloak over
)
Judge Building,
her shoulders and takes down a red light
Cor. Fifth Ave. and Sixteenth St.,
>
New
)
York,
14,1891.
January
at
from the wall. With another glance
weeks
while
•‘About
three
since,
suffering
the clock she rushes out in the stormy
Irom a severe cold which had settled on my
black night. Down the track she speeds,
chest, I applied an Allcock’s Porous Plasthe lantern dancing through the darkter, and In a short time obtained relief.
The bridge
ness like a will-o’-the-wisp.
“In my opinion, these plasters should be in
the
from
is about a quarter of a mile
every household, for use in case of coughs,
station, but she knows every step of the j colds, sprains, bruises, or pains of any kind. I
way. Suddenly a deep, roaring sound | know that in my case the results have been entirely satisfactory and beneficial.”
meets her ears.
“The river! The river!” she gasps.
The Contribution Box.
“Lenn said today it had risen fearfully.
A New Haven gentleman has a charming
That frail bridge will be swept away as
and when lie takes her to church
if it were a stick in such a fierce tor- little daughter
he provides her with money to put in the conrent.”
tribution box. On their return from chnrch last
Now she is at the bridge—but where
Sunday afternoon be said to her, “What do the
is
is the bridge? The last of it
swept the people do at church?”
away in the black, seething waters as
“They pray,” was the reply of the diminutive
she reaches the bank, and at that mo- mi3s.
“And what else do they do?”
ment, another sound, heard faintly
“They sing.”
“Yes, and what else.”
above the roar of the river, sends a new
“Tliev sing some more.”
terror to her heart. A distant thunder“But that isn’t all, is it? Can’t you think of
else?”
ing sound, and she knows the train is something
The little one apparently had reached the
coming through the cut half a mile limit of her recollection. Sue thought hard for
a few moments, but finally with a brightened
away.
their
face exclaimed. "Oh I know.
she fare 1"—New Haven Palladium. They pay
“Oh, God, for some strength!
be
must
not
“All those souls
groans.
lost!”
She struggles on through the fearful
wind that drives the thin, cutting snow
in her face like so many tiny lashes. On
comes the express—nearer, nearer. GradOne of recent purchasers of stock In
ually the roar of the river changes into
the roar of the oncoming train. Once
the Lone Star Cotton Picker Co. was Mr.
she stumbles and falls, and her fingers,
Pbysi.
stiff with cold, almost lose their grasp 3. C. Price of Salisbury, N. 0.
on the precious red signal; but she is up
cally he is a fine specimen of the African
almost before she touches the ground.
race. A sight of his genial countenance,
“Only a few more rods,” she breathes, beaming with intelligence, is suggestive
“and they are saved!”
oi the thought that progress is not conNow 6he can see the lights from the
station, and almost simultaneously there fined to the Anglo-Saxon. The capabiliflashes around a curve in the inky dark- ties of the negro race sre great.
The
ness the headlight of 802 coming down
desire for an education, once aroused,
the track at full speed.
becomes almost insatiable.
No greater
With a last desperate effort she gains
in
factor
the
“race
will
solving
problem”
the station, and, standing in the center
of the track, waves the red light fran- be found than the Lone Star Cotton
tically above her head. She tries to cry Picker.
out—her voice is drowned in the roar
The negro needs emancipation from
of the wind and the approaching train.
the
cotton picking gang almost as badly
But the engineer’s head is out of the cab
window; he sees the slender, wind blown as be needed it from the broader bondfigure on the track, her tragic white face age before the war. Hia poor white
gleaming in the dazzling glare of the neighbor has the same need, perhaps inheadlight. He throws back his lever, tensified. The men and
monejg4 of New
and gradually—gradually—the long England were the
largest factor in his
train comes to a standstill, the engine
emancipation from slavery, and the same
panting and quivering like a live thing factor is now engaged in freeing him
and sending out great volumes of dense from
slavery to cotton picking, and
smoke.
while so doing she money will return a
They are saved! The lantern falls hundred fold, for it needs no prophet to
from her numb hand, and she sinks foresee that
furnishing machines to pick
down on the track, shivering and trem- the cotton must te
immensely profitis
There
a
crowd
about
all
over.
bling
able. A machine can be manufactured
her in an instant asking questions that for
flOO that will save to the planter
she is too exhausted to reply to, but
The company which
J1000 in a season.
among all the strange faces she sees one has a
monopoly of that machine can
familiar one that sends the blood to her treat the
planters with liberality, and
white face and the light to her eyes.
yet retain a share of the profits that will
her
hand
with
a
little
holds
out
She
enable them to pay dividends that should
faint cry, and it is clasped in both of
A limited
satisfy the most avaricious.
Jack’s warm ones and held close to his
amount of stock In the company is now
heart.
being sold at 31 Milk st. Prompt action
Then she turns to the conductor, who will enable
you to secure it far below its
is standing impatiently beside her.
intrinsic value. Land in Chloago is sell“The bridge is gone,” she says. The
ing at |10,000 a front foot that oould have
words come with difficulty through her been
purchased for fl.2S an acre not so
“I
went
down
to
see
cold
white,
lips.
very many years ago. Stook in the Lone
in
here
time
to
save
and reached
barely
Star Cotton Picker Co. will be sold a few

This Week

20-pound salmon was caught
smelt net near Bangor, Monday.
A

in a

years hence at prices which
many to recall with a sigh
might have done.
FEMALE

at

Oakdale,

house, pleasant

new

RET—At
desirable down stab's rent
To and
with bath room and pantry;

of seven
two bay

rooms,

perfect drainwindows, Sebago, water closet,
at the house, No.
age, cement cellar. Apply
5-1
23 William street. D. K. i ROHOCK.

6.

MANSON

$12.50 per
order. Horse cars pass the door.
month.
Small family only. F. 0. BAILEY, 32

«

25 Cents Yard.
Regular retail

price

Washable Dress Fabrics of the very
latest productions.
100 pieces Llama Cloth, cashmere
finish, light and dark ground, at

9 Cents Yard.

45 cents.

There are about 5 different lots of
All Wool and Worsted Spring Dress
Novelties that were made by the manufacturer to retail at 50 and 62 1-2 cts.,
38 and 40 inches wide, the very latest
styies. Sale to commence Monday at
the ridiculous low price of

3000 Yards genuine imported Ginghams in Plaids and Lace Stripes, very
fine qualities,

figures.

39 Cents Yard.
Over 5000 vards

of medinm and

light colored English Serges in Stripes
and Plaids, cost the importer 52 cents,
The quantity being
40 inches wide.
large we have actually divided the
price,
29 Cents Yard.
An elegant line of New Spring Shades
in Bedford Cords, all wool. 36 inches
wide, regular retail price 60 cents. At
tills great sale, commencing Monday
morning, Middle street price

50 Cents Yard.
There are several lots of very stylish
soft finish Dress Goods, in the flue
qualities, also the wide wale and brocade effects, retailed from 75 cents to
$1.00, our price at this sale

49 Cents Yard.
All Wool De Beiges, in Gray and
Brown Mixtures, 40 inches wide,

39 Cents Yard.

Regular

50 cent

quality.

A large variety of styles in BlackGround, Figured Cotton Surahs, guaranteed perfectly Fast Black and retaining the silk fiuish,

33 Cents Yard.

BLACK

GOODS

DRESS

Specials For This Week.
40 inch Henrietta, worth 50

ceitife

39 Cents Yard.
A regular $1.00 48 inch Henrietta,
very flue and brilliant finish, never
has been sold less than $1.00. At this
sale you can buy a Dress Pattern for

12 1-2 Cents Yard.

8 Cents Yard.

3 Cents Yard.
2000 yards 18 inch Glass Linen
Crash, every thread pure linen,
6 1-4 Cents Yard.
Never before in our experience could
this quality and width of pure linen
crash be sold at 6 1-4 cents.
Thousands of yards of Remnants of
Bleached and Unbleachee Cottons at
Middle Street Remnant Prices.
Great Bargains in Bleached, Unbleached aud Turkey Red Table Damask.

GREAT BARGAINS

Silks, China Silks, Faille
Francaise, also some very choice designs in Figured China Silks, changeable grounds, and the Changeable
75 Cents Yard.
Silks, Brocades, &c.
A fine line of Trimmings in Gimps,
Ladies’, Misses and Children’s New
Spring Garments now on sale at our Jet Trimmings, Fcatherine. Fringes

Popular

In Surah

and Nail Heads.

Middle Street Prices.

©40 Middle

G.

MUNSON

will cause

what, they

Street.

LA

Washington

57

store

1-1

street.

City
rooms,
all in nice order. Upstairs rent of 7
TO Hall,
also
.State street,
all
and hath
on

rooms

TO ROAN—On first or second
mortgages, on real estate, commercial
paper or any good collateral securities. In5-4
quire of A. C. LIBBY, 42V3 Exchange st.

MONEY

■1*0 LET.
power.
TRIC MOTOR

COMPANY,

_mar7dtf

TO LET.
floor

location, very light.

LORING, SHORT & HARMON,
dtf
1

marSl

WANTED.
-—— -—

27

mar

No.

Commercial street.2-1

"STyANTED—Cook wanted at 25 TEMrLE
TV

STREET.2-1

Androscoggin
agent
WANTED—General
County; position worth $2000per
for

annum

to right man. Also two local agents at $10 per
week and commission. Gallon or after Tues
day. March 22d. at office of MUTUAL
RESERVE. Room 1. 176Vj Middle street, cor.

11-tf

Exchange, Portland.

and

anything
city, by capable
young man; good references; American people.
5-1
Apply at 37 Merrill street, Man joy Hill.
or

private family,
WANTED.—In
walk east of City Hall,

one

gentleman and wife or one or
two gentlemen, pleasant room with board
2-1
at No. 10 Deering St., near High.

Merry’s Imported Stiff Hats $3.00.
Merfvv’s Elegant 50c Ties.
The Dunlap Stiff Hats only at Merry’.s
Men’s Fine Furnishings. Merry’s.
l)o your Hat Business with Merry.
Imported Hosiery at Merry’s.
Merry has a fine 50c Night Robe.
A Fine Soft Negligee Shirt, 50c.
Imported Collars and Cuffs. Merry’s.
The Best $1.00 Soft Hats.
Elegant $1.50 Soft Hats.
Any Priced Stiff Hats at Merry’s.
A Darling $2.00 and $2.50 Stiff

at

Merry’s.

XXTANTED—Agents everywhere, to sell the
VV
stock of the Black Wonder Gold & Silver
Mining Co. of Colorado, near Creede, with ExAttorney Gen. Andrew J. Waterman. President;
fabulous prolit will accrue to ail stockholders;
liberal commission to agents; prospectus and
Address E. C. DAVIS,
printed matter free.
General Manager, 244 Washington st., Boston,

Mass.__4-i.t

wicks
mineral lamp
never burn out; no smoke, no soot, no
3
to
samples
10c;
gas;
light
equal
trimming,
assorted dozen 25e. BEN. STAYNLlt Si CO.,
25-2
Providence, R. I.

Agents

UNION
The Policy plans of
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY embrace among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life with an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowmentsthe

minutes’

or

two per-

men

trunks or
REYNOLDS. 550
and
Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open
evenings until 9.23-2
persons
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D.
558

In want of

bookkeeper. Apply
WANTED—Assistant
ill
hand writing to box 1675, Portown

land,

5-1

Me.

good second hand Roil Top
Desk that can bo bought at a good trade
for spot cash; must he good to fair condition.
4-1
Address “Prompt buyer,” Press office.
to know that they can
get a good ait wool suit of clothes made
to their measure for $12, $14, $16, $18. $20
and upwards at SAMUEL WATERHOUSE &
SON’S, 367 & 360 Fore street.30-1
as doublo entry bookkeeper or ally position of trust. Can give
Address P. O. Rox
any references required.

WANTED—A

WANTED—People

WANTED—Situation
No.

1613.30-1

cosh a good,
light row boat. Address II. F. WATERHOUSE. 235 Commercial street.30-1

WANTED-To

purchase

for

loan $10, $20, $30, $50, $100
to $10,000, ill city and vicinity, on furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
Business confidential.
pay off furniture leases
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185
Middle street, room 6, second floor.26-2

WANTED—To

know that I make

public
WANTED—The
specialty of dress suits and overcoats.
the best of
fit and
a

I guarantee every
only
trimmings used in making garments.

$5.00 to
$10.00 you can save on a suit. M. M. NANSEN
25-4
tailor, 502 Congress st., Portland, Me.

public
WANTED—The
line gold, silver and

to know that we do
nickel plating, pol-

ishing, buffing, etc. Silver plated ware repaired
relinislied and enameled to prevent its tarnishing. The only complete manufacturing and
plating establishment in Maine. Send for price
fist. STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Eore
aim Union Sts.jan!8tf

from

house for anv-

chaser; would also build single
desired and have them pay by installF. H. HARFORD, 31Va Exchange
street, or E. T. NICHOLS, South Portland.
5-1
SALE—A farm, Including stock and
toois at Spurwink, Cape Elizabeth, Me.,
opposite Higgins Beach. Fine sea view. Eighty
acres of land, one-half tillage; about 600 cords
of wood; will pasture 15 cows—ready sale for
milk at creamery; cuts 30 tons of English and
House of 10 rooms, buildings
10 of salt hay.
and fences in good repair.
Spring water in
Near church, school and new
house and barn.
For
hall.
terms
apply on premises or
Orange
address, EDWARD I'. CARMAN, Portland,Me.
5-5
who
ments.

FOR

FOR

SALE—In Windham; contain-

of excellent land; good
FARM
ing forty
two miles from Maine Central Depot.
acres

buildings;
Inquire of C. G. IRISH. 52 Market street,
Portland, Me., or GEO. SPEAR, near Duck

SALE—Sloop yacht “Marion” 23 feet
over all; new last year, everything first
class about her, very fast, handsome and able;
sold for about one-half of what she cost. Apply
at 372 CUMBERLAND ST. right hand bell. 1-1

FOR

SALE—In Deering, one building lot on
Maple street containing 9000 square feet
for 8500; one on Forest Ave. near Maple street
containing 18,000 square feet 8450. These lots
are always dry and graded, within two minutes’
walk of electric cars and are ill every way as
Also a
line lots as can be found in the county.
fine lot oiilCollege street containing 12,000 square
feet, price 8250. Inquire of A. t. LIBBY, 42ya
4-1
Exchange street.

FOR

150
of
young
hay;
apple and
pear trees. Also orchard of old fruit trees.
Two-story house, shed, carriage house and barn
in good repair. This farm is within Va miles
of churches, schools and Post office; also \i
mile from M. C. R. R. l'or particulars inquiro
of S. 0. COBli, New Gloucester Me.2-1
tons

SALE—Victor bicycle, 1800 pattern, ih
cash. Inquire of
L. B. GRIFFIN. 517 Congress St. or after 0
1>. ni. at 05 St. Lawrence St.2-1
SALE—Dcering, new 2 storied house
of 0 rooms, nice stable,
buildings all
thoroughly painted and blinded. 6 acres of land,
desirable for building lots overlooking Portland,
3 minutes from street cars; must he sold mr
$2,550. TV. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.

FOR

SALE—We are now prepared to offer
building lots situated on the northerly
Congress street, west of Weymouth
street, running through to the southerly side of
Portland street including the lots in New
Boynton Court. BENJAMIN SHAW. 5iya
Exchange street.31-1
the
FOR
side of

for SALE—In the following
companies: Hall Mowing Machine Co.,
Kennelieck Coal Co., Mountain Farm and Sea
A
Shore Co., Aroostook Condensed Milk Co.
N. S.
limited number of shares of each.
GARDINER. 185 Middle street.31-1

STOCKS

rfG TYPEWRITER FOR SALE—A No. 2
JL Remington in good condition; pi'ice $70.
Address “A SALE,” Press office.31-1
SALE—On Munjoy Hill a two tenemeut house, very desirable and sunny;
modem improvements: a three tenement house;
latest style and fine view of ocean; both new
and rent for $5>12per year, will be sold so as to

IVOR

make

choice investment. N. S. GARDINER
street,31-1

a

185 Middle

SALE—At North Yarmouth, a farm of
ten acres cutting two tons to the acre; 1 V»
story house and ell, connecting stable; pleasantly located; raises 120 barrels of apples
yearly. Good water, fine shade trees; lVa
miles from station.
Very desirable. Price
SHOO. N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle Sf.

IVOR

30-1

SALE—A brick house thoroughly built,
has solid mahogany doors on parlor floor;
11 rooms, sunny exposure; line lot of land,
brick barn, and centrally located. Must be sold,
BENJAMIN SHAW,
owners going abroad.
Bll-ii Exchange street.30-1

FOR

SALE—One red

mare

seven

years old,

kind, good driver, perfectly safe for
FOR
at
Can be
children to drive.

women

L. S.
BANKS'S, 5)5 Front street, South Portland, or
inquire of CHARLES A. SLOMAN, 203 Franklin street, Portland.30-1
seen

or

SALE.—A two-story house containing
in good repair, large stable, with
5000 feet of land; located down town; will pay
good interest on the price asked for same. A.
C. LIBBY. 42Vb Exchange street.30-l_

FOR5*

rooms

SALE—300 bushels wheat for poultry at
This wheat is
per 100 pounds.
.T. A.
plump and excellent poultry feed.
PENNELL’S GRAIN STORE, 57 Washington

FOR
S1.25

street,30-1
SALE—Fine Farm.

The homestead

FOB
of the late John Webb in Windham,
railroad station.

one

and
Splenmile from post
did grass land; pasture w pit watered; good
F'or particumilk farm.
a
desirable
buildings;
lars call on J. J. BODGE at So. Windham, or L.
M. WEBB, 98 Exchange street. Portland. 25-2
office

$1000 to $15,-

THE

EARGni STORE,
237 & 239 Middle Street.

ap2eodft

LET—A

nice

PROVIDENT

NOTICE—Those
H.

Furnished throughout; will allow the furniture
to remain in cottage one season. Address, 203
FRANKLIN STREET, Portland Me. marlOtf
SALE—Farm of loo acres in City of
on Cumberland street; one
and West End; known as
Hnssey farm, Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills, Me.14-8

FOBWestbrook,
mile from East

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
to
call on us. Pictures framed,
well
would do
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
Cor. Oak and ConD.
E.
REYNOLDS,
straps.
gress streets.99-2
Aid Society of Portland, Me.
Lowest cost Life Insurance: unimpaired
reserve fund in state treasury, relatively largest
of any association in the State; responsible
management; only 20 single assessments total
since 1885. Agent wanted, previous experience
not necessary. Correspondence invited. 2(1-8
having house painting done
will be pleased if they give me a call. My
PETER
when done.
itself
for
work will show
A. Me ISAAC No. 19 Cotton St.
_2-1

SALE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first
class order.
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
No. 50 Commercial street.B-4

FOB

SALE—The

Thomas
FOB
its

prove it by calling
STREET for a tree sample. Best Roller Hour
Yon

94-2

LOST AND

FOUND.

bad complexion and rough,
by using Flora A. Jones’
Roses, tought of YOUR
DRUGGIST.4-1

lady's
LOST—A
pimply skin
famous Blush of

truth
1 wrote to

prevail.”
JAOUND.—“That
H

is

mighty and will

Miss E.

S. Orr. East

street.

appointments.

tine residence, No. 4X
Modern and first class in
of S. B. KELSEY,

Inquire

No. 243 Commercial street.

jaul2-tf

FOR
The schooner Sarah E. Babsou
46.64 tons burden well found in
cables, anchor, etc.; also seine
For terms apand seine boat.
1585IV.1. G. MAVIS,
ply to
4 Ferry Wharf
Blewburynort, Mass.
dlmo*

Mar26

HOUSE FOR SALE.

LORD’S Famous 50 cent Tea is

the finest sold in Portland for the money.
GEO.
at 272 CONGRESS

A cottage house situated near
Green street, ill good repair,
would make a nice home for a
man of moderate means, or a
good investment; price low. For
further particulars call on LOUVI1,3.15 If. BVEB, Attorney-atLaw, Jose Building, City,
dlw
aprl
THE OLD RELIABLE FIRM

a
a

-OF-

C

IL-__

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
been notified in writing, as required
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
112. by Arthur W. Morton, of Lewiston, Me.,
that his Deposit Book. No. 50,(140. is lost and
that he desires a duplicate book issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

WE

some one.

on

85.40,_

BOARD—To

AGENTS.

ten

hoarders. For further informa5-1
tion address “Iix,” in care this office.
manent

PICTURES!

Try the French Laundry at Merry’s,
Sent Tuesday, back Saturday.

BOARD.

from

plain honing
WANTED—Washing
good families; also, position to drive team
work at
in the

HOTEL.—From April 1st I will
the benefit of
per day 1 will
as any
provide as good rooms and good table 5-1
other house in Portland.
!

Six

reasons

FOR
good condition cheap for

PERRY’S
give the travelling public
low rates. For $1.00 to $1.50

SON 124 Pearl St.2-1

—

central

heat,

steam

MISCELLANEOUS.

housework in

good
Immediately.
WANTED
chinists at MILLS & GILMOUR’S,

store, with

over our

and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats; call. or address letter or postal toS.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

general
WANTED—Girl
small family. Apply to MRS. Z. THOMP-

WANTED.—A

place.
& CLARK.

SALE OB TO
Cottage
buy
000 worth of cast-oil clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
of 5 rooms at Trefethen’s Landing. Best
FOB
cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
location
the Island. A bargain for

housework.
No.
86 Congress street.4-1

young man at Ira F.
Clark & Co.’s Clothing House, 482 Con5-1
street.
gress

Centre, stock of
store in
DAVIS
5-tf

SALE—At

SALE—In New Gloucester, Me., a farm
watered and dividFORof 60 acres of land wellcuts
spacious second ed
from 40 to 50
into pasture and tillage,

The

for

smart

25

and 27 Commercial Street.

general
girl
WANTED—A
Come well recommended. Apply at

MALE HELP.

I3OR

Pond.__4-2

heat and
space with
Apply to GIANT ELEC-

Floor

highest

as-

sist about the
(Just
place you
Address Box 33,
Give reference.
want.)
5-1
North Raymond, Me.

for

day;

one flight
large front office with ante
370Va Congress street. L. O. BEAN & CO.,
40 Exchange street,31-1

to

to

rear

sun
room up

call at your store or house
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH 58 Hanover
street, city.11-Itf

capable

a
woman

or

5-4___

one

and tenement, above
_L situated on Congress street at Libby’s
Corner. Fine set of fixtures, good local and
A
country trade, horse cars pass the door.
grand chance for a good druggist. Will lease
for a term of years very low. C. B. DALTON,

RET.—Drug

BEE. WANTED—To

HELP.

Raymond Spring,
WANTED—At
smart girl
middle-aged
the
house.

2-1

WOODMAN, 105'/2 Exchange street.

to

SALE TO CONTINUE THROUGH THIS WEEK.

state of cultivation. Good orchard of about one
hundred trees, all in hearing: the best m town
of its size. Also a plenty of other small fruits.
For particulars address C. G. R., Portland 1. O.

or

parts

Regular 10 cent Ginghams,
Hotels and Cottagers, take notice of
our great Sale of Sheetings,
Quilts,
Comforters, Linens and Blankets.
Ready Made Sheets and Pillow Cases.
Bleached and Unbleached Cottons,
from 1 to 2 1-2 yards wide, at wholesale prices during this week.
100 pieces of Bleached and Unbleached Twill Crash, IS inches wide,

Cape Elizabeth,

acres,

SALE—wm sell two lots, one at corner

4 Cents Yard.

II Cents Yard.

or more

RET—Good tenements of three and six
FORPickett street, South Portland, will sell
TO
rooms; prices $8 and $12 per month; also
one. and hunt block of two houses with purof the city. By J. C.
for sale houses iu all

10,000 yards Wool Finished Challies, new designs,

Such Dress Ginghams as are being
sold elsewhere at 12 1-2 cents, Middle
street Popular Price

SALE—In

FOR

tiiree miles from Portland; contains thlrtyFarm
about twenty under high

Deering
FOR
Goods, Fixtures and team. Only
for selling.
Good
the

6 9-4 Cents Yard.

4 Cents Yard.

FORSATE.

RET—A very sunny upper rent of seven
St. and the
107 F’rankpark. Apply
Also
and
Cumberland.
iin St. between Congress
one sunny room furnished.2-1

One lot 121-2 cent Crinkley Seersucker, Middle street price

5000 yards of White Ground, Cambric Finish Prines,

RICE.__"8-tf

SALE—Dry and desirable house lots;
also gravel and loams for lining. Inquire
of A. L. RICHARDSON, Peering Centre. 5-8

12 1-2 Cents Yard.
Bastiste
Yard wide, Satin Stripe
Cloth, in white ground with colored

orjn suites,

MRS. H. M.

RET—Large furnished room on second
floor iu a private family. Inquire at 212
street,
right hand hell.4-1
High

TO

RET-Lower rent of 6

The over production of the manufacturers makes the prices.
36 inch all wool wide wale Cheviot,

LET—Pleasant rooms, single

TO with board at 110 PARK ST.

five

mo

New Spring Dress Goods.

TO

Plum street.5-1
RET—To a family without small children,
a very pleasant and convenient lower rent
with three'front chambers. Apply at house 36
5-1
Spruce street.

of Congress
TO rooms fineto view
.I AMES DAY No.

LARRABEE,

LET—Large sunny front room, second
437 CUMfloor. Gas and steam heat.
BERLAND STREET.

TO
Woodfords; 0 rooms, stable, hennery, garden fruit, &c. Sebago water; everything inline

TO

Middle Street.

S46

The Cotton Picker.

again.”—Waverly Magazine.

GREAT

ROOMS.

TO RET.

RET—House corner Oak & Ocean streets,

you?’

When they all know what has occurred
what a cheer is raised for her! Jack
leads her into the station and brings the
best chair he can find in the office and
seats her before the glowing fire—her
And she has saved his
own Jack!
life! A great throb of exultation goes
throngh her as she sees him standing
there, so strong and tall and handsome.
Ah, now he knows how a society girl
can love!
She is almost dead with cold, but she
smiles faintly at him and then the white
lids close, but not before she knows
Lenn is beside her and has her hand in
his and is bending over her, his young
face white and anxious, and so, between
the two men who love her, she gains
consciousness after a little and receives
the heartfelt thanks of all the passengers.
Jack and Lenn have shaken hands
cordially and Lenn, with a horrible
ache in his heart, has gone away and
left them together. He knows that is
the man that Beth loves, but he bears
it bravely. Beth is happy and he tries
to bo glad for her sake.
Jack bas her hands in his and is looking into the sweet, shy eyes.
“You have saved my life, Beth,” he
says, and the gay voice is very grave
now.
“Are you going to make mo wish
that you had not? I had heard of your
.aunt’s death, and my heart ached for
you, but I dared not come near you. I
waited to hear of your marriage to Mr.
Chester, but I did not. Ah! Beth, brave
little girl, to face poverty when you
could have commanded millions by a
single litUe weid.”
“It was for you, Jack,” she says in a
low voice. “I loved you—could I swear
to love another? Aunt tried very hard
to persuade mo to accept Mr. Chester.
Poor aunt!” she sighs, and the shadowed
eyes brighten with a smile. “I have
you, Jack,” she soya “You will never
leave me again,” softly, “will you?”
“No, sweetheart," he says, “never

miscellaneous.

miscellaneous.

WIT AND WISDOM.

mi draws his fur cap over his eyes." At
the door he looks back and hesitatea
•‘1 feel strangely reluctant to leave
you here all alone,” he says wistfully.
“Why, what could harm me?’
“Nothing in all Trenton, that I know
of—but—w ould you like me to stay with

have

by Alpheus G. Rogers,
Portland, Me., March 28,1802.

Treasurer.

meh291awSwTu

E.B. ROBINSON & GO.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
A.KTOS

and offer high grade

petition.

at

prices that defy

and
com-

Plano tuning personally at tended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
sale.
feb!3eodly

for

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Quotations

of

Products in the

Staple

CORK.

May-

July

40%
39%

Opening. 33%
Closing.37%
Monday's quotations.

"lay.
'8%

July.

79

CORK.

Mar.
39%
SOn,

July.
and

Stocks

Sterling

Bonds—Money Easy

Exchange Quiet and Firm Government
Bonds Bull aud Easier—Railroads Quiet
and

Firm—Stocks Closed Firm Without

Special

Feature.

yesterday, money was easy,
@2 per cent.; last loan 2, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was
quoted at 3%®°% percent. Sterling Exchange
iu
was quiet and Arm with actual business
hankers’ bills at 4 86ya for 60-day bills and
4 8814 for demand; posted rates 4 87Vi®4 89.
Commercial bills were at 4 86@4 87%. Government bonds were dull and easier. Railroads
At Now York,
ranging from 1

were

quiet and generally

Arm.

The decrease in the amount of business done
in the stock market after 12 o’clock was even
more pronounced than usual to-flay, the cessasation of demand from shorts allowing quotations to shade off over the list. Reading retired
from 56 to 54. During the last hour Reading
continued to yield and was carried down to Saturday’s closing prices. The rest of the market
displayed some Arnmess and prices rallied
•lightly, while dealings continued barren of
special features, the market closing quiet and
Arm at small fractions above Arst prices.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 337,700 shares.
Retail

Grocers' Sugar Rates.

Portland market—cut loaf 5yac ;confectioners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, *6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Apr. 4.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R— For Portand, 82 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 160 cars.
Imports.
LIVERPOOL ENG.
Steamship ParisianPhelps, Bodge & Co 1

2717 boxes tin plates to
cs book to Geo C Chase.
KAJARDO.PR. Schr
Molasses to Geo S Hunt

Rita—374 casks 33tcs
& Co.

Foreign Exports.
PAYSANDU.SA. Schr Lncy A Davis—299,357 feet lumber 4 windmills 500 sliooks and
heads.
_

Portland Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND. Apr. 4, 1892.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:
uraiui

flour.

! Corn, car lots. 540.55
Corn, Dag lots. .57058
Meaj, bag lots.. 65056
iOats,car lots.. .41,342
!Oats, bag lots. .45347
I Cotton Seed,
| car lots .24 50@24 75
I bag lots. .§26027 00
: Sacked Br’n
! ear ots. $21%@21 50
I bag lots. Sa2@23 00
clear do.. .$4%@4% ! Middlings.. 822025 00
i bag lots. 823026 00
"Wnt'r wheat
Provisions.
patents... 5 25@5 3i
(Pork. Bks.15 00016 ;,o
Fish.
14 75@15 00
clear.
I
Cod—Large
Shore-6 75@7 01 i| short etsl5 00015 25
Small do.. 4 50@5 01 Beef,extra
mess... >8 00@ 825
Pollock-3""' 5' >
5i It
Haddock... 3
plate... 10 00.010 50
5' >i ex-plate.10 60@11 00
Hake.2
tubs. 5"/g@ 7Vi
iLard.
box
Herring,
Scaled....
13@17 : I tierces... 5% @ 7Vi
;
pails.... 6%@11
Mackerel, b)
I pure leaf.10 @10%
Shore is..$
I H ams-10% @10%
Shore 2s..S
Med. 3s.. .13 00@$1< :J docov’rd.ll
@11%

Large

Pea Beans. .195@2 1C
Ligouia.6%
I Centennial.OVi
Medium do.
Ger. med... 1 75®2 1( I Pratt’s Astral., 8V±
Yellow Eyes.l 75SS2 01 I Hevoe’s brilliant 8V4
Kaisins.
Cal. Pea_2 50® 2 6( >1
1 50@2 00
Irisn Potat’s 35® 45' ijMuscatel..
lav’r2 00013 50
II
London
2!
3 7S@4
Sweets
....

Onions—M a
lOnpura lay’r.8 @9%
fives.3 25@3 5( Valencia.
6ys@7
Geese.
Sugar.
14@15i
1 ESI711 Ex-oual’ty ilno
Chickens.
..

..

granulated...

13® 14(

.413-16

Standard do.

Extra C.
Ked
>

4%
4ys

Seed.
1 75'a'l 85
Top.

Timothy.. .1650165

MClover... .12 @16
Butter.
Lemons.
3 00@3 7.' Creamery.26@28
Palermo
o<
Gilt
Messina.... 3 50®4
Edge V r’int.22@25
vap

0 B>.

8igj

10

I
(Choice.20021

...

Oranges.
Valencia—6 00@7 2E I Good.19020
3 50 a 4 B( i Store.18@19
Fiorina
Cheese.
Sicily.3 76@4 01 li
[N. Y. fct’ry. 13@14
Eggs.
;|Vermont.
Eastern ext... .13@112V2@14
Held.
iSage.14 @14 Vi
....

■

Limed._._
Portland Daily Press Stock 1.1st.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
126
128
Canal National Bank.100
115
117
Casco National Bank.100
40% 42
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
100
102
First National Bank.100
115
117
Merchants’ National Bank.. 75
116
318
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
103
105
Portland National Bank... .100
116
114
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
86
80
Portland Gas Company. 50
115
120
Portland Railroad ComnanylOO
110
115
Portland Water Co.100
115
120
Maine Central K R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
126
Portland 6s, 1907.123
102
103
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. R. aid.102
110
R
R.
aid.108
Bangor 6s, 1899,
121
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
li.
K
aid.105
107
Bath 6s, 1898.
104
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
100
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding. 98
108
Belfast 6s, 1898,R. R. aid.106
100
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922, Municipal.. 98
.100
101
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding.
114
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
102
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
102
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
R.
115
7s.1898,1st.
Maine CentralR.
mtgll3
136
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
“4%s

103

g6s, 1900, extens'nllO
6s, 1895—1905 D’bl02
Leeds & Farmington B. B. Cs, 1896.105
Portland
Portland
Portland
Portland

Closing.
Boston Stock Market.

The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocks n Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta E’e K. 35%
0. B. & 0.108
Mexican Central. 18%
Union Pacific. 42%
Boston & Maine It.170
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.194
New York and New England It. 41%

do pfd. 97%

& Ken. E. E. 6s, 1895-103
& Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtgl08
Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96

106
112
103
106

105
no

110
98

Quotations.

Grain

NEW YOEK PEODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

July.
89%
89%

Opening...
Highest.

89

Lowest.
Closing.

89%

May.
91

91%
90%
90%

CORN.

July.

45%

..
..

45 %

Lowest.

44%

44%
Closing.
Monday’s quotations.

May.
45%
%
451/a
45%

45

WHEAT.

S*C3J

July.
88%

Opening.
Highest.

83 Vs

Lowest.

88%

Closing.

89

May.
90

90%
89%
905/s

CORN.

July.

44%
44%
44%
44%

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

May.
*5%
45%
45 %
45%

CHICAGO BOABD OF TBADE.
Saturday's quotations..
WHEAT.

Opening.

July.
TO®/*

Ma.v.

79%

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Apr. 4. 1892.—The following
are to-day’s closing quotations oi mining stocks:

Col. Coal.31
Hocking Coal.10
Homestake.14 00
Ontario.40 00

Quicksilver. 4
.17 00
do pfd.
Mexican.
New York

Stock and Money Market.

(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Apr. 4.1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
of Government securities:

April 2.
New4'sreg.110
New 4’s coup.110
United States’2s reg.100

Central Pacific lsts.100%
Denver & It. G. 1st.
Erie 2ds.106%
Kansas Pacific Consols.112
Oregon Nav. lsts.Ill

Closing quotations

of

Minn. & St. Louis

pfd. 20%

do pfd.
Ohio & Miss.
Ont. & Western.

73
22

18%
North American. 14%
Pacific Mai!. 35
Pullman Palace.192%
Reading... 64%
Rock Island. 85%
St. Louis & San Frau.
St. Paul. 76
do nfd.122
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112
St. Paul & Omaha. 46%

pfd.114

Texas Pacific, new.
Union Pacific.
U. S. Express....

Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd.
WesternUnion.
Sugar Trust.
do pfd.
Richmond & West Pom;.
..

do

pfd.

9%@12%c; fancy 12@12%; part skim 6@
10c; fall skims 2%<&4c.
Freights to Liverpool dull and weak; giain

IffVs
116%

per steam 2d.
CHICAGO, April 4. 1892.—The Flour markWheat-higher; No 2
et is dull and irregular.
quiet and
Spring at 78% c; No 2 Red 84c. Corn
firm: No 2 at 38%. Oats active and higher;
62c.
2
Barley
No 2 at 28 % c ;No 2 Rye 75c. N9
No 1 Flaxseed atOGv. c. Provisions are dull—
Short
rib
17%.
mess pork —. Lard at G 15^6
sides at 5 60(5 5 62%. Dry salt meats-shoulb
at
sides
17V2(ffi
ders at 4 50&5 00; short clear
6 20.

Receipts—Flour, 14.000 bbis; wheat, 67,000
busli: corn 183,000 bush: oats, 168,000 bush;
rye, 7,000: barley. 56,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 16,000 bbis ;wheat. 76,000
hush; corn, 114.000 bush; oats, 194,000 bush;
rye. 10.000 bsli; barley, 47.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. April 4, 1892.-The Flour maret is weak ancl unchanged. Wheat closed higher: No 2 at 84c. Corn quiet; No 2 at 35@36;V8C.
Oats higher; No 2 at 28%(&28%c. Rye firm at
79c.
Barley—110 sales: Minn—. Provisions
verv dull; pork, 10 02% for new standard and
8 70 for old. Lard nominally at 6 05. Dry salt
meats—loose shoulders at 4 GO; longs and ribs
5 70; shorts 5 85; boxed lots 15 more. Bacon
—shoulders 5 25; longs and ribs at 6 30@6 35;
shorts at 6 45(a6 50.
Hams 9 00@10 50.
Receipts—Flour. 4.000- bbis: wheat. 25.000
bush; corn, 81.000 bush: oats. 23,000 bush;
rye. 1,000 bush; barley, 3.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbis; wheat, 61,000
bush; corn, 153,000 bush; oats, 5,000 bush;
rye, 2,000 hush; barley, 1,000 bush.
DETROIT.April4.1892.—'Wheat quiet; No 1
White at 87c; No 2 Red 88c. Com quiet; No 2
at 40c. Oats quiet—No 2 White 3l%c; No 2
at 30c. Rye dull; No 2 at 80c.
bbis; wheat. 1,000 bush;
Receipts—Flour,
corn, 6,000 busli; oats, 7000 bush.
Cotton Markets.

100

lOoVSs

(By Telegraph.)

118

106%
112
„„„

10%
42%

144
117

3014
23%
147
100

107%
143%
165%
17%
30%
72%
103%
24%
131%
73%
119

109%
10
21

5S%
138%
21%
62

119%
140
114
18
72
22
19

14%
85
193

64%
86%

NEW YORK. April 4, 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull and unchanged; sales 67'bales;
good ordinary uplands 4 6-16c;do Gulf 4.9-16c;
good ordinary stained at 3 13-lGc; middling uplands at 6 ll-16c: do Gulf at 7 l-16c; do stain-

46

11%
26%
87%

12%
27%
87%
94%

92

10%

10%

58

58
86

Oregon Nav. 86
*Ex-div.
_

Boston Produce Market

BOSTON, April 4, 1892.—The following are
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 O0@14 50; short cuts at
00 00<gl4 76; backs at 16 00,200 00; lean lends
at 00 00:2:15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.

HamsatlO%c; small do lie; pressed hams
U%c.
Lard—Choice 7%c ^ lb m tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails in cs 8c.
flogs—Choice city dressed 6%c p ib; country
do 5v< c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 28 @ —c;
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 22-427C;
extraimitationcreamrv23@—c; factory choice
21®22c; Northern creamery, choice at 29c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
23@25c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
25®28c. The above quotations are receivers’
urines for strict.lv wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice lull creams ana
twins 12 Vs Si 13c; fair to good at 9@12o; Western choice at 12c; fair to good at 10,<31iyaC;
sage at 13@l3ysc.
Eggs—Eastern extras at @14c; V t and N H
extras 1-lc; Western firsts at 13 54@14c; Midi,
extra 13Va(®14c.
Poultry—Northern fresh-kiiled turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 20@22c; fowls 16@17c; fair
to good at 12@15; Western dry packed turkeys
x

BSALFM-Ar 2d, sch Geo Nevinger, Jordan,
HAi°2d,"sells Carrie C Ware, Keene, and Storm
port 2d,barque T J StewPGLOTOESTEK—In
and Baltimore.
Horse Island
art,
b

Foreign Ports.
Wm H Macy, AmesAr at Havre Mch 27, ship

Ar’ataDubi!n‘MSch 26> slliP

Emily Reed, Sim-

mAr*at Bahia! SA, Mch 23, sch Chas Davenport,

^sld'in^Denierara

Feb 25, sch Willie L New-

^Tn port* Mch o, barque Leventer, Geity, for
Mch 24, sch Fred A Emerson,
UAteTlacotalpan
Johnson to load for JSew York.

lnagua Mch 29. .sch Nellie T Morse, Savwith cargo ex-Marion Manage, for New Y'ork,
son, ready to sail.
Ar at Nuevitas prior to Mch 22d, sch Minna
Belle, Thompson, Havana.
Ar at Windsor, NS, 2d mst, sch A F Crockett,
At

Thorndike, Portland. 2d
inst, sells EC Gates,
Ar at St John, NB,
Norwood, Boston; 1 rank Herbert,Sprague, do;
and
Bertha
Maud, Bishop,
Crestline, McAlouey,

Athol, lvnowlton do.
Cld2d, sells 1< A Pike, Manton, New York;
Ella Brown, Dunbar, do.

Rockland;

Spoken.
N, Ion. 73 10 W, sch Edw
April 1, lat 32 50from
Philadelphia for CienJohnson, Warren,

fuegos.

Foreign

the

ini]

appeand

titeis

1e d

toni

invigorator

at 1

hy

son.

a

as

Sold

{

Sch John B Norris, of Edgartown, which ar
rived here 3d from Boston. lias been purchaser
by Capt Holmes, formerly of sell Fran kin Peirce
She is to he employed in general trade.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
SACO. April 4—Cld. sells Jas A Gray, Boston:

J Miller, do; Catawamteak, Rowe, Rockland
WISCASSET, April 1—Sid, schs Newell I
Hawes. Brown, and Areola. Lewis. Boston.
April 2—Ar, sell Millie Washburn, Coffin, fn
Boston.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, April 3
Sid, sehi
Gleaauer, for Rockland ; Pemaquid, do; Ladj

A

lUiaot,

uvs y

xaiu.u unuv,

djuvhiivo

16@l8c; cmckens at 16@17c;
14®15c; frozen turkeys 16@18c.

v

mar-

row

43@45c.
Apples—No 1 Baldwins, at 2 00@2 50;Greenings 2 00@2 25._
brons

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO. April 4.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 16,000; shipments 4000; steady to a
shade firmer; prime steers 4 40®4 65; others
3 76@4 25; Stockers —; Texans 3 40; cows at
2 lf«@3 20.
Hogs—receipts 26.000; shipments 7500 opened slow and lower; closed firmer; rough and
common 4 00iffi4 60; mixed and packing at 4 65
@4 76; prime, heavy and butchers’ weights at
4 75@4 80; light 4 55@4 80; pigs —.
Sheep—receipts 9000 {shipments 3000; lower
and slow; ewes 4 50@4 75; mixed 5 50@5 7d;
wethers at 5 76136 25; Westerns 6 00:8,6 40.
Lambs at 6 00@6 75.

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK.April 4. 1892.—The Flour market-receipts 26,337 pckgs; exports 2168 bbls
ana 8312 sacks; dull aud unchanged; sales 16,300 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 7d@3 40;
city mills extra 4 75 04 85; city mills patents
4 66@5 00; winter wheat low grades at 2 760
3 40; fair to fancy at 3 45®4 45 patents at 4 10
04 90; Minnesota clear 3 6504 45; straights
do at 4 0004 60; do patents 4 1005 00^ do rye
mixtures 3 6504 26; superfine at 2 35@3 15;
fine at 1 9002 86. Suothern flour is dull. Eye
flour steady. Buckwheat 62057. Cornmeal dull
and unchanged; Yellow Western at 2 75@3 00.
Wheat—receipts 113,250 bush; exports 88,760
bush; sales 64,000 bush; irregular and quiet,
closing firmer; No 2 Red at97%@98cin store
and dev,08% ® 9 9 44 c afloat; 9744@99Vs fob;
No 3 Red at 92c; No 1 Northern 95%@97yse:
No 1 hard 99v,@99Wc; No 2 Northern at 92@
9244c. Rye dull and easy; Western at 88@91c.
Barley dull. Corn—receipts 9300 bush; exports 105,206 bush; sales 81,000 bush; firmer
and quiet; No 2 at 49@4944c elev, 60050440
afloat; No 3 at 49c; steamer 48%@50c; mixed
—.
Oats—receipts 84,050 bush; exports 700
hush; sales 55,000 bush; dull and stronger;
No 3 at 3444c; do White at -c; No 2 at 3444
036c; White do 3744 c; No 1 at 3644c; White
do at 39Vac; Mixed Western 34036c; White do
36040c; White State 36040c. Coffee—Rio
dull and nominal; No 7—c. Sugar—raw quiet
and firm: the market for refined is quiet and
steady—the outside quotations are those
posted by trust inside figures cover rebate ;No 6 at 3%04c ;No 7 at 3 13-1603 15-16;
No 8 at 3%®3%c; No 9 at 3 11-1603 15-6c;
No. 10 at 35/a@3% c ;No 11 at 3 9-16@3 13-16C;
No 12 at 344035/ac; Nol3 —: off A 11-115
-16@41Ac; Moufd A 4 7-16@4 9-lflc; standard
c; Confectioners’ at A 44404440;
at a'41/4 @4
c; powdercut loaf at 60544c ;crushed at 505
ed 4%@4%c; granulated 4%@45/ac; Cubes at
45/a®4%c. Petroleum quiet and steady; united at 6644c. Pork is dull and unchanged; Beef
firm- beef hams dull; tierced beef quiet; cut
meats quiet; middles dull. Lard is lower and
„„

L Mitchell
Vineyard-Haven, Apl 3—Sch
Barbour, from New York for Boston, with coal
on
went ashore this morning,
Basque Island
during a denee log, and filled with water, Th<
Boston Towboat Co have contracted to float hei
A

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 2d, schs Henry, Calor, frorr
St John, NB; Jas L Maloy, Bennett, Rockland
W S Jordan, Crowell, Boston; Geo E Prescott
Truworthy, Vlnalhaven; Montezuma, Norwood
Somerset.
Ar 3d, schs Sebago, Ross, Cienfuegos: Lamar
tine, Green’s Landing; John C Smith, Cazones
Gertrude A Bartlett, Bartlett, Macorris; Emma
Littlejohn, Matanzas.
Also ar 3d, barque Rebecca Crowell,Southard
Manzanilia; schs John C Smith, Kueeland, Ca
sones, Mex; Cumberland, Jewett, Manzanilk
15 days; Roger Drury, Delay, Pensacola; Wn
Smith, Babbidge, Fernandina.
Passed Hell Gate 2d, brig Kaluna, Port John
sch Jose Olavari, New York foi
son for Salem;
Buenos

Ayres.

Passed Hell Gate 3d, schs Charley Woolsey
from New York for Rocklaud; Mary Langdon
do for do; Rosa & Adra, do for Fall River; Car
rie C Miles, do for Salem; Bertha Louise, Por
Johnson for Red Beach.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs Alice J Crabtree, Crab
tree, fm St Jago; Mary L Newton, Rowe, Rec
Beach; W R Chester, Thompson, Macliias.
Sid 3d, sch W C Bee, for Sullivan and Nev
York.
VELASCO—Ar 30th, sch Charlotte T Sibley
Burkett, New York.
MOBILE—Cld 2d, sch Margaret S Smith, Mar
shall, Ruatan.
uim n-i

•'—I

New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 2d, sch Suaan N Picker
ing, Boston.
CHARLESTON—|Ar 2d, sch May Williams
Reed. Boothbay.
Cld 2d, sch Isaac T Campbell, Matthews, foi

Boothbay.

__

__

PORT ROYAL—Ar 3d, sch M Luella Wood

Spaulding.

Baltimore.

RICHMOND—Ar 2d, sch Edw Lameyer, from
Rockland.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 2d, sch J C Haynes,
from Norfolk.
PORT MONROE—In Hampton Roads 2d, sch?
Nina Tillson, Nathan Lawrence, and Marion I
_

^^BJlLTIMORE—Cld
son. Portland.

Pond, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Thursday leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. for
Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every
Friday leave Portland at 8 a. in. for Boothbay,
So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaquid.
AVeather permitting. No freight received after
7.45 a. m., on day of leaving,
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
marldtf

Mar. 17.
31.
IX

Apr.

at Halifax

Outwards and

1st, sch Addie M Ander-

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2d, sell Cornelia Soule,
Lanesville.
Cld 1st, schs Uranus, Norwood, for St Croix;
Edw Stewart, Blaisdell, Brunswick.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d, sch Benjamin
Fabens, Condon, Guantanamo.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 4tli, schs Belle
Wooster, Collin, St Jago; St Thomas, Sawyer,
do; George Dudley, Wilson, Guantanamo.
Sid 2d, barque Rebecca Crowell, Southard,
New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 2d, sch May O’Neil,
Raynor, Brunswick.
Sid 2d, schs A M Dickinson, for Wilmington;
Carrie C Miles, for Salem.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 2d, sch Elizabeth M Cook
for Philadelphia.
Ar 2d, sch Edith & May,
STONINGTON
Strong, Millbridge.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, schs Almeda Willey,

Copeland, Brunswick; Orizimbo, Britt, Calais;
Hiram, Lee, Calais.
Sid 3d, sch Georgietta, Bickford. New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 2d, sch W G R Mowry,
CaiajS
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 3d, sch Clara Leavitt, Stowers, from Matauzas for Boston.
HYANNIS—Ar 2d, sch H E Wliittemore, fm
Burntcoat Harbor for New York.

After MONDAY. Dec. 7,
Trains will run as follows:

and

On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passenger trains will I.eave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and tipping at 7.30 a.
in. and i 2.30 (i. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rochester, Sprtngvale, Alfred, Waterhoro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and

1

0.30 p. 111.
1-Or Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00
3.00. 6.30, 0.20 and 11.15 p. m.

I

and Auburn, 8.25 a. m.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. m.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. ra.

From Lewiston

Steamer.

OREGON,

SARNIA.
LABRADOR,

dia Street.

•’

o.

May

International
—

7.

season.

Steamship
FOR

Finest and Safest Trains
—

|

New

_

Co.

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.3., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
Tlie favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

“fl-

Spring stock ot
Paper Hangings is ready to
exhibit.
_

LORING, SHORT & HARMON.

_

C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
MKRRY-

trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

Island

RETURN leave Portland
and intermediate landings
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

England.

Mail

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the AVest.
On and after November 29. 1S91, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30 a. in., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *l.lof
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.0<J

PHANTOM will leave Portland
at Falmouth
Foreside,
Cliebeague and Little3
at
Island
and
Wolfs
Point,
p. in. daily
john’s
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
at
7
a.
m..
South E'reeport
touching at all landings, commencing March 16th, 1892.
B.
SOULE. Manager.
marisdtfH.
Pier for Freeport, touching
STEAMER
Cousens’. Great

Falmouth Foreside Steamboat Co.
On and after Monday April 4. 1892 the
Steamer Alice will leave Town Landing, Falmouth for Portland dally at 6.00 and 8.55 a. in.
1.00 and 5.00 p. m.
Returning leave west side
of Portland Pier at 7.00 and 10.00 a. m. 2.40
and 6.15 p. m. Special arrangements for excursions. freight etc. can lie made on board tiic
steamer with B. M. SEABURY, Captain.
tf
apr2

Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. ill.. 1.10 p. ill.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. ill.;
and ior Kangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, AVinthrop Readfleld and Oakland, 1.10 and 5.05 p. in.
AVaterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 4. 111., *1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p.

butter from milk
known in the earliest
It was left for our
times.
time to make a milk of codliver oil.
Milk, the emulsion of butter, is an easier food than
butter. Scott’s Emulsion of
cod-liver oil is an easier food
than cod-liver oil. It is rest
for digestion. It stimulates,

Taking

helps,

digestion;

restores,

at the same

time, supthe body a kind of
nourishment it can get in no
other way.

and,

plies

Scott & Bowne. Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod livcr
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $1.

STATE LL\E {Service A'jkn

New York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $05 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and

VnnnAhnvn

Rough on Corns. Liquid. 15c.
on

America and
mus

of Panama.

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, April 11, noon.
F'rom San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA sails Thursday April 28 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS'& CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston,

jelOdtf
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO C

°A Small
o

o

Quantity

of

c

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

o

g
2
q

Added to any Soup,
Sauce or Gravy gives
Strength and Fine Flavor,
Invaluable in Improved and Economic
Cookery. Makes cheapest, purest
and best Beet Tea.
mar22
eodlm

Covering for Partial or Complete Baldness.
The hair having the appearance of gl owing or
the head, so closely imitating nature as to render detection impossible.
Every Design in Eadies’ Artificial Bair for
Fashion and Convenience.
method op measuring! the head.

Around the Head.
Forehead and Nape.
Ear to Ear over the Head.
Ear to Ear, over crown.
F.

PRACTICAL
•157 Congress St.,
maim

sxxszmY,
WIG
•

permitting),

YOUTH,^XHAUSTED
Sd

pK£*9°

TAIN

CUKE/Addr*^

Boston,

Mass.

Dr. W. H. Parker.

or

?he Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Buiflnch St.,

Boston & BVlaine R.

Tho Peabody Medical Institute has many Imitators, but no equal.—Herald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
and learn to
every WEAK and NERVOUS mart,
be STRONG ,—Medical Review, (Copyrighted.)
...

In

_ftod&wly

HUNGARIAN BITTER WATER
CELEBRATED

MAKER,
Portland, Me.
eodlm

4.00 ]>.

Bottled to order at the Famous Spring in Budapest Hungary, and imported direct by the New
England Agents, CUTLER BROS. & CO.,
Importing Jobbing Druggists, BOSTON.
To physicians and dealers sample bottles free.
Also agents for the justly celebrated

BETHESDA WATER.
Wonderfully efficacious in troubles of tho

Kid-

Bladder, as testified by our best
Physicians and many well-known citizens. See

Descriptive Pamphletieb4eod4m
is

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

hereby given that the

appointed

and

Administrator
upon
with the Will annexed of the estate of
BENJAMIN S. SMALL, late of New
Gloucester,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
persons
given bonds as the law directs. All
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reauired to exhibit the same; and
all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
JOHN WELLS,
Adm’r with the Will annexed.
New Gloucester, March 16,1892.
mar22dlaw3wTu*

ill.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55. 4.15 p. in.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
a.
9.00
ill.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. ill., 0.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) tO.OO a.
m.. (§1.00 p. m. daily) tG.OO p. m.
Boston ter Portland, 7.30 a. ill.. (J9.00 a. ID.
daily) 12.30 p. in., <*7.00 p. m. daily.;
ton

neys and

subscriber has been duly
Notice
himself the trust of
taken

R.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarbovo Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30. 5.15. 0.15 p. ill.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddefovd. 7.00. 8 45. 10.15 fc. {,11.. 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 0.15 p. m.; Kennebunk, 7*00, 8.4o
a. in., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15. 0.15 p.
m.; Wells
Beach, 7.00, 8.45 a. ill., 3.30, 5.15 p. ill.; North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
ill., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. ill; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. m.,
] 2i4(), 3.30 p.
ill.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket .Junction)
7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. ni.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, HavBoston, 17.00,
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
t8.45 a. m., §12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. m., 1.00,

THE TRUE GENUINE

IS THE

Effect October 4,

Train:*

!'

baldness'

JOH1V

ERRORS ©f
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
VITALITY,.PREfill
DISEASES
and
MATURE DECEINE,
WEAKNESSES of MAN. 800pages, doth,
Only $1.0(1
gilt; 125 invaluable prescriptions.
By mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectob with endorsements £Qrri SEND
I HUH.
cf tho Press and voluntary
ft aw
testimonials of the enred. i «»»•»■
by mail. Expert treat,
Consultation in person
ment. INVIOKABEE SECKECY and CEIi-

o

OosooeoooocoooooooopoooooC

a. m.

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, (weather
Street
Portland—State
leaves
Wharf—Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.15 p. in.,
7
Boston
at
p. in.
or on arrival of train leaving
for Rockland, liar Harbor and Machtasport
Retarniug w ill leavo Macliiasport Mondays and
Thursday's at 4. a. m„ arriving at Portland
about midnight same days.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTH Y. Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland. A Drill. 1S1I2.
(Ttf.

on

g

£

Pullman *1.40

Portland, Mt. Desert & Machias Steamboat Co.

and only
Or’IIl.T'-PKESERVATIO^Anmy
HE.tV OUd and
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY

c

[

Night

p. in.;

‘Sundays Included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen'l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 20,1801.

dec3

Liebig Company’s

15c.

Don’t die in the house. “Hough on Hats”
clears out rats, mice, flies, cockroaches, bedbugs. Never fails. Sola all around the world;
used by all civilized nations, everywhere.

cc

Extract of Beef c

^x.

ROUGH ON TOOTHACHE. Instant relief.

Mexico,

Halifax and Provinces

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. in.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc., 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville. Bath, Augusta
and Rockland, 5.35 p. ill.; Farmington, Skowliegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fahyans, Bridgton, 8.00

—

York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco via The Isth-

o

A Red Nose,
A gross, rough, red face or hands, or a coarse
skin destroy the
grained, uneven or muddy
most handsome faces.
pleasing effect of the
Leaurelle Oil Balm will assure a clear,
smooth skin and complexion, tones down the
red nose,banishes Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches, Freckles. Prevents tendency to Wrinkles,
of the skin, drying up
Ageing or Witheringand
$3.00 at Druggists.
of the flesh. 50c.
size
by
Large
prepaid S.express for $1.00.
E.
Wells, Jersey City.

LINE FOR

From New

Itch ” &

‘Wells’ Health Renewer’cures Sexual Indifference.

TT&S&wtl4

jyl6

California, Japan, China, Central and South

Salve and Plaster, 10c,

Rough
Ointment, cures Skin Humors, Pimples, Flesh
Worms, King Worm, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Itch, Ivy Poison,
Barber’s Itch, Scald Head, Eczema. 50c.
Druggists or mail. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
«

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, sueli as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F* TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAQ

o

Ladies Who Use Face Powders.
To neutralize the injurious effect of any
powder or liquid, use “Leaurelle Oil Balm.’
If the powder is used at night, apply “Leaurelle” in daytime; if during day apply it at
night, or first bathe the neck and face with
“Leaurelle Oil Balm,” then apply the
powder. The effect is most elegant. Keeps
plrin soft, smooth and pliable. 50c and $1.00 at
Druggists, large size prepaid by express for
$1.00. E. S. Wells, Jersey City.

10 51.

C81_

fif. .Tnhn.

*1.15 and til.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. in., St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Riuis daily, Sundays Included. (Night express with sleeping ears attached, runs every
night, Siindavs included, hut not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mills, Seltago Lake, Bridgton, l rveburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Johnsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. m.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. ni.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire. Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.30 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via ‘Soo
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,
Boston.
dtf
dec24

—

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.30

Ellsworth
p. m.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.

was

ill.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m. via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and on
Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.1 o
aha 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.SO p.

Steamships.

From
I
From
From
I
Liverpool Steamships I Portland. | Halifax.
25th Feb. ‘Mongolian I 17th Mar. 19th Mar
2nd Apr
10th Mar. ‘Nuniidian, | 31st
24th
Parisian,
114th Apr. loth
30th
7 th Apr. | ‘Mongolian | 28th
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cattle and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
$00. according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
oJ
Line Steam-

_<*tf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.

3L.iixe
lloyal

office, 211 Washington street.

Boston
dec22

•On and afteF Nov. 2, and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. Jar-Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.,-or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
Je20

eodtf

mai'8

——

Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00.
11.30 a. 111., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5 00, 0.00.
12.15 night. Sundays-9-AK).
7.30 p. m.,
10.30. 11.30 a. rn., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 0.00 p.
m., 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00
(11.30 with dining car) a. in.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on nignt

Island, 5. 45, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.15, 6.101>. lii-s
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and
Long Island, 8.00 a. in., 2.15. p.m.

Fall and Winter Arrangement.

our new

A

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining <Jar service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 3 5. 1891.

WHARF.

Pier for Orr’s
at 2.20 p. m.

Y7

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

XV INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1691:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks

steamer

Baltimore and

aalimgton

Bay Steamboat Company,

oct30dtf

in the World

BETWEEN—

Philadelphia,
W

York,

LIN£

BLUE

ROYAL

STEAMERS.

CUSTOM HOUSE

in.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. COKDWELL, Ticket
Agent. Portland. Me.
3. W. PETERS. Sunt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen'l Ticket Agent.
oct5
__dtf.

TICKET OFFICE

and after Nov.

From

'May

p.

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of In-

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $2G and
$21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
dec8

m., 12.30,

New York All Rail via “Springfield."
Trains arrive at Portland front Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. in.,
1.30 and 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 0.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. in., 1.30, 4.30, 6.50 and 7.35

ARRIVALS.

2,1891,
ON
CONEAG, will leave On’s Island at 6.40
m.,for Portland and intermediate landings.

| From
I Portland. I Halifax.
9.
IApr.
7.
Apr.
21.
23.
!
I

1891,

DEPARTURES.

50

a.

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.30
and 10.00 a. in., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 0.20 and
11.15 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Peering), 0.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
Tunnel
“Hoosac
at Ayer Junction with
Route" for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Cine,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Cine" with Koston
& Albany R. It. for file West, and witli the

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10, 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a, ill. and 1.30
p. in. For Quebec, 1.30 p, m. For ISucltiield and Canton, 7.10 a. ni and 1.30 p. in.

a.

Cabin, $40 to $60; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage. $20.
DAVID iORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.

eodtf

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

_dtf_

Casco

Homewards

Bristol service ended for

barque Geneva, Ea-

Memoranda.

CONNECTIONS DAILY—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buckneld for yv.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Inxfield and Mexico; also for Brettun s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, bunt.

On

Boothbay Harbor. Every AA’ednesday, leave
Franklin AVharf, Portland, at 8 a. m.. for Round

Liverpool.

a'J

barque Clara E Me
Gilvery, Gilkey. Antigua.
Sid 28tli, sell C It Flint, Brown, New York.

m.

STAGE

and

& BOOTHBAY
STEAMBOAT CO. AVinter Arrangements. On
and after Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will
leave East Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a.
m., for Portland, touching at So. Bristol and

From

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

fowls

p.eans—New York hand-sicked
90;
pea 1 77Yo^l 80; choice screen pea, 1 60.13
1 70; hand-picked med,l 77ya@'l 80;choice yellow eyes, 1 80i«l 85 ;California pea beans, 2 30
@2 40; hand-picked. 2 50@2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 S0@1 70; Western red top
1 BO®S3; clover. ll(S13c;Hungarian, 807390c.
Hay—Choice, 18 00@19 00 ;some fancy higher;
fair to to good $15@$17yu ; Eastern line, $12®
$14; poor to ordinary" $11@.$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37Va@l 50 $rbbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars —@45 bu;
rose 45c ;_Houitou Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hepea, 1

Manhattan

Cottage City
leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returuiug. leave Pier 38,
East River. New York, on AVeduesdays and SatFare. $4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
$7.00.
febldtf
J. F. LISCOMB, G eneral Agent.

Calling

—

choice at

DIRECT LINE TO NEW YORK.
Steamers

Royal Mail Steamships.

it.

a.

MAlNE STEAMSKiP COMPANY. Grand Trek Railway of Canada.

DOMINION LINE.

Morales, Kennebec; Arrow, Brown’s Bank.
Ar at Barbadoes 1st inst,
ron, from Sierra Leone.
Ar at Nuevitas Mch 24,

oct22dti

Mass.

scp!6_

—

t*

Boston.
Treasurer

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

m.

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, PullU.
man sleeping cars. Call on or address E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pa.
ciiie Co., 192 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
eod6m
janlU

Long'Wharf,
Agent,
and Gene*
E. B. SAMPSON,
Manager, 89 State St., Fiske Building, Bostr,
70

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F. XISCOMB,
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf

ening and removing Freckles. Now
is the season to try
apr2

Sch M J Sewall, Beals, Jonesport—J H Rlake

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.

4.

Morton & Son.

Portland & Worcester Line,

Effect November 16, 1891.

In

je27

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

AMANDINE and
Quince nourishes
the Skin anti assists
wonderfully in less-

PORTLAND.

Sch Lucy A Davis, Loring, Paysandu—A E

iiil,

3

PORTLAND AND FOREST CITY

NEWS

Cleared.

.21.1101

p. m. Front
at 3 p. m. In-

Lone Wharf, Boston,
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia,
surance one-lialf the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., ant
South by connecting lines, forwarded free ■
commission.
Round Trip $13.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. W1Nt
From

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
STAUNCH AND ELEGANT STEAMERS,

gggjg

MONDAY, April

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

THE

MINIATURE ALMANAC, APRIL 5.
^ 17
Sunrises .5 19|rri<rh water
water/
I-6 21
Sun sets.6 16 Hlg"

Arrived.
Steamship Parisian, (Br) Ritchie, Liverpool—
passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston foi
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch Jennie Hail, Hall, Norfolk—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Lilian, Grindle, Boston via Gloucester,
(seven hours from Gloucester.)
Sell Yulau, Look, Boston.
Soli J B Norris, Holmes, Boston.
Sch Sarah P, Peasley, Calais for Boston.
Sell Magnolia, Brown, Bootlihay—fertilizer tc
Cumberland Bone Co.

Portland & Rmnford Falls Railway.

ISLAND

(By Telegraph.)

FORT OF

RAILROADS.

,__

$1.00.

LONDON. April 4, 1892—Consols 96 3-16d
for money and 96 5-16d for the account.
LIVERPOOL. April 4, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady: middling 3 9-16d: sales 700C
bales; speculation and export 1000 b ..es.
LIVERPOOL. April 4. 1892.—QuotatiojsWinter Wheat at 7s 4V2d@7s SVsd; Sprint
Wheat at 7s 6d®7s 7d; Mixed American. Corn
at 4s 3d. Cheese 57s.

MA.RINTE

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

Boston Jteamers.
FARE OILY

Markets.

^seti^.-.^ll^eighttidej;;

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

PORTLAND

DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

for

NEW ORLEANS, April 4, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet and steady; middling 6 7-10c.
CHARLESTON. April 4. 1892,-Tlie Cotton
market is quiet; middling GViC.
SAVANNAH. April 4, 1892,-The Cotton
market is steady; middling 6v,»c.
MOBILE, April 4.1892.—The Cotton market
is quiet ;middling 614 c.
MEMPHIS. April 4,1892.—The Cotton market is steady; middlings 6 5-16e.

77%
122%

43

sch Francis G-oodnow.

/.

111

46%
122%
10%
43%

PLYMOUTH—Ar 2d,

—

crl of

Missouri Pacific. 63%
New Jersey Central.136%
N orthern Pacific common. 21%
Northern Pacific pfd. 61%
Northwestern.118 %
Northwestern nfd.140
New York Central.113%
New York. Chicago & St-Louis. 18Vs

no

Arp.

4.

stocks:

Adams Express.143
American Express.. .117
Central Pacilic. 30
Ches.&Oliio. 23%
Chicago & Alton.147
Chicago & Alton preferred.... ICO
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy.107%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 140%
Delaware. I.ackawana & West..15414
Denver & Rio Grande. 1714
Erie. 29%
Erie preferred. 72
Illinois Central.104
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 25
Lake Shore.130%
Louis ft Nash. 72%
Manhattan Elevated.118%
Michisan Central.109%
Minn. & St. Louis. 10

Oil.

3s..

Produce.
I Kerosene. PortCoe Cran’s. bush.. 2 2E 1 land ret. pet... 6 %

Fowls.

Opening.

New York

dull; Western steam closed at 6 52% bid; city
steam at 5 96@6 00; relined dull; Continent at
Butter dull and lower;
6 50&G 90; S A 7 55.
State dairy 20@26c; Penn crm 28c; Western
Idgm 28^
dairy 16&20C; do crm at 19@28:%;
28%'*. Cheese quiet and freely offered: State
at

WHEAT.

Opening.
Closing.

Leading Markets.

78%

Closing. 79%

t

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 n.
m.
{Connects witli Kail Lines lor New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Lerwick Sun-

days only.

Division from Dover.
to all points South and West
Union Station. Congress street.
JOHN \V. SANBOKN,
Acting Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A.. Boston
M. I- WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland,
dtl
octii

‘Western

Through tickets

for sate

at

NEW

THE MAYOR VETOED IT.

PRESS.

TBS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

[continued

Sleeper's Eye Cigar.
SECOND PAGE.
M. C, M. A.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Maine State Society for the
Animals—Annual meeting.

of

Protection

FIFTH PAGE.

tion.

Pines Bros.
Millett. Evans & Co.
X. John Little & Co.

The order came back from the lower
A committee
board non-concurred in.
of conference, consisting of Aldermen

The Atkinson Company,.
EIGHTH PAGE.

New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropriate headings on page 6.

For additional Local News

see

Fifth Page.
JOTTINGS.

light shower last

eve-

ning.

A drunken woman on the Park was
taken to the station yesterday followed
a great crowd.
The ladies of Turner’s Island are hard
at work getting funds for a Fourth of

July celebration.
Mrs. Bellows will read

play

of

_A

_-1

1

charge o£
the streets at Peak’s Island and Capt.
Doughty at Long Island.
The Enightville leatherboard factory
has recently erected a new building in
Joseph Littlejohn will

have

order to make room for its business.
The contract for furnishing the city
with 500,000 sidewalk bricks, more or
less, has been awarded to Melvin Hamb-

let,

tee from

the

Inspector of Flour Appointed.
The appointment of Charles N. Noble
inspector of flour, which was laid over at
the last meeting, was taken up.
Alderman Josselyn moved that the appointment lie over until the new wheat
crop, about October next.
Alderman Guptil moved to take off the
the appointment.
table aud
confirm
Alderman Gallagher seconded the motion. They Mayor declared it a vote and
that the appointment was confirmed.
Alderman Josselyn doubted the vote
and desired to speak upon this question.
He read a petition signed by the flour
merchants on Commercial street requesting that the appoinmeut of flour inspector lie over until the new wheat crop was
received. The chair ruled the petition
out of order hut out of courtesy was
willing it should go on file.
The Mayor suggested that a motion to

reconsider would be in order, and on
motion of Alderman Rrackett the vote
appointing the flour inspector was re-

Mr. Josselyn
Shakespeare’s
Midsummer Night’s Dream, this length voicing

afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Thomas B. Mosher has received the
contract for furnishing school supplies
.«

met the commit
The lower
lower board.
board receded and concurred in the passage of the order.

Gallagher and Tolman,

Geo. C. Shaw & Co.
The Atkinson Company.
Walter Corey Company.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Horses—Empire Brewery Co.
Tiie Inventor—Dr. S. F. Conant’s Sanitarium.

a

debate, was given a passage:
Ordered, That the operation of section
two of the ordinance relating to the city
clerk supplying the various departments
with stationery, he hereby suspended for
the present municipal year, aud the various departments are hereby authorized
to purchase such supplies for their own
use during the suspension of said secsome

FIRST TAGE.

was

posystem to

Supply of Dcjiartment Stationery.
On motion of Alderman Rogers, the
following was introduced and, after

FINANCIAL.
Woodbury & Moulton,

There

a

telegraph and telephone
approval of the committee on police
and the city marshal, the contract for
that heretofore in use having expired.

0. Bailey & Co.

BRIEF

The

at $8.50 and $10.50.

Woobine and Ivy Lodges, D. of R.,
have received and accepted an invitation
from Fidelity Lodge of Lewiston to visit
12.

them
Tuesday, April
office
Marshal Swett was at his
He and his
illness.
his
after
yesterday,
deputies were resplendent in their new
on

then
spoke to some
the sentiments of the
were upon the
names
flour dealers whose
petition. He said that in time of a good
wheat crop there would be no dispute between buyer and seller as to the quality
of the flour, but in a poor wheat year
many questions will arise. He did not
believe that Mr. Noble was qualified for
the position.
After further discussion, on motion of
Alderman Gallagher the vote upon the
confirmation of Mr. Noble’s appointment
The apwas taken by yea and nay vote.
pointment was confirmed by a vote 4 to

it, Aldermen Brackett, Rogers and Josselyn voting in the negative.
Other

Appointments.

The following appointments were
made and confirmed:
John Lawler, to bo overseer of the
of h.

G.

Correction,
place
Nichols, resigned.
Wm. II. Reddy, inspector of petroleum
in

House of

for one year.

James Wallace, undertaker
year at Long Island.

City Stationery.

for

one

ordinances, by which the city clerk furnishes stationery to the various departto
ments, and allowing the departments
buy their own stationery during the year,
the president ruled that by page 138, sect.
3 of the ordinances, the city clerk is required to advertise for bids for all the
city stationery and with the city auditor

award the bids to the lowest bidder. Mr.
Dunn and Mr. Davis made brief remarks
and the Council voted to non-concur with
the upper board. The upper board noncurred and appointed a committee of conference. This board adhered and the
phair appointed Messrs. Kelioe, Bimpson
and Leighton as the committee.
Mr. Kelioe, as
Then the fun began.
chairman of the committee of conference on the part of this
board, said the
committee agreed, and that the aldermen would recede and concur with this
board. Suddenly Alderman Gallagher
appeared and entered into an animated
whisper with the president of the board.
The president then said there was a mistake.
Alderman Gallagher, from the
conference committee, had not understood the matter, and the committee had
Mr. Kehpe addressed the
not agreed.
board and said the committee did agree.
Alderman Gallagher said it wasn’t so.
Mr. Kelioe said the Board of Aldermen
hadn’t sent back the papers, and that Alcouldn’t represent
derman Gallagher
them. The nresident said by the rules
and orders a majority of each branch ox
a committee of conference must agree,
and as the aldermen’s committee consisted of but two, and one disagreed,
there was not a majority, Mr. Kehoe
appealed from the Chair. The board
sustained the president, only two dissenting, Messrs. Kehoe and Randall, and
Mr. Randall said he dissented because lie
didn’t see how the board could go behind
the
the
to

report of its committee. Finally,
president sent the committee back
get a lucid report. They returned,

and Chairman Kehoe said his lucid report was that the aldermen of the committee, after they had agreed to the first
report, were seen by the clerk and he

take a different view of
the matter, and so the committee would
recommend that the Council recede and
concur with the upper board and pass
the order, and the report was accepted
and the order passed in concurrence.
like
a
said
The
president

urged

order

NEW

con-

When the order came down from the
2 of the
upper board suspending section

face]

lice
the

AUCTION.
F.

from first

company, for the establishment of

AMUSEMENTS.
Stockbridge; Extra.
course.
Matinee
Stockbridge;
Chestnut Street Me. Church.

Hicks. The aldermen receded and
curred with this board.

ADVERTISEMENTS._

NEW

nmmr Waiter
So many thousand people moving
constantly about our store could but
result in more or less damage to
sorfle goods.

A SCAR, PERHAPS,
here and there,

Corej

which will necessitate the removal of
the goods and repollshing and refit-

SPRING

ting.

THE SPRING RUSH
We don’t want to take the time
to do this. Probably you had just
as lief have these goods as they are.
If so, will

DISCOUNT

house

and it

means,

passed April 1, 1891.

REFITTING.
There

are

only

Fourth of July.
Mr. Dunn offered an order that a committee of five on the part of this board,
with such as the aldermen might join,
be appointed to urge upon the committee on apprropiations,a liberal appropriation for Fourth of July celebration. The
order was passed, and Messrs. Dunn,

to be

Lansdown

Repaired
and

on

If any person or persons who

birds.

BARGAINS.
You’ll have to be prompt to get
them.

Mattresses

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

to be

_

The Atkinson Go.,
Middle, Pearl and Vine Sts.

3XTO BS7,r>0'0.l3l© to Sliow CS-OOC3.S

Ftlade Over.
We

do your

can

repair

Eastman Bros. <£ Bancroft,

postal

apr5

I

-———————— ■

/ “TWO

/

know the names of these

or

men

boys

will inform the cruelty agent, A. M.
Sawyer, the offenders will be punished
to the full extent of the law.
A lady, said to be a woman of great
wealth, from New York, and who was
iogantly attired, escaped from the Keey Institute at North Conway, yesterday,
and came to Portland. A telegram from
the institution was received by the Marsha], and the lady was taken care of on arrival and will be returned tomorrow.
Mr. Owen Woods, in an open letter to
the Express, asks Chairman Gallagher of

OPENING

nouse, zoo spring scree t.
Isaac Littlejohn, two story dwelling
house. 37 Warren street.
William H. Stevens, two story dwelling house, 124 Spring street.
John F. Randall, two story dwelling
house. 37 Eastern Promenade.
Cummings Brothers’ Ice Company,
shed for ice, Deake's wharf.1
Mrs. A. Lawson, two story addition to
dwelling house, 250 Spring street.

him.

PERSONAL.

IN’ COMMON

Ex-City Marshal Hawkcs

was

All present.
The records

in town

yesterday.

Mr.

Sterling

is an

Simpson

experienced

The Allan steamship Parisian, Captain
Ritchie, arrived from Liverpool via HaliShe brought
fax yesterday morning.

Mr. Randall offered an order for the
State street from Spring
to York street, the expense to be charged

macadamizing of

had to be left in Liverpool for want of
The greater number disembarked
She brought 1000 tons of
at Halifax.

to the
made.

room.

this port.

sittings.

Paving State Street.

and many

miscellaneous cargo, and 21 cabin, 12 intermediate and S3 steerage passengers to

AFRZXj Stb. and Gtli.

This will be the

No Wonder
That

1 a

i

The order was

for

streets

passed and

when
sent

The aldermen non-concurred. This
board adhered. The aldermen appointed
This board
committee of conference.
papointed Messrs. Randall, Merrill and
up.

I

appropriation

most attractive
have ever made.

largest

display

and

that

we

People Speak Well of

HOOD’S JOHN E, PALMER,
Sarsaparilla
Mr. R. J. Brundage of Norwalk, Ct.,
of the firm of Buxton & Brundage, exexpressmen, 159 Main Street, writes nis
perience below:
For a long time I have been troubled with
a weak stomach, followed by

543 Congress

apr2

Coverings

carry.

A short time ago I began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and took three or four bottles. Result. I have not felt so well all over for years.
My food seldom troubles me now. My sister,
who was troubled about the same way as
iny3elf, took Hood’s Sarsaparilla with very
pleasing results. I do not wonder that pat-s
rons allalong the line speak so well of Hood
Sarsaparilla. Don’t see liow they can help
it.” R. J. Brundage, Norwalk, Ct.

Rose

Mr. B.

Is well known in Rochester, N. Y., as head
of the firm of Rose & Eddy, wholesale and
retail dealers in general hardware and house
furnishing goods, at 137 East Main Street.
The statement of so prominent a man must

Just Think of the

TAPESTRYSf HAIR,
BROCATELLES, WEBBING,
CORDUROYS, MOSS,
TOW,
VELOURS,
GIMPS,
PLUSHES,
SPRINGS,
HAIRCLOTH,
&c., &0.
&c., &c.,
that

we

have to

Chronic

buy ii L
for

ou]

you will realize how

Sarsaparilla

the best medicine in the land.” B. H. Rosa,
of Rose & Eddy, Rochester, N. Y.

HOOD’S Pills act easily,
efficiently on the liver ana

yet promptly and
v

*'

E

We have been satisfied for a long time—have
looked the matter up thoroughly and are confldent that the Highland Evaporated Cream is the
finest preparation of the kind on the market.
re cowjs milk of the best quality, such as
It is
is obtained by careful feeding and proper treatment, unsweetened and
free from preservatives, coloring matters, or other foreign substances,
concentrated to a creamy consistence, canned in cans of the company’s qwn
make, and sterilized (processed) with scientific precision in such a manner that its relishing and wholesome properties are preserved in the can
forever in all climates. Incidentally the cheese forming element (casein)
of this “Cream” is rendered much more readily digestible by our treatment than that of raw or scalded milk.
It is the most complete and safest food for infants or persons in delicate
health, and which we commend to the attention of mothers and physicians.
One or two teaspoonsful, undiluted, are sufficient for seasoning a cup of
It is excellent for
coffee or cocoa, to which it Imparts a delicious flavor.
ice cream, oyster stews, and convenient for all culinary uses.
We have taken pains and investigated thoroughly, yon have not. As a
result we know the Highland is the best, you do not and must be convinced. How are we going to convince you ? After a careful consideration
we have decided to serve these two articles free during the present week
to give you an opportunity to see their superiority over the common artins ■ nn

w<

aIak of tliA.ir kina.

AN

INVITATION.

can

I

PLAIN FACTS
""Save Time.
In

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

During every day of the present week

Repair your Furnitun
low

price

buying Paint you want

at

Durability.

thorough

Covering Property.

a

and in

i

;

manner.

==

Suitable Colors.
Assortment for Selection.
Courteous Attention.

A.KTD =====

Highland

I
These points
keep
stantly in mind in pursuing
our Paint business.
we

con-

H. H. HAY &

1
■

SON,!

I
IstortSthpdtf^B

we shall serve

Hot Venetian Coffee

Right Price.

Cream

FREE to patrons and public generally. An agent of the Cream Co. will
be on hand to explain all the various uses to which the Highland Cream
can be put on the table, in the kitchen and nursery.

BE SURE AND COME.

COMPANY,

middle Street.
apr4

Sarsaparilla.

Hood’s

•

manufacturing and thei L

Dyspepsia

I was also broken down by over-work, so
that I could not sleep nights. My stomach is
now perfect, my nerves in excellent shape,
and I have gained 10 pounds in 6 months.
For all tills beneiit my gratitude is due Hood s
Accept my best wishes for

ME

fi t E,

I'mHi IS
A mI
11
P
if
wA a ■ HR■ B MV a

Command Attention
I send this unsolicited as I feel to congratulate myself that I used Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Six months ago my digestion was very
bad, and I had almost a case of
"

■

4%

S‘™*’4t8thp large quantities

Indigestion and Dyspepsia

the members and arrange

The Annual Keporte.
Mr. O’Brien offered an order that a
committee of two from this board, with
such as the aldermen may join, be appointed to contract with some one to
print the annual reports for last year.
The president said there was a committee on printing that had charge oi
these matters. If the gentleman would
change the form of the order it could
then be referred to the committee. Mr.
O’Brien amended his order and it was
referred and sent up.

Parisian,

thousand passengers,

see

with them to have

The Mr. Watson who died at Rockland,
boarded some time at the Preble house
in this city. It is thought Watson is an
assumed name and that the man was
formerly an army officer of rank.

over a

read and approved.

Simpson, from the committee ou
making arrangements for taking the photographs of the Council, reported that
Mr. Gray would like to have the members
call and sit as soon as possible, and it
was suggested by the president that Mr.

officer.

Arrival of tlie

were

COUNCIL.

Mr.

Mr. Charles F. Williams, Boston man.
ager of the Portland Steam Packet Company, was in town Saturday.
Ex-Deputy Marshal Sterling has gone
into the business of private detective,
with rooms in the First National bank

building.

Tuesday and Wednesday,

C street.
William H. Green, two-story dwelling

the committee on streets why,
had been elected to an office has another
man elected to the same office, especially
when no resignation had been received
and no breach of the peace or morals

charged against

PATTERN HATS § BONNETS

on

after he

we

WITH =

Ton drink Coffee—couldn’t get along without
the morning cup—it is the very son! of your
breakfast, isn’t it! Ton are bothered more or
Li IB
B B C.
“
'•A ■ U ■■Bn
less to get what you consider^the right thing—
We think the Yenetian, for which
everyone is.
It is natural for us to think so, you will say;
we are agents, is the best.
the seller is apt to praise his wares uow-a-days, be they good or poor.
We must get you into our way of thinking, some way or other. We know
that a trial cup would end in yonr conviction and make you our customer
on Coffee.

-OF-

Building Permits Granted.

Building permits were granted to the
following:
William G. Davis, story and one-half
dwelling house, rear 281 St. John street.
P. L. Watts, two and one-half story
dwelling house, 58 Congress street,
Maine Central Railroad, carriage shed

stock of

the

BIRDS

ONE STONE”

go*. 0m. mb bh

■

Business.

was

=====

/

Consider

MILLINERY

erect and maintain a stationary steam
engine at No. 486 Congress street.
The city treasurer was authorized to
borrow $225,000 in anticipation of taxes,
the rate of interest to be satisfactory to
the finance committee.

twenty

A full line of JET, SILK and RIBBON FRINGES, JET Girdles, Ornaments, Loops, Buttons, Nail Heads, etc.

spring.

given the Consolidated
Electric Light Company to open streets
to
salt water.
for laying a pipe
ro'miirpfl
Papers from the lower board were
Complaints have been made by the passed in concurrence.
The petroleum license of Harris, Gage
citizens of South Portland that men and
& Tolmau was renewed.
war
are
with
armed
making
guns
boys
Permission was granted to F. Lord to

”

The most elegant line of these goods we have ever shown.
The VERY LATEST and MOST STYLISH Trimmings now
used are the JET and COLORED PASSAMENTERIES. The colors
come in all the new and delicate shades to match the dress goods.

prices

Miscellaneous

elegant

NEW DRESS TRIMNINCS.

give

Permission

more

one of the most

ANIDROSIS

sale.
The Democrats have carried their
turning out process to the old soldiers in
John Maley>
the street department.
John McFulty, Thomas Foley, Patrick
Stone and one or two others have been
notified that their services are no longer

be

different shades. These are pure SILK
and WOOL,
elegant fabrics ever produced in
this country. We have the exclusive sale of them for this city ;
price $1.25 per yard.
“

things,

THE I.WMTOR
work Well and if you
The followfng were appointed special
Knowles, O’Brion, Randall and Smith
policemen without pav for the term of appointed.
-OFWm. H.
the present municipal year:
Mrs. E. F. Mountfort, C. C. of Damon,
IN JOINT CONVENTION.
will drop us a
Zoeth Willey, J. B. O’Reilly,
Reddy,
the
SisterThe letter of Sanford M. Reed was read
No. 1, P. S., will entertain
John T. Griffin, Daniel Wver, John B.
assistant
hood at her residence, No. 44 St. Law- Malone, Frank M. Smith, Thomas F. resigning the office of fourth
one of our Salesmen will
engineer of the lire department but he
Gallagher, John T. Flaherty.
rence street, Wednesday evening, April
be at Preble House, Portland, Wednesremarked very ingenuously he would
Kef erred.
and
Petitions
6th
7th,
and
April
WILL
Thursday,
(Sill, if pleasant; if not, the first pleasant
take the second assistant's berth. Aider- wherenesday
all who are interested may learn of the call at
Petitions from the following parties
your house and
man Guptill moved that Sanford M.
principles of this great humane method of vitalevening.
:
assistant.
rheumatic,
referred
renovation.
were
for
second
Every
blood
nominated
be
Reed
izing
by
the
at
Mr. J. F. Hamilton, late janitor
manifestations of disMr. Simpson nominated George C. and those suffering fromshould
Wm. E. Carter and others, for sewer
Improve this opease by skin eruptions,
Butler school, was Saturday evening preyou estimates for
street.
Barrows for third assistant engineer.
on
evidence and order
the
or
secure
Newbury
portunity,
sented a handsome arm chair of antique
Wm 77
-Tnlinsnn nnrl nthors. for n,ro
Alderman Stevens nominated Edward family outfit, that this treatmeut may be secured
at home. Every symptom of disease is made
E. Rogers for fourth assistant.
oak by the teachers of the school, as a light near 46 Merrill street.
that will
same
the vitiated state of the blood, doing
Messrs. Reed, Barrows and Rogers manifest by
Leslie It. Johnson, arc light on Morntoken of their regard for him and his efwhich is quicklv disinfected by this fuming and
elected.
were all
ing street.
ficient work as janitor.
These other officers were eleoted,aider- banra?CONANT’S SANITARIUM.
Erastus Boothby and others, for a pubconvince you that our
The Y. W. C. T. U., will hold an apron lic way from Emerson street to Mel- man Guptill throwing the vote of the
apr5d8t
_Skowhegan, Me.
convention:
sale at Mrs. M. A. Bent’s residence on bourn street.
are way down for
A. R. and E. A. Doten, for sidewalk
Weigher of Coal—Edward W. Dyer.
Neal street, Wednesday afternoon and
W. Elbridge and Howard
PubPie
Weigher—O.
on Thomas street.
evening. Every lady is cordially invited
G. L. Brackett and others, for plank
work this
to patronize them. Home made candies, sidewalk on Peaks Island.
be
will
also
on Orsidewalk
for
and
refreshments
Residents
plank
bags
fancy
on

depart-

#

can

among and beauty.

uniforms.

ange street.
for a
Isaac C. Atkinson and others,
sidewalk in front of Fort Allen Park.
Gilbert Knowles, for damages to land
by adjusting the lines of Spruce street.

and desirable Novelties in this

for Spring Suits than the rich,
soft wool fabrics now offered in all the new effects.
Don’t fail to look at our new shades in English and German
Bedford Cords and Cheverons ; they are the correct thing for style

Hair

The Itules and Orders.

There was quite a discussion over copies of rules and orders for the board, because there were none known to be on
hand. But all at once the messenger
brought in a number of copies of the
rules and orders of the last City Council,
and as those had been voted to be used
by this City Council, a great deal of the
The comdiscussion became pointless.
mittee on printing was authorized to do
what they saw fit in regard to them.

new

Recovered,

few of these

a

receiving

Nothing

Furniture

COST OF

THE

We are

ment every day.

cleaning

means

other

IS ON US.

__

Co.

them to

was

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Fassenger

and

Freight

Steamboats

foi

Sale.
N. L. Wagner. 99 tons net: M. E. Dickerman
127 tons net. For description and price apply t(
M. K, KING, General Manager
fcbl9eod2in
Norfolk, Va.

28 Free St.

mar29

eodtf

Ceo. C.Shaw& Co.;

